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Preface

International trade and investment playan important role in the Swedish

economy. They have also occupied a central place in the research at the

Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research (IUI). The present

study represents a systematic inquiry - empirical as weIl as theoretical- into

both ofthese areas. It focuses on the interrelationships between international

trade and investment by national firms, phenomena which lie at the heart of

the ongoing controversy regarding the role and impact of multinational

companies on national economies.

The work has been carried out at the IUI, but this publication also

constitutes the author's doctoraI dissertation in economics at the University

of California, Los Angeles, which was subrnitted earlier this year. We

therefore wish to thank the members of the department of Economics at

UCLA, especially Professor Axel Leijonhufvud and Professor Edward

Leamer, who, in different ways, have contributed to this study.

Stockholm in November 1979

·Gunnar Eliasson
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ABSTRACT

The multinational operations of national firms has been a subject

of intensive study in the past decade or so. It has challenged interna

tional trade theory to explain the large two-way factor movements

across national borders occasioned by the multinational corporation.

It has posed a challenge to policy makers having to decide whether to

allow or restrain the rapidly growing foreign operations of national

firms.

The present study does not differ from earlier studies so much in

the questions that it seeks to answer as in the way it goes about an

swering them. Basically, the questions asked are l) what determines why

national firms produce abroad, and 2) what is the effect on home coun

try trade of allowing foreign production?

The empirical analysis uses unique census data on Swedish manufac

turing firms and their foreign affiliates. This makes it the only study

in which hypotheses regarding the determinants of international produc

tion have been tested on data for the outward investment of a country

other than the U.S. and one of a few studies where many of these hypoth

eses have been tested on individual firm data.

How valid are hypotheses developed mainly on the basis of the U.S.

experience for the foreign operations of firms in another country? Com

parisons of the relative size and pattern of outward investment by the

U.S., the U.K.,and Sweden reveal differences which are due to differ-
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ences in investing country characteristics such as country size, tradi

tional commercial ties with foreign countries,and comparative advantage

in production, where, the latter is shown to also affect "comparative

advantage" in producing abroad.

Hypotheses regarding the determinants of international production

are tested by regression analysis on cross-sectional data for Swedish

firms in 1974. The results show that the (firm-specific) competitive

advantage of Swedish foreign investors in foreign markets is based

mainly on high labor skills, while a high R&D intensity appears to bias

firms toward exporting and against foreign production. The choice be

tween exports and foreign production depends on industry churacteris

tics affecting location, such as capital intensity and scale economies

in production. Different host country characteristics bring out the in

fluence of "market proximity" - a euphemism for distance related costs

- on the location of production.

Analysis of the influence of the firm's domestic size on the vol

ume of foreign production does not support the common notion that larg

er firms have a higher propensity to produce abroad than small firms

and that the determinants of foreign production should, on that account,

be sought in oligopolistic market conditions.

One of the most important determinants of inter-firm differences

in both the relative and absolute volume of foreign production is the

length of time firms have produced abroad. It shows the influence of

dynamic-historical factors on the current state of affairs. It also re

vea1s that domestic and foreign production do not grow at the same rate

over time and suggests that, once started, growth through foreign pro

duction typically exceeds domestic growth.
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Finilly, we address the policy issue of what the effect on exports

is of allowing foreign production. The partial effect of exogenous

changes in foreign production on the firm's total exports and on,its,

exports of complementary and substitute products,is estimated by two

stage-least squares. The results show that there is, on average, a small

positive net effect on the firm's exports of allowing foreign produc

tion, a finding which removes one motive for the current Swedish regu

lation of the free flow of direct investment capital .



Chapter 1

Introduction

l. l Background and purpose

Foreign investment by Swedish manufacturing fi~lS is by no means a

recent phenomenon - there are still manufacturing affiliates abroad

which Were started in the 19th century - but it is a phenomenon which

is assuming increasing importance in the Swedish economy. In the period

1960-74, when manufacturing employment in Sweden was more or less con

stant, employment in foreign manufacturing affi1iates of Swedish firms

more than doubled. By 1974 employment in foreign manufacturing affi1i

ates amounted to 24 per cent of manufacturing employment in Sweden.

That means that Swedish manufacturing industry is more multinational

than its better known counterpart in the United States.

The rapid growth of Swedish direct investment has triggered concern

regarding the possible implications of the foreign operations of Swedish

companies for the Swedish economy. Initially, concern centered around the

likely effects of the direct investment outflow on the ba1ance of pay

ments. As a consequence, permission from the Central Bank to invest

abroad, required under the Swedish foreign exchange regu1ation, became

increasingly contingent on the ability of companies to demonstrate that
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foreign investment would not have an adverse effect on the balance of

payments, i.e., the investment would yield a sufficiently rapid and high

return flow of earnings or would boost Swedish exports.

Subsequently, interest has come to focus on the implications of

foreign expansion by Swedish firms on the level and pattern of employment

in Sweden. The ensuing debate involved organized labor, on the one hand,

arguing that foreign investment entailed export of job opportunities and

the investing companies, on the other hand, claiming that foreign invest-

ment was necessary in order to maintain,or increase,employment in Sweden.

The controversy eventually spilled inta other areas such as the potential

for tax evasion, currency speculation (or hedging), and, most recently,

for immunity from proposed labor influence in the management of Swedish

firms by companies with operations in more than one country. The debate

in Sweden over direct investment and multinational ~ompanies, therefore,

has paralleled that in some other investing countries, most notably the

United States and Great Britain. l

The present study was started to shed light on same of the above

issues using Swedish data. It focuses on the multinational operations of

the mining and manufacturing sector, specifically, on its foreign manu

facturing activities. 2 This focus is motivated by the fact that invest-

l The foreign exchange regulation will be reviewed and evaluated for the
first time since it was adopted in 1939 by a newly appointed government
commission. (The regulations have been changed successively over the years
but there has never been a fundamental appraisal of its functioning before
now.) The effects of the operations of multinational firms on the Swedish
economy was the subject of one recent government study (Lundgren [1975]),
and will receive renewed attention in a newly started one. The present
study fits in weIl with, and, I hope, makes a contributian to, the problems
to be investigated in these other studies.

2 According to the most general definition of multinational companies they
include all firms which own and controI productive activities abroad. This
definition is consistent with the equally broad definition of direct in
vestment in the balance of payments, i.e., investment in foreign firms-

Cont.
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ment in manufacturing makes up the bulk of Swedish direct investment

abroad and, furthermore, that the location of manufacturing activities

abroad gives rise to a substantially different set of questions from

the setting up of a distribution and service network for Swedish exports.

80th the motives for and the effects of foreign manufacturing acitivities

differ from those of foreign sales and service activities. l

The analysis emphasizes the relationship be~ween foreign manufacturing

investment and exports. 1he reason is that the determinants of foreign manu-

facturing cannot be isolated from what determines total foreign sales and

the choice between exports and foreign production in serving foreign markets.

This applies to firms establishing production abroad to serve foreign mar

kets. For firms producing abroad for sale in the home country, a very small

proportion of Swedish foreign investors, the choice is between imports and

domestic production in serving the domestic market. In either case, produc-

tion at home and abroad are substitute sources of supply and what affects

one will affect the other.

Furthermore, the relationship between direct '·investment and exports

lies at the heart of many of the potential effects one might want to con-

sider. It is crucial to an evaluation of the effects of direct investment

on, e.g. ,the balance of payments, the level and pattern of employment

Conto

over which the investor may exercise same ownership control. Foreign in
vestment which is not associated with such control', i.e., portfolio in
vestment, is all but ruled out under the Swedish foreign exchange laws.

l This does not mean that the two are unrelated. A typical sequence of
events mightbe for firms to first set up their own sales affiliates
abroad and then increase their foreign involvement by locating pro
duction activities abroad.
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in Sweden, and the gains from international specialization and exchange. l

The purpose of this study, then, is to analyze the determinants

of foreign production by Swedish manufacturing firms and the implications

of such productian for Swedish exports. Some of the questions that it

seeks to answer are: What determines whether, and how much, firms produce

abroad? What are the characteristics of these firms? What role is played

by production costs in different countries and by trade barriers in de

termining their locational choice? What part does growth through foreign

production play in the overall growth of firms? And what would be the ef-

fect on exports of controls on foreign production? Is the relationship

between foreign production and exports, on balance, one of substitution

or of complementarity?

1.2 The approach and scope of the study

The empiric~l analysis is based on the following view regarding the de

terminants of foreign pröduction by firms. Holding industry characteris

tics constant, the competitive advantage of a firm depends on a finm-spe

cific knowledge advantage. Such an advantage helps explain size differ-

ences between firms in a given industry both at home and abroad. The firm's

choice between foreign and domestic production, on the other hand, de-

pends on industry and country characteristics affecting location, such as

the role of scale economies in production, differences in relative factor

l h . . .T e lmportance of the effect of dlrect lnvestment on exports for the
overall ba1ance of payments was brought out c1ear1y in the reports by
Reddaway [1967, 1968] on United Kingdom direct investment and by Huf
bauer-Adler [1968] on United States direct investment. With the most
"favorab1e" assumptions regarding the effects of foreign investment on
manufacturing exports direct investment was found to have a "positive"
effect on the ba1ance of payments, but this was wiped out entirely by
slightly altered assumptions. Of course, the ba1ance of payments is no
goal in itself. From a welfare point of view the important consideration
is the effect on the level and distribution of income.
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prices between countries, trade bar~iers, etc.

However, in analyzing inter-firm d'ifferences in the relative volume

of foreign sales and production, it is necessary to allow for alternatives

to geographic expansion, viz., diversification into other product markets.

It" is necessary also to allow for the fact that it takes time to grow

large and that, moreover, the finn need not grow at the same rate at home

and abroad. The hypothesis advanced is that domestic growth precedes growth

in foreign markets and that the relative volume of foreign production de

pends critically on the length of time the firm has been producing abroad.

The partial effect on the firmls own exports of controls on foreign

production cannot be determined on ~ priori groundso 80th substitution and

complementary effects are conceivable. A substitution effect arises with

respect to exports of the same goods as are produced abroad, while comple

mentarity effects may be present with respect to the firmls other productso

An indirect positive effect on exports of allowing foreign production would

result to the extent that foreign production enhances the firmls overall

competitive positiono

The hypotheses regarding inter-firm differences in the relative volume

of exports and foreign production are tested by means of regression analy

sis on cross-sectional data for Swedish foreign investors. The cross

sections are across firms and across operations in different countries.

They also involve comparisons between firms which produce abroad and those

which do not.

The basic source of data in the empirical analysis is information col

lected at the Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research (IUI)

in two census operations. It covers all Swedish manufacturing firms which

had foreign affiliates in any of the census years 1965, 1970, or 1974 and

includes information on the Swedish parent groups and on their foreign
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affiliates. 1

Throughout most of the empirical analysis the focus is on the in-

dividual firm. Although this analysis, clearly, has macro-economic impli-

cations, an analysis of the determinants of the aggregate flow of direct

investment capital,as well as an evaluation of the overall effects of

international direct investment on the Swedish economy, is, for the most

part, outside the scope of this study.

1.3 Relationship to earlier studies

There is as yet no theory of international direct investment which may

be called the theory. The rapidly growing literature on the topic has

-p.roduced a number of interesting hypotheses about the determinants of

direct investment, drawn from nearly every field of economic theory, and

a wealth of casual observations and empirical evidence. 2 Although there

is an emerging consensus on the ,general factors which explain this phe-

nomenon,there is not yet a rigorously formulated and unified theoretical

framework.

The contribution of the present study is not to theory. Instead it

-draws on those parts of received theory which seem most useful in ex

plaining why national firms locate productive activities abroad. The

emphasis is on what may be learned from international trade theory and

the theory of the firm. This emphasis yields a number of hypotheses about

the pattern of foreign investment on the country, industry and firm level.

l The data has been presented in some detai1 in two ear1ier reports by
this author (Swedenborg [1973] and [1976]). The questionnaire forms, de
finitions used and an account of the scope and methodology of the surveys
are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C contains tables of data for 1960,
1965, 1970 and 1974.

2 See surveys of the literature by Dunning [1973], Hufbauer [1973],
Stevens [1973] and Horst [1974].
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Most of the hypotheses are by now familiar; some, however, diverge from

prevalent notions.

In particular, the view presented here owes much to the contributions

of Hymer [1960],. Kindleberger [1969], and Caves [1971J, who joined indus

trial organization theory with the theory of international trade to explain

international direct investment and brought out the significance of indus

try- or firm-specific factors. But it departs from those theories in not

seeing an ,oligopolistic market structure as an important determinant of

the internationalization of national firms. Rather, it emphasizes the role

of firm-specific knowledge in explaining the differential growth and size of

firms in general and the fact that growth eventually, depending on locational

factors, may involve international operationso The "oligopoly theory" of

international investment largely begs the question of what made some multi

national companies big in the first place and does not explain why relative

ly small firms become multinationalo

This study contributes to our knowledge of international investment

in the following respects. First, it is the first comprehensive empirical

analysis of Swedish manufacturing investment abroad, which uses Swedish

data to test theories prev;ously developed on the basis of the U.S. ex

perienee (e.g., the above-mentioned theories of Hy~er, Kindleberger~and

Caves)~ Second, it is the only study in which different aspects of the

international operations of national firms have been analyzed on the basis

of uniform datao For example, it is one of the few studies in which theories

of the determinants of international investment by firms have been tested

on individual firm data rather than on aggregated datao Third, it gives esti

mates of the effects of foreign production controls on exports of Swedish fir

which are comparable with the results from si~ilar analyses on U.S. data. By
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using alternative techniques of estimatian on the Swedish data, we show

that the method used in earlier econometric analyses tends to over-

estimate the positive effect of foreign productian on exports.

The significance of an empirical study of Swedish direct investment

derives from the fact that most empirical work on the determinants of

outward investment so far has been based on data for the United States. 1

The United States accounts for the major share of international direct

investment and for that reason alone it is natural that it should figure

prominently in empirical work. From a practical point of view,a more

important reason has probably been the availability of relatively detailed

data on U.S. foreign investment and the near lack of such data on foreign

investment by other countries. The result has been that theories of the

determinants of foreign investment tend to be formulated on the basis of

observations of the pattern of U.S. direct investment or of the character-

istics of the often very big U.S. multinational companies. It is not clear

that these theories are equally applicable to the foreign investment

activities of the smaller countries, which, while not a major influence

on hast countries, are of ten important relative to the economies of the

investing countries. Comparative study of smaller countries iS,therefore,

an important step toward finding a general theory of foreign invest-

ment.

The second feature,which distinguishes this study from much previous

empirical work, is that it is based on comprehensive micro data, i.e., in-

l Studies on inward foreign investment have, however, been made for a
number of countries; including Sweden. Host country studies lend them
selves to answerillg slightly different sorts of questions from those of
investing country studies. Typically, host country studies involve com
parisons between foreign~owned companies anddomestic firms in terms of
characteristics and performance. Investing country studies, on the other
hand, of ten relate parent company or home country characteristics to the
degree of foreign involvement. An analysis of the internationalization
process of firms should preferably be placed in the latter perspective.
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formation on the individua1 firm 1evel covering all (or practicallyall)

foreign manufacturing investment by Swedish firms. A1though theories of

international direct investment are ;.ncreasingly couched in terms of the

theory of the firm, most empirical __studies with a similar orientation as

this one have had to re1y on published statistics on various levels of

aggregationol Others have utilized firm data from sample surveys2, from

which it may be difficult to generalizeo Or they have been case studies of

specific industries or topicso 3 So far on1y a few studies have been ab1e

to uti1ize, and then on1y in part, the extensive body of firm data co11ected

by the UoSo Department of Commerce from UoS. investors0 4 The availability

of relatively detailed data on the firm level in the present study has, how

ever, made it possible to test hypotheses regarding the internationalization

of national firms not previously analyzed i.n the literatureo

In spi ri t and des ign the presen t study mos t resemb l es the work don'e by

Horst [1972, 1974] and Lipsey and Weiss [1969, 1976] respectively on the

determinants of foreign production and the effect of foreign production on

the exports of U.S. firms. It differs from these studies mainly in attemp

ting to deal with the simultaneity bias present in regression analyses of

the exports effects of constraints on foreign manufacturing. This ;s done

by standard econometric techniques (two-stage-least-squares) and

does not require on entirely altered approach, as asserted by Frank and

l The level of aggregation has varied from 7 to as manyas 120 manufactur
ing industries in cross-sectional analyses. Cf. Horst [1972] and Samuelsson
[1977]0 Although Horst used 17 industries in his analysis of U.S. direct in-
vestment in Canada, he could use on1y 7 in the corresponding analysis of the
United Kingdom.
2

For exarnple, Vernon [1971],who used Fortune's list of the largest 500
companies.

3 For example, Horst's study [1974] of American food processing industry and
Finan's study [1975] of the international transfer of semi-conductor techno
logy of U.S.-based firms.

4 Lipsey and Weiss [1976], Horst [1972] and the U.S. Tariff Commission [1973~
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Freeman1 and Tell [1976]. The results do call into question those obtained

in earlier single-equation studies.

1.4 Outline of the study

Chapter 2 is a survey of those parts of received theory which are relevant

to explaining why foreign investment occurs and why it takes the form of

direct investmento Answers to these questions are found in the bringing

together of different branches of economic theory, namely, international

trade theory, location theory and the theory of the firm.

Chapter 3 is mainly descriptive. It compares the relative volume and

the broad pattern of Swedish, U.S.,and U.K. direct investment by industry

and by country. These comparisons hold same analytical interest also,

in that the theories surveyed in Chapter 2 yie1d predictions regarding

the distribution of direct investment by industry and region. Since

comparative studies of the outward investment by different countries

have not been made before, crude camparisons like the ones made here

will serve as a first, rough test of some of these theories.

The relatively general theory presented in Chapter 2 and the aggregat-

ed description and analysis in Chapter 3 provide a backdrop to more speci

fic hypothesis formulation and empirical analysis at the individual firm

level in Chapters 4- 7. Chapter 4 formulates explicit hypotheses regarding

inter-firm differences in foreign sales and production. It brings together

the determinants of foreign production discussed in Chapter 2 in an ana

lytical framework,where they are seen to simultaneously affect both firm

size and the firm's choice between foreign and domestic sales and produc-

l T rely here on an unpublished paper by Frank and Freeman. Their book [1978]
became avai1able to me after this manuscript was completed. Tt contains the
same basic theme, however.
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tion respectively. The ex~lanatory variables are characteristics of firms,

of industries,and of countries respectively. The same chapter describes the

method of analysis, operationa1 measures of the independent variables, and

presents the regression model to be used in,the empirical analysiso

The hypotheses formulated in Chapter 4 are tested by means of regression

ana1ysis on cross-sectional data for Swedish manufacturing firms in Chap

ters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 explores what firm, industry, and country charac

teristics he1p explain inter-firm differences in the propens ity to sell

and to produce abroad. The influence of changes in relative wage rates be

tween countries on the change in the propensity to produce in different

countries - a question of particular interest in the public debate - is

examined in cross-country analyses for single firms with production in

many countries. The chapter closes with a comparison with some related

studies dealing mainly with U.S. foreign investment.

Chapter 6 exarnines the factors determining the international involvement

of firms furthero Specifically, we analyze the influence of the firmls

domestic size on the decision to invest abroad in a comparison of "investors"

and "non-investors". Also, we explore the relationship between domestic size,

on the one hand, and the extent of foreign involvement through exports and

foreign production and the degree of product diversification, on the other.

Then, to get a more dynamic perspective of the foreign involvement of firms,

we examine whether the characteristics of recent entrants to the multi

national arena differ from those of older and established investors.

Chapter 7 contains an analysis of the effects controls on foreign pro

duction would have on exports from Sweden. It starts with a theoretical

discussion of the basis for these effects (substitution and complementarity
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between exports and foreign production) and of the problem of estimating

them, given that foreign production and exports are determined simul

taneously. Then, we proceed to estimate the effects of hypothetical

foreign production controls on the firm's total exports and on exports

which are complementary and non-complementary to foreign productian re

spectively.



-Chapter 2,

oward a Theory of I ternatio al
Dire nvestment

The questions raised by the expansion of international direct investment

and multinational companies do not fit readily into existing theoretical

frameworks. International investment is a factor movement which affects the

international location of production and thereby the pattern of commodity

trade. International direct investment, as opposed to international portfo

~ investment, however, also implies the internationalization of national

firms, i.e., the spreading of their production to other countries via the

establishment of foreign affiliates. l While the analysis of factor move-

ments belongs in the theory of international trade and investment, an analy

sis of the internationalization of firms belongs in the theory of the size

and growth of firms.

In fact, a theory of international direct investment will have to

merge several sets of theories in trying to answer the following questions:

Why does foreign investment occur and why does it take the form of direct

1 International direct investment is defined as investment in a foreign
enterprise in which the investor has some measure of control. It is the
controI aspect which sets international direct investment apart from other
forms of international investment, or portfolio investment. A sufficient
but not necessary condition for controI is majority ownership of share cap
ital in the enterprise. In practice, most direct investment constitutes
investment in majority-owned foreign affiliates.
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investment, i.e., why is it associated with ownership control of the for

eign activities? Or, formulating the same questions in away which ties in

more clearly with the purpose of this study: Why do firms locate production

abroad in preference to production at home for export or import substitu

tion? What enables home country firms to compete with other foreign firms

or local producers in producing abroad?

These questions cut across traditional distinctions between separate

branches of economic theory. On the one hand, they call for an explanation

of what determines the location of production between countries, taking

account of the interrelationship between factor and product movements. Such

an explanation is given by trade and location theory in a general equilib

rium setting where location, factor,and product flows between countries are

determined simultaneously. Although these theories are concerned with the

determination of trade and location on the nationallevel, the conclusions

reached are applicable also to the locational choice made by firms, faced

with the possibility of producing in different countries.

On the other hand, the above questions call also for an exp1anation of

what determines the distribution of activities between firms, irrespective

of location. Such an explanation must be sought in theories of the firm.

The propositions that flow from these theories do not lend themselves easi

ly to empirical testing, but are nevertheless essential to an understanding

of the phenomenon. They concern the reasons why activities and transactions

sometimes are carried out more efficiently within the firm than in the

market place. They also concern the advantages that enable same firms to

achieve higher rates of growth, or larger size, in long run equilibrium,

than other firms in the same industry.
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In what fo11ows I will try to bring together the separate contribu

tions made by these different areas of economic theory towards an exp1a

nation of international production by firms. The view of the determi-

nants of international ,production by firms which emerges from this survey

wil.1 then provide the framework f'or hypothesis formulation and empirica1

analysis in subsequent chapters.

2.1 Determinants ~f the international 10cation of production

Several factors ~etermine the flow of products and factors and, thereby,

the location of production between countrles. One set of determinants is

related to national differences in endowments of factors of production,

technology~and tastes. Another set of determinants relates to the casts of

moving products and factors international ly. International trade theory has

dealt mainly with the former, location theory with the latter. However, the

international mobil ity of factors of production means that the distinction

between trade and location theory becomes blurred: once the location of

production is determined, given demand patterns, so is the volume and di-

rection of trade. The next two sections will focus on factors affecting 10

cation, while paying only formal heed to the traditional distinction. 1

1 Location theorists apparently have never appreciated the sharp distinc
tion between the two fie1ds, seeing them as synonymous. Isard [1956J has
criticized economic theory in general and trade theory in particular for
being "spaceIess", compressing everything in the economy to a point. This
becomes especia11y anomalous in trade theory,which manages to treat "a one
point world, which somehow or other is conceived as divided into n parts,
representing n nations, between which trade and barriers to trade exist"
(p. 26).
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The theory of international trade

In a world such as that assumed by neoclassical trade theory the re can be

no international direct investment. The most obvious reason is to be

found in the assumptions traditionally made regarding international factor

immobility. The basic assumption of neoclassical trade theory is that

whereas products move relatively freely between countries factors of pro-

duction do not. This assumption has been the chief justification for the

conventional distinction between international trade theory and the theory

of domestic production and exchange. It has also provided the basis (along

with a number of other "traditional" assumptions) for certain pov.Jerful the

orems in trade theory, most notably the Stol per-Samuel son theorem of factor

price equalization.

The Heckscher-Ohlin, or factor proportions, theory of international

trade, yields predictions about trade patterns with emphasis on differ-

ences in relative factor endowments between countries. According to this

theory, if countries have different relative endowments of factors of

production, each country will tend to specialize in the production of

those goods which use its relatively abundant factor relatively more. 1

For example, a country which has relatively more capital than its

trading partners will have a comparative advantage in and export those

1 The theorem is based on the following assumptions: different factor in
tensities or ratios in the production of different commodities, two homoge
neous factors of production, identical and linear homogeneous production
functions between countries which do not display factor intensity reversals
in the relevant range and, finally, identical demand patterns between coun
tries. The last assumption can be relaxed without invalidating the theorem
as long as taste patterns are similar enough not to reverse the predictions
based on supply conditions alone. The existence of transportation costs,
tariffs and other barriers to trade will also affect the degree to which
the conclusions apply.
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goods which require a high capita.l-labor ratio compared with other goods.

'The reason is that - under the assumptions of the model - relative capi-

tal abundance will be reflected in a relatively lower price of capital

and, hence, of the goods using capital relatively intensively. Trade re

sults in equalization of commodity prices and, indirectly, in a tendency

towards equalization of factor prices between countries. Certain addi

tional assumptions assure perfect facto r price equalization. 1 Trade in

goods thereby substitutes for factor movements, eliminating any in

centive to the latter that exists in a no-trade situation.

It can be shown (Mundell [1957])that if the assumptions of the rela

tive mobil ity of commodities and factors are reversed, but all the other

conditions are maintained, factor mobil ity will yield results identical to

those of trade. Only now factor returns are equalized directly, while pro

duct prices will tend to be equalized indirectly. Under these conditions,

factor and commodity movements are perfect substitutes. 2 A once and for all

relocation of factors of production will make each country self-sufficient,

but world ~utput and consumption are not altered compared to a situation of

commodity trade only. The distribution of income between factors of produc

tion is similarly unaffected, although its distribution between countries

will change to the extent that not only factors but also factor owners move.

However, if capital is the only mobile factor and the owners of capital do

not change their residence, the distribution of income between countries

remains unaffected by capital movements, since the return to capital in-

l These are: perfect competition, incomplete specialization (both countries
produce some of each product) and at least as many products as factors.

2 However, if ccuntries are completely specialized in production, factor
movements are more efficient than commodity trade. See Caves and Jones
[1973].
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vested abroad is then remitted to the investing country.1

Perfect product and factor mobil ity in trade models of the above kind

make the location of production and, hence, trade flows indeterminate. Any

disturbanee to an existing production and trade equilibrium may give rise

to factor movements, which alter the location of production. Also~the impo

sition of any barriers to trade in commodities, e.g., a tariff, will elimi-

nate trade entirely.

Determinacy can be obtained by introducing differential costs associ

ated with the movement of factors and commodities. In general terms, this

means that whenever it is cheaper to move factors than to move products

(taking account of all relevant costs) factors will move. Incorporating

such costs into the general equilibrium analysis of international trade is

no easy matter, however, and the factor proportions modelloses its appeal

ing simplicity.2

1 The above effects of capital movements on the 10cation of production
and on trade and incomes follow because capital movements in trade theory
are assumed to correspond to the movement of physica1 capital between
countries. In fact, however, international investment is a f10w of
financial capital, which does not need to give rise to any transfer of
real resources, if government policy neutra1izes the effects of a net
rnonetary outf10w. This question is discussed further in section 7.8

2 It is worth reca1ling that Ohlin in his classic treatise [1933] never
made such limiting assumptions about the relative mobility of go'ods and fac
tors in setting down the factor proportions theory of international trade.
On the contrary, he ana1yzed both interregional commodity and factor move
ments in explicit recognition of their interdependence. A major portion of
his work deals with the costs of transferring factors (some of which, how
ever, like natural resources, are perfectly immobile) relative to commod
ities and the imp1ications of such transfer costs for the interregional
location of production and trade. In Ohlin's words: "An investigation into
the nature and variations of the many-market price system in general; the
part played by interregional factor movements, directly and indirectly, can
not be disregarded. The theories of interregional trade and of interregional
factor movements to a great extent overlap; on1y the special aspects of the
latter may be ignored in this treatise." [1933, p. 182].
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Trade theorists have, however, begun to grapple with the problem of

fitting factor movements into the formal Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson model.

In these models capital movements are invariably seen as occurring in re

sponse to differences in rates of return between countries, which, under

the assumptions of the factor proportions theory, means that capital moves

from countries where it is relatively plentiful to countries where it is

relatively scarce.

However, explanations of direct investment sol ely in terms of diffe

rences ,in rates of return between countries are inconsistent with empirical

evidence, which shows direct investment simultaneously flowing both in and

out of the same country. A number of industrial countries are both major

foreign investors as well as major recipients of foreign investment from

other countries. What is more, such explanations do not differentiate be

tween the two categories of international investment, i.e., portfolio and

direct investment. The latter, which has become by far the quantitatively

most important form of international investment, represents the movement of

(financial) capital along with ownership control of this capital . Neoclassi-

cal trade theory in effect explains only the former part, i.e., portfolio

'investment. Something else is required to explain the control aspect.

(For the purposes of this argument we may disregard that international

direct investment and portfolio investment are monetary flows, while

international investment in trade theory is a real capital flow. The

distinction is essential in determining the effects of capital movements,

as will be discussed in Chapter 7.)

Attempts to explain international direct investment have, in general,

been based on the abandonment of some of the other restrictive assumptions

traditionally made in trade theory. Perhaps the most important of these is

the implicit assumption that information moves freely, e.g., that pro-
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duction functions are everywhere the same. That information is not a

free good is indicated by, among other things, the extensive sale of

licenses and use of patented technology. Technological know-how has

become an important tradable commodity as well as an important source

of quasi-rents.

Countries may differ in technology, and these differences may, in

turn, refle~t differences in relative endowrnent of a third factor of

production, namely, skilled manpower or human capital. l Capital mobility

then means that the role of physical capital as a source of comparative

advantage in exporting is neutralized and the role of less mobile fac-

tors of production, e.g., human capital, is brought to the fore.

In a sense, we are back in a two-factor Heckscher-Ohlin world where

comparative advantage and, hence, the loc~tion of production is determined

l Jones [1970] has investigated a trade model with perfect product and cap
ital mobility but differing (immobile) technologies. The model fuses the
Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin explanations of trade, since the former ex
plained comparative advantage solely in terms of national differences in
technology while the latter did so in terms of national differences in fac
tor endowments, holding technology constant. The results of this fusion are
Ricardian, however, in that technical differences tend to dominate the de
termination of comparative advantage.

Perfect capital mobility means that the simple factor proportions model
no longer applies, since the country that is relatively weIl endowed with
capital may not export its capital intensive good but may export its capi
tal instead. The choice will, under the assumptions of the model, depend on
th~ technological differences between the countries. For example, if coun
try A is relatively weIl endowed with capital but B possesses superior
technology in the relatively capital intensive as weIl as the relatively
labor intensive product, capital will flow from A to B to exploit the more
efficient technology. Through the movement of capital from A to B, the orig
inal relative factor endowments will be reversed, and country B will end up
exporting the capital intensive product.
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by countries' relative endowment of the two immobile factors: unskilled

labor and skilled labor or human capital . (Corden [1974].) However, when

some human capital services, as opposed to the individuals rendering them,

are relatively mobile and "complementary" to financial capital, they are in

the same category as mobile physical capital and have no effect on.compar

ative advantage.

At this point, the question of the origin and dissemination of techno-
\

logical superiority mu-~t be raised. One possibility is that the rate of

technical progress iS'related to a country's wealth so that wealthy coun

tries invest more in both physical capital and in the improvement of tech

nology. The state of technology may also depend on the volume of output, if,

for examp1e, resources devoted to research and development (R&D) increase

with the leve1 of production. Learning-by-doing also links improved tech

nology to th~ level of output or, more accurate1y, to the integral of past

output. The larger the volume of current output, or accumulated past output,

the more experience and knowledge has been gained through learning. (Jones

[1970].)

When the inducement mechanism for technical change is linked to the

level of output, as with the latter two above, there is an implied diffe-

rence between countries in the rate of technical change in different indus

tries. This, in turn, has direct imp1ications for comparative advantage

and foreign investment. First, technical progress due to a learning effect

serves to reinforce the comparative advantage of countries over time, since

relatively more knowledge (technical and other) is created in industries in

which a country specializes and produces for exports than in other indus-

tries. Second, to the extent that foreign investment occurs in order to
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exploit a superior technology developed in the home country, it is likely

to Qccur in industries in which the investing country has (or has had) a

comparative advantage. And, th i rd, s i nce tha t techno l ogy i s l i ke l y to be

adapted to home country factor pri ces ~ forei gn i nvestment i s apt to occur

. '. 1in countries \'.Jith factor prlces slmll ar to those in the home country.

That is, if foreign investment and the international transmission of tech

nical know-how are "complementary", investment capital will not flow be

tween countries with dissimilar costs of capital but rather the opposite.

The above hypotheses regarding the origin and dissemination of tech

nical change thus yield predictions both about the industry and country

distribution of foreign investment. They also explain the two-way flow of

direct investment between the industrial countries in terms of industry

differences in technological advantage between countries. The burden of

subsequent sections, however, will be to show that there is a "jointness"

between ownership and technology and that direct investment, therefore,

l An interesting aspect of technic.al improvement due to learning-by-doing
discussed by Jones (ibid) is ~hat i t is likely to occur in the region of .
techniques and factor proport~ons where production is taking place. Techn1
cal progress is "localized" in tha t the uni t isoquant does not shift down
uniformly but gets lowered only in the region of actual production. Jones
notes that this characteristic of the learning effect has implications for
the international transmission of technology. Thus, even if technical knowl
edge were available to all and production functions were everywhere the
same, technical progress may not be transmitted between countries. The rea
son is that factor prices differ between countries and that production con
sequently takes place at different points on the connnon isoquant. Improve
ment around one point on the isoquant, e.g., where relatively capital in
tensive techniques are used, does not affect productive efficiency at other
points seleeted at a different set of relative factor prices.

Jones concludes that "production functions may in some sense be the
same between countries, but factor pric.es are different, and in their re
search effort countries are really 'chipping away' at different points on
a corrnnonproduction surface." (Ibid, p. 90.)
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represents not only a transfer of capital but, perhaps more importantly, a

way in which know-how is transmitted international ly.

In sum, pure trade theory demonstrates that factor movements and com

modity trade are substitutes. It also shows that the international location

of production depends on countries· relative endowrnent of relatively immo

bile factors of production. Their endowment of internationally mobile fac

tars, e.g., investment capital and human capital related services, has no

effect on comparative advantage or on the loeation of produetion. Such fae

tors will flow from countries where they are relatively plentiful to coun

tries where they are relatively searce to take advantage of lower priees of

relatively immobile factors.

These results may be transposed directly to the locational choice of

multinational firms. Thus, capital , and different forms of IIknow-hov.J II
,

which may be assumed internationally mobile within the multinational firm,

do not affect location. Instead location is determined by the relative

availability (priee) of immobile faetors of produetion in different coun

tries.

These are important results. In the next section we shall see how 10

cation theory can add empirical content to the concepts of mobil ity and im

mobil ity and, in addition, how country differences in demand can affect 10

cation.

Location theory and the theory of the produet cyele

Location theory emphasizes the importanee of transportatian costs in deter

mining the location of production and this emphasis yields a number of pre

dictions about trade patterns. For instanee, the higher the eost of trans

porting a commodity (determined by its weight and bulkiness, distance, mode
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of transportation, etc~ relative to its va1ue, the less likely it is to

move in international trade or the c10ser production will be to the market.

The cost of moving factors of production - to the extent that they are

physically mobile - cannot be derived in a comparable manner. Natural re

sources are, of course, immobile. Capital embodied in plants and equipment

is in the same category as other manufactured commodities, except that the

cost of transfer is prohibitive for a substantial part of it, e.g., capital

invested in plants and transportation networks. Since sueh capital is very

long lived as well as immobile,it may affect location in much the same way

as does the existence of natural resources. Labor and capital for new in

vestment, on the other hand, are mobile,but the eost of mobil ity does not

primarily consist of transportation costs, nor is it necessarily mainly a

function of distance. For labor a more important consideration is likely

to be the unwillingness of people to move to new places and circumstances.

Similarly, the cost of transferring financial capital must include the

greater risk felt by investors in investing in an unfamiliar setting. In

addition, there are costs imposed by government policy such as restrictions

on immigration and international capital movements, which are comparable to

tariffs or quotas applied to commodities. In general, there is a presump

tion that capital is highly mobile and labor less so.

The 10cationa1 imp1ications of information costs have also received

attention in the literature. This ha~ been tied to a theory of internation

al trade, which lays stress on differences in demand between countries.

(Burenstam Linder [1961].) Like transportation costs the costs of obtaining

information vary with distance and type of product. It is more difficu1t

for a producer to obtain information about, e.g., marketing possibilities

in a more distant market, and it is more difficult to gather information
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about a differentiated product than about a relatively standardized prod

. uct.

The proposition that ease of communication affects location consti

tutes the starting point for the theory of the product cyc1e as originally

propounded by Vernon [1966] and Hirsch [1967]. According to this theory

the location of production will be close to the market in the ear1y stages

of the production of a new product. The reason is that at this stage the

effeetive eommunieation between producers and buyers of the product, sup

pliers of inputs and potential or aetual competitors is particularly im-

_ portant. When a product is first introdueed on the market there is usually

mueh uncertainty regarding the ultimate speeification of the produet and

the feedback from buyers to producers is va1uab1e. There is also uneertain

ty~ regarding the best way of producing the produet, whieh imp1ies frequent

revision of inputs and requires communieation between the produeer and sup

pliers of inputs.

The seeond stage in the product cycle oecurs when the product is fair

ly well standardized and has an established market. Communieation between

the producer and the market eeases to be the most important factor in the

cost calculus and production costs become relatively more important. Loea

tion of production will now be determined by production costs at alterna

tive loeations. If the initial market was in a relatively high eost coun

try, production may now be moved abroad (if the eost advantages outweigh

transportation eosts, potential scale eeonomies to be realized at home,

etc).

Vernon argues that the United States will have a eomparative advantage

in the produetion of new products, i.e., produets in the first stage in the

cyc1e. This is basically unrelated to any partieular faetor endowment - the
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basis of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory - but derives from the fact that the

u.s. has the highest income per capita and the highest unit labor cost of

all countries. Producers in the U.S. will have an incentive to satisfy

wants associated with high income levels. They will be in a better position

to do so than foreign producers because of their greater ease of communi

cation through the local market. Furthermore, they will have an incentive

to develop and produce labor saving producer goods and techniques due to

the high cost of labor. As other nations reach higher income levels, they

will begin to import these products from the U.S., and eventually, as the

product achieves maturity and standardization, these other nations will

begin to produce and export them to the U.S. The third stage in the

product cycle refers to the stage when these products can be produced

by the less developed countries and exported to the advanced countries.

If products are differentiated and if other high income countries also

account for some innovation and product development, the theory of the prod

uct cycle could explain production and trade in these countries, too, as

well as the fact that investment in particular products often is two-way.

New and differentiated products will injtially be produced in their country

of origin, because of information costs, as stressed by Vernon and Buren

stam Linder. They will be traded between countries of similar income levels

until scale economies are exhausted and/or comparative costs of production

and trade barriers favor foreign production. This provides the theoretical

underpinning to Burenstam Linderis observation that countries trade rela

tively more with those countries having similar per capita income. Coupled

with the existence of trade barriers (transportation costs, tariffs, etc.)

it also explains why such a large portion of foreign manufacturing invest-
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ment occurs between countries of similar income levels.

Even though the theory of the product cycle emphasizes the 2ffect of

demand factors on the location of production and trade flows, it need not

be inconsistent with the factor proportions theory of trade. This is readi

ly apparent once we realize that high per capita incomes will be associated

with high savings ratios and relatively high levels of human and physical

capital. Goods and services characterized by high income elasticities of

demand will then be produced in countries with high per capita incomes both

because this is where the market is and because these countries are rela

tively better endowed with the human capital required for their development.

As a complement to the factor proportions theory of trade the theory

of the product cycle is very persuasive. Nevertheless, it does not by it

self explain direct investment. That is, it does not explain why production

abroad, once this is judged more profitable, should be undertaken by foreign

instead of by local producers.

2.2 Determinants of ownership control

International trade and location theory both fail to explain one crucial

feature of international direct investment and that is ownership control.

The alternative to direct investment in the theories surveyed so far is

capital export (without control) and the sale of technological know-how

through license (where the license price should be determined by the dis

counted difference in profitability of using the new technology and the

best available technology). Consequently, what must be explained by any

theory of direct investment is why investment abroad is associated with

ownership control, not only why the production process is located abroad.

The fact that in most countries firm ownership is overwhelmingly in
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the hands of nationals of the respective country can - when there is not

outright legal discrimination - be explained by the existence of informa

tion barriers. Domestic producers may be expected to have an information

advantage over foreign producers through their familiarity with the local

market, with the language, with cultural, legal and institutional peculiar

ities of their own country. Such information is available to domestic pro-

ducers free, a by-product of being a resident, as it were, while foreign

producers contemplating production in the country would have to expend re

sources in aquiring it. This establishes the case against direct invest

ment. l

The economics of imperfect competition

Direct investment nevertheless occurs and it occurs because foreign pro-

ducers sometimes can earn more by producing locally than domestic producers

could. The reasons for this have mainly been sought in the economics of im

perfeet competition. Thus, it has been suggested that foreign investors

possess a monopolistic advantage over domestic producers enabling them to

overcome the disadvantage of operating in another country. The names ini-

l
Note that the information disadvantage of foreign produeers is only a de

terrent in making the initial deeision to establish a foreign subsidiary.
Onee information regarding the foreign market has been gathered and onee
the subsidiary is operating abroad, there are, on these grounds, no diffe
renee between foreign and domestie piodueers. Henee, foreign produeers need
only ineur a onee and for all eost to overeome.their initial information
disadvantage and this, in turn, only requires an offsetting initial advan
tage on their part. In addressing this question few writers have distin
guished between sourees of eompetitive advantage to foreign investors whieh
are only initial, on the one hand, and, on the other, those whieh are per
manent in the sense of allowing a permanently higher rate of growth. Huf
bauer [1973], however, does.
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tially associated with this theoryare Hymer [1960] and Kindleberger

[1969].

Few markets come c10se to the textbook criterion of perfect competi

tion. There are departures from perfect competition in goods markets, in

cluding product differentiation, special marketing skills, etc. There

are a1so departures from competitfon in input markets, such as

differential access to capital and managerial skill. Patented technology,

which is not an input since it affects the form of the production function,

also implies imperfect competition.

But how do such imperfections lead the firm to exploit its special

assets itse1f? Hymer and Kindleberger suggest that licensing, e.g., tech

nology to a foreign company might fail to capture the entire rent from the

patented technology. One reason they give is that integration (cooperation)

can increase joint profits in oligopolistic markets. But this assumes the

existence of monopoly or oligopoly. The other reasons have to do with the

pricing of technology and with the fact that it may be more difficult to

prevent further diffusion of the patented technology once it is shared with

other companies. To contribute an example of the former: it may be impos

sible for the licensor to satisfactorily meter the output of a licensed

product or the use of a licensed technique, making it difficult toagree

on a price.

Although patented technology implies imperfect competition, the rea

sons given by Hymer and Kindleberger for the choice of foreign production

instead of licensing do not necessarily reflect imperfect competition (in

the sense of non-atomistic markets). Rather, they suggest the importance

of information and transaction costs, in particular, the cost of making and

enforcing contracts.
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(aves in an inf1uential article [1971] accepts the premise that for-

eign investors must possess some competitive edge over local producers,

which a1lows them to overcome their inherent information disadvantage in

producing abroad, and suggests that this derives from superior know-how.

But this is not sufficient. Exploitation of this know-how must be "comple

mentary" to foreign production by the firm or the know-how would be sold to

outsiders through licensing, consulting, etc. He concludes that knowledge

related to product differentiationI creates this complementarity. Knowledge

about how to differentiate a product and how to serve the market for that

product is specific to the finn in that it cannot easily be separated from

the production process or sales activity of the firm.

The central role occupied by know-how in explanations of direct invest

ment needs to be explained at this point. Its genesis is the observation

that, whatever confers an advantage on foreign investors in producing

abroad, it must be easily transferable within the firm and across

~ational boundaries but less easily transferable between different firms,

whether in the same country or in different countries. A resource such as

knowledge has these properties. It is potentially highly mobile geographic

al1y through an increasingly effective communication network (telephone,

telex, air travel} and is often more costly to transfer between firms than

within the firm, as the above examples on licensing indicate and as will be

discussed further in the next section. Note, however, that certain other

firm specific attributes, e.g., advantages conferred by firm size, also

meet the requirement that the advantage must be specific to the firm and

capable of being exploited in different countries.

l In Caves' words: "Differentiation is inherent in many products because of
the number of minor options available in their physical design and fabrica-
tion, or because they are subject to taste diversity inherent in 'style';
... In the nature of differentiation, a successful (rent-Yielding) product
variety is protected from exact imitation by trade marks, high costs of
physical imitation, or both." (Ibid, p. 5.)
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Another property of knowledge that has been stressed in this context

is that it has the characteristics of a public good to the firm, i .e., once

it has been produced the marginal cost in further use is zero. (Johnson

[1968, 1970].) Then, foreign subsidiaries of the company could draw on this

knowledge - e.g., R&D results - without additional cost to the parent com

pany. But this is only true if there are no other potential users of this

knowledge, since otherwise the cost to the parent company is the income

foregone in not sell.ing it to other firms. Then, the profit-maximizing firm

will choose not to transfer the asset to outsiders only if the firm can

earn a higher rate of return than others could - the latter representing

the opportunity cost of the knowledge to the firm.

By combining elements of industrial organization theory with trade

theory the above contributions succeed in explaining why international in

vestment is associated with ownership control. They point to the importance

of a unique asset - such as superior know-how - possessed by the firm,

which is capable of being exploited through foreign production but which

is costly to transfer or has less value to other firms.

Although such knowledge should be related to the activities of the

firm which possesses it - and in that sense be IIcomplementary" to the firm's

production and sales abroad - it is not at all clear why, as Caves holds, it

must be tied to product differentiation. One interpretation is that know

ledge gained by the firm in or for the production and sale of a differenti-

ated product cannot be transferred to a firm producing a slightly different

product. It is not obvious why not. l

l Does it mean that Volvo, for example, would not be able to sell safety
features it has developed to other auto manufacturers, or that the latter
would not be willing to copy certain design features of Volvo, or aspects of
its advertising style? Or does it merely mean that brand name products must
be manufactured and sold by the firm that created the brand name? Neither
appears true.
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Furthermore, the link between a firm-specific (knowledge) advantage and

an oligopolistic market structure, stressed by all the authors cited above,

is not convincing. Caves (ibid) ~dmits that product differentiation need not

imply oligopoly. However, the fixed cost in collecting information about

foreign markets prior to setting up production and sales facilities abroad

gives larger companies an advantage over smaller ones in making such in

vestment; economies of scale in producing and selling differentiated pro

ductsmean that firms choose domestic growth before going abroad. The latter

implies that foreign investors should at least be big relative to the

domestic market. But the central feature of oligopoly, namely, interdepen-

dent decision making by a few dominant firms, is never mentioned and, like

size, does not seem essential to the argument.

The oligopoly theory of direct investment focuses on some salient fea

tures of the large multinational companies, but it fails as an explanation

of the numerous smaller companies that have established production facili

ties abroad. 1 To maintain that they, too, operate in an oligopolistic en

vironment is to make the theory devoid of empirical significance. For exam-

ple, how big must a company be in order for the fixed information cost in

setting up foreign manufacturing not to be a deterrent? A big diversified

company may not have a significant share of the market for any one of its

products, whereas a relatively small company may have a considerable share

of the market for its one product. But most importantly, the theory fails

to take account of the previous history of the large foreign investors and

to explain how they achieved their present size.

1
Se Chapter 6 for information on the size distribution of Swedish foreign

investors.
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The theory of the firm and direct investment

The step from oligopoly theory to the theory of the size and growth of firms

is not a long one. The first thing to nate is that the eharaeteristics

claimed to give foreign investors a competitive edge over domestic producers

are by no means unique to multinational eompanies. They explain the growth

of firms within an industry and across industries as well as across national

boundaries. A firm displaying a higher growth rate than other firms in the

same industry must have a competitive advantage over these firms. With de

mand growth the same for all firms in the industry such a firm must either

have succeeded in lowering its cost schedule or have a more elastic supply

schedule. In the ease of monopolistically competitive firms such a firm

might have sueceeded in shifting out the demand for its produet. The same

is true for a firm diversifying into new product lines or geographic markets,

since it would have an initial information disadvantage relative to estab-

lished producers. A higher growth rate or diversification by a firm has not,

of course, been thought to constitute prima facie evidence for the existence

of an oligopolistic market structure.

Coase [1937] in his classic article on the firm suggested that the rai-

son d'€tre as well as the equilibrium size of firms was determined by the

eost of transacting eontracts within the firm compared with having to carry

out the same transaction in the market place. l Without transactions and in-

1 It is a tribute to Coase that many recent writers have chosen his ex
p1anation of the existence of firms as a starting point for analysis.

McManus [1972], Buck1ey and Casson [1976] and Lundgren [1975] take Coase's
exp1anation as a starting point for analysis. Lipsey and Weiss [1973] and
Dunning [1977] make passing reference to this kind of exp1anation. It was
not aware of these writings in original1y ehoosing to walk down a similar
path. The view offered here also differs from that of the above authors in
suggesting that oligopoly is not central to an explanation of the inter
national growth of national firms, that it is, at most, a special case.
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formulation costs there would be no firms. Owners of productive resources,

labor and capitalists, would have no reason to submit to the central plan-

ning and direction of the firm but would sell their services in the market.

The existence of such costs means that whenever transactions can be carried

out at lower cost within the firm than through the market, they will be or

ganized within the firm. These costs limit the size of firms at any one

time.

This is a difficult proposition either to disagree with or to refute,

as noted by Alchian and Demsetz [1972]. They suggest that firms exist more

specifically because output can be increaseo by the use of team production

and because of the peculiar problems that arise as a result of team produc-

tion. These have to do with the difficulty of determining the marginal pro-

ductivity and, hence, the reward to individual team members when production
1

is joint. The firm offers a superior way of achieving this.~

Firms exist, then, because production can be organized rnore efficiently

within firms than through the market. In away, firms are a kind of special

ized market. In Alchian-Demsetz' theory firms are seen as a specialized

l If leisure or other non-pecuniary rewards enter the utility function,
team members have an incentive to shirk from the joint work effort, because
the cast to other team members of detecting such "shirking" means that no
one member wauld have to bear the full cost of shirking. Yet, each team
member would be better off if there were no shirking.

Alchian and Demsetz argue that the most efficient solution is for team
members to delegate the monitaring function to a specialist, the monitor or
"entrepreneur". In addition to metering marginal productivities and appor-
,tioning rewards, he will also be assigned the job of combining inputs and
instructing them in what to do and how to do it. In order to provide the
monitor an incentive to perform his function efficiently (i.e., not
"shirk"), he is given claim to the net earnings of the team, net, that is
of payments to team members and other inputs.
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market institution for collecting, collating and selling information re-

garding heterogeneous labor inputs.

Through the productive activities of firms knowledge is created which

is, at least, in part specific to particular firms. Such firm-specific

knowledge helps explain the growth of firms both domestically and across

national borders. The concept of firm-specific knowledge, therefore, is an

important one. What is it and how does it arise? It is know-how, experience

and skill relating to the activities of a particular firm.gained by indi

viduals through working in that firm.

To the extent that firms differ in organization~ the products or prod-

uct mixes they produce, the production techniques they employ and the mar

kets they serve, firm-specific know-how includes knowledge of all of these.

But it also includes experience gained by managers and employees in working

together as a team. A large part of it is the result of learning-by-doing

on the job. The creation of knowledge can, therefore, be seen as a by-prod-

uct of the firm's other productive activities - a case of joint output.

(Rosen [1972].) Firm-specific knowledge, however, is not a marketable out

put. It is embodied in the managers and employees of the firm, making their

value to the firm greater than their market value. l Although such firm-spe

cific knowledge cannot be separated from the firm, the firm itself could be

sold. 2

l More specifically, it is the present value to the firm of exploiting its
stock of intangible assets such as "goodwill" and know-how itself compared
to the value of these resources that can be realized by transferring them
to other firms.

2 Rosen distinguishes two types of firm-specific knowledge. One kind is
vested in the owners of the firm, the historical antececlent of which is
"entrepreneurial capacity" , and the other is vested in the firm or in the
firm's employees. Only the latter can be transferred through sale of the
firm.
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Transaction and information costs as well as firm-specific knowledge

provide answers to the question posed at the outset of this chapter, namely,

why foreign production is undertaken by foreign investors - multinational

companies - rather than by local producers. Firm-specific knowledge, which

cannot be separated from the firm, explains why firms which possess it must

also exploit it themselves. When the firm's particular asset is not entire

ly firm-specific, information and transaction costs could explain why for-

eign investors sometimes choose to exploit it themselves through foreign

production rather than sell it in the form of, e.g., licenses or consulting

services. They sometimes do the latter. If other producers are potentially

as efficient in exploiting this asset, it would be sufficient that there

are some positive costs associated with transferring the asset in order for

the transaction not to take place. Because the owner firm does not have to

incur these costs it can earn a higher rate of return. When transfer costs

are low or local producers have offsetting advantages, licensing the latter

will be preferred to direct investment.

According to Penrose [1959],firm-specific knowledge explains the growth

of firms. If some inputs are specialized to the firm, so that their value

to the firm exceeds their individual market values, the growth of firms can

be seen as occurring in response to the underutilization of one or more of

the firm-specific resources. l The full utilization of all resources in the

firm requires a large and varied output program, larger and more varied

1 Underutilization arises because resources, as opposed to the services
they render, have to be purchased in discrete quantities. Since resources
are capable of rendering varying kinds as weIl as varying amounts of ser
vices, underutilization does not mean that they are not fully ernployed,
only that they are not utilized according to their comparative advantage.
For example, an engineer in a small firm may only work parttime as an engi
neer, spending the rest of his time checking inventories or making up ac
counts.
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than the firm can organize at any one time. Over time, however, the manage

rial capacity may be increased and expånsion ;s directed towards a fuller

use of the resources in the firm. Penrose sees this balancing process as a

continual one, providing a constant incentive for growth. New imbalances

in the utilization of resources occur as previous ones are eliminated

through'growth and diversification.

This view of the growth of firms is applicable not only to the domestic

growth of firms but also to their expansion in other countries. Direct in

vestment involves not only the international movement of capital but per

haps more importantly the transfer of intangible inputs such as managerial

skill, production or sales know-how. In fact, increased production and

sales abroad by the multinational company can occur without an internation

al capital movement or even growth in the subsidiary·s equity when the ex

pansion is financed through foreign debt, but it always requires the util

ization of at least managerial capacity and often other resources from the

parent company as well. Some of these resources have the character of a

public good to the firm, as noted above, in that the marginal cost of fur

ther use is zero. Growth through foreign production eonsequently permits

fuller utilization of those resources in the firm that are internationally

mobile, primarily the services of some of its human capital.

But why, and at what point, do firms choose to grow through foreign pro

duction? The firm·s choice between domestic and foreign production depends,

as discussed in previous sections, on the eost of relatively immobile fac

tors of production in different countries, on the firm·s ability to exploit

scale economies in different locations and on barriers to trade in products.

However, it seems likely that domestic growth precedes growth in foreign

countries and that a common sequence of events for growing firms might be
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the following. Initially the firm grows by expanding its sales of a single

product or bundle of products in the domestic market, because it incurs

lower information and trading costs in that markete As the firm continues

to grow relative to its home market the profitability of further expansion

in that market will fall relative to the profitability of entering new

markets. The new markets the firm will consider entering at same point are

either other product markets in the home country or foreign markets for its

original product or product bundle. Eventually growth may involve a combi

nation of these. Locational factors will then determine whether foreign

markets are served via exports or via foreign production.

The above sequence is consistent with most manufacturing investment

abroad in that the foreign output is usually sold abroad. But, of course,

locational factors could argue for foreign productian even when the output

is to be sold in the home market. This is true, for example, of import com

peting industries which establish production abroad to take advantage of

lower wages of unskilled labor.

The explanation of direct investment put forward here is more general

than one based on market imperfections and product differentiation. Firm

specific knowledge through learning-by-doing and transaction and informa

tion costs are more pervasive in the economic system than oligopoly~ they

characterize all firms and all transactions to a greater or lesser extent.

Therefore, without disputing the prevalence of oligopolists in the ranks of

foreign investors, it is submitted that oligopoly, though it may be a suf

ficient condition, is not a necessary condition for direct investment to

occur. Similarly, the intangible asset which confers a special advantage on

foreign investors may well be successful product differentiation or other

monopolistic advantages, but the use of brand names can be leased, patents
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can be licensed, advertising campaigns can be shared by licensor and licen-

secs, etc.,. and would be if and when the asset can be profitably transfer-

red.

Furthermore, the theory of the firm outlined here yields different pos

itive and normative implications with respect to direct investment from

those implied by the oligopoly theory. While the latter implies that dtrect

investment would cease or diminish if market imperfections could somehow be

eliminated or reduced - agenerally desirable objective on welfare theoret

ic grounds - the present theory implies that it would not. Also, the latter

implies certain welfare costs due to oligopoly - even though these may be

outweighed by the benefits1 - which our theory does not. Rather, to the ex-

tent that multinational firms - like national firms - seek to efficiently

utilize firm-specific knowledge and minimize transaction and information

costs, they contribute to a more efficient allocation of resources. 2

2.3 Summary and conclusions

In turning to international trade and location theory and theories of the

firm and of imperfect competition for answers to why firms produce abroad

we have found that they together provide a useful framework within which

1 The eost of temporary monopolies grantecl through patent right is usually
eonsidered eompensated for by the inereased ineentive to divert resourees
to innovation. Kindleberger [ibid] notes that even if direet investment be
longs to the area of monopolistie eompetition, its effeet is of ten to in
erease eompetition by putting pressure on domestie produeers proteeted by
tariff walls.

2 Whether these alloeation gains outweigh the alleged eosts of multinational
operations per se - such as a potential for tax evasion through intraeompany
pricing, greater maneuverability in currency crises or nationallabor market
disputes - remains an open question, however.
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to analyze the determinants of international direct investment and the

growth of multinational companies. The foregoing survey started with the

refined and formally developed general equilibrium theory of international

trade and ended with a number of propositions from partia1 analysis. The

loss of general ity and e1egance is, I hope, made up for by increased rea

lism and insight, since to forge a link between these theories is a major

undertaking. By way of summary I will, however, sketch loose1y how they

may be related and state some of the empirical imp1ications that can be

drawn from them.

In trade theory comparative advantage is tied to the comparative cost

advantage of countries, which, in turn, depends of national differences in

factor endowments (the Heckscher-Ohlin theory), national taste patterns (as

stressed by Burenstam Linder and expressed in the theory of the product

cycle) and techno1ogical differences between countries (a thesis which goes

back to Ricardo). The comparative advantage of ~ountries becomes an abso

lute advantage to firms operating "in these countries. It does not, however,

explain the competitive advantage of multinational firms, whose activities

involve both exports from and production in several countries by one com

pany.

The notion of foreign investors having some competitive advantage

over other produ~ers has been deduced, it will be reca11ed, from the pre

sumption that domestic producers would always have a comparative informa

tion advantage vis-ä-vis the former. Consequently, in setting up production

abroad investors must possess an offsetting advantage, which enables them

to compete with domestic producers in the foreign country. However, such an

advantage is a necessary characteristic not only of foreign investors but

also of firms diversifying inta other product markets or displaying a

higher rate of growth than other firms in the same industry.
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The competitive advantage of multinational companies must derive from

some factor which is firm-specific rather than country-specific, where coun

try-specific factors are those which are available to all firms producing

in a particular country and firm-specific factors are available only to

particular firms. Specificity, of course, is not an absolute concept, but

refers to the relative cost of transfer. Natural resources are specific

to a country and know-how relating solely to the operations of a partic

ular firm are specific to that firm in the absolute sense.

Sources of such a firm-specific competitive advantage, it has been

suggested, are different forms of know-how. It may be know-how incorporated

in formal R&D results or it may be experi~nce and sk;11 in management,

sales and production gained by the firm through learning-by-doing. The for

mer is the one that has been stressed almost exclusively in the literature.

Firm-specific advantages can also derive from firm size, if big companies

are able to borrow in the capital market at lower cost or can operate at

lower cost because of risk spreading, or if there are increasing returns to

firm size in R&D, advertising, administration, etc. Size, then, is only a

proxy for these other advantages and size itself remains to be explained.

Country-and firm-specific factors are not independent, however. They

become linked by the way in which productive knowledge is created and by

the way it becomes disseminated. The comparative advantage of countries,

then, is relevant not only to the determination of the locational choice

made by firms serving many national markets but also to the competitive ad

vantage of multinational companies of different nationalorigin. I will sug

gest how below.

Firms in different countries will specialize in accordance with the

comparative advantage of each country. In the absence of any factor mobil ity
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this means that firms in the wealthy industrial countries, for example,

will tend to have a competitive advantage (barring factor intensity re

versal, offsetting demand differences, etc.) in the production of goods

which require relatively large inputs of physical and human capital and in

goods which are sold primarily in high income markets. In addition, they

will tend to have a competitive advantage in producing goods which require

relatively large inputs of those natural resources with which each country

is relatively well endowed.

Factor mobil ity alters these conclusions insofar that countries may

choose to export factors of production instead of products. Wealthy coun

tries will then be potential exporters of financial and human capital, i.e.,

they will become foreign investors. Foreign investment will take the form

of direct investment, i.e., the setting up of foreign subsidiaries by na

tional firms, when the human capital services (know-how, experience, skill)

are more profitably transferred across national borders within the firm

than between firms.

The choice between exports and foreign production depends on compara

tive production costs at alternative locations and on trading costs in serv

ing foreign markets through exports. When some factors of production are

internationally mobile, comparative cost differences between countries de

pend crucially on the availability (and price) of relatively immobile fac

tors. Hence, capital may be expected to flow from, e.g., the industrial

countries to the developing countries to exploit natural resources or to

take advantage of relatively low wages of unskilled labor. It may also be

expected to flow to countries with large markets but where barriers to

trade in commodities are relatively high. In the former case the foreign

output is more likely for sale outside the country of production, while in
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the latter it is likely to be primarily for sale within the region for

which transport and tariff costs are reduced. 1

A change in comparative production costs between countries or a change

in barriers.to trade or to factor mobility will tip the competitive balance

and shift some production between countries. This may also be brought about

through changes in the ranking of gaods with respect to factor intensities.

One way in which this may occur is that products move through stages of

changing factor requirements, as described by the theory of the product

cycle. Another way is that the introduction of new products and processes

changes the product bundle produced in a country. For example, as a result

of the introduction of new products, products that were previously among

the most capital intensive may become relatively less so and the country in

which production originated loses its comparative advantage. Thus, although

the production function or the product itself does not change in this case,

products move through stages of changing relative factor intensities. Rising

per capita income over time means that products and processes in the less

capital intensive end will be discohtinued in each country.

The induced changes in production patterns may be achieved through a

reallocation of resources either within countries or between countries. The

presumption that factors are less mobile internationally than nationally

has meant that the former has typically been thought to be the case. But

when resources are firm-specific rather than country-specific, they are

more mobile within a firm across national borders than between firms in the

l The competltlve advantage of multinational firms in undertaking "backward
vertical" investment, i.e., in the exploitation of raw materials, may be
different from that present with "horizontal" investment, i.e., producing
similar output at home and abroad. The distinction becomes important in an
empirical context. For a discussion see Caves [1971].
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same country. Thus, in the course of producing for the home market and for

exports firms have acquired knowledge relating to the production and sale

of its products which can be utilized even if production is moved abroad.

When the comparative advantage of countries differs the distribution

of firm-specific knowledge across industries in different countries also

will differ. Therefore, there is no reason why the industry distribu

tion of foreign investment undertaken by firms of different national ity

should be the same. However, to the extent that one can show that firm

specific knowledge regarding technology, product differentiation, etc.,

is relatively more important in some industries than in others, one would

expect - holding other influences constant - these industries to be

characterized by relatively high levels of direct investment in all coun

tries. Countries which have a comparative advantage in these industries

should also tend to be the more sizeable foreign investors.

A number of empirical implications flow from the theories outlined

here. They relate both to the level and pattern of foreign investments by

different countries and to the level and pattern of foreign investment by

individual firms. In most of what follows the analysis will be couched in

terms of the behaviour of individual firms. This focus is consistent with

the above emphasis on the theory of direct investment ultimately being a

theory of the firm. Only in the next chapter will the question of national

differences in the pattern of foreign investment be touched on.
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In this chapter the volume and broad pattern of Swedish direct investment

abroad will be described and compared with the foreign direct investment

of two of the major investing countries, the U.S. and the U.K., the only

countries for which comparable data were available. One purpose of these

comparisons is to describe Swedish direct investment while at the same

time placing it in an international setting. Another is to look for simi-

larities or differences in the foreign investment activities of different

countries which will give us some insight into the determinants of inter

national investment.
l

What would one expect the findings from such comparisons to be? In

particular, should one expect different investing countries to show simi~

lar distributions by industry and host country of direct investment?

The theories of direct investment surveyed in the foregoing chapter

do not yield explicit hypotheses regarding the pattern of outward direct

investment by different countries. Explanations of direct investment

*This chapter bui1ds in its essentials on Swedenborg [1975J.

l'AII data on Swedish direct investment abroad come from the lur data base
unIess otherwise statedo
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stressing the presence of oligopoly conditions, product differentiation,

or product-cycle characteristics suggest hypotheses regarding the industry

distribution of direct investment. In that these characteristics and the

characteristics of the investing country have not been linked,l there is

a presumption in much of the literature that the outward investment by

different countries is explainable by these industry characteristics alone.

Then, given that locational factors argue for foreign production, indus-

tries characterized by oligopoly conditions, product differentiation, etc.,

should tend to be large foreign investors in all countries. This follows

because industry characteristics are relatively similar across countries,

i.e., the ranking of industries with respect to R&D intensity, capital

intensity, the importance of scale economies, etc., is fairly similar.

Hirsch [1976], a proponent of the product cycle theory, makes the

point explicitly. He argues that firm-specific know-how is particularly

important in "high technology industries which manufacture new product

cycl e goods"~ such as chemi ca l s, pharmaceuti ca l s, instruments, computers,

and in industries "characterized as mature oligopolies", e.g., automo-

biles, tobacco, cosmetics and tyres. Hence, he expects "the multinational

sector of all countries to be dominated by industries where K-intensive

firms abound", i.e., firms utilizing relatively 1arge amounts of firm-

specific know-how. (Italics added.) Hirsch claims, but does not show,

that sur~ey evidence pertaining to the U.S., Sweden, the U.K., Germany,

France, and Japan tends to confirm that such industries dominate the out-

ward investment of these countries. (Ibid, pp 267-268.)

l Or this link has been so general that it would be applicable to
most industrial countries which have foreign investment. This is
true of statements such as,"rhe U.S., because of its high per capita
income ..• " or "The U.S. is relatively weIl endowed with human and
physical capi tal, therefore ... ."
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Is this so? And does it follow from the theory of a firm-specific

advantage and foreign investment? In the previous chapter, we concluded

that the theory does not imply a similar industry pattern of investment

by different countries. Firm-specific knowledge, we argued, is generated

to a relatively larger extent in industries in which each country has a

comparative advantage. (The reason, it will be recalled, is that we be

lieve a large part of it is due to learning-by-doing.) Hence, the in

dustry distribution of firm-specific knowledge will not be the same

across countries and the industry composition of direct investment will

therefore also tend to differ.

Other investing country characteristics that are relevant in determin

ing both the industry and country distribution of the outward investment

of different countries, and that presumably are impounded in the phrase

"given locational factors" above, are the size of the home market, re

source endowment, distance to major markets, to mention a few.

3. l Different kinds of international direct investment

Following Caves [1971], one may distinguish between international invest

ment which represents (i) vertical expansion backward or forward by the

firm, i.e., adding earlier or later stages in the production process (ii)

horizontal expansion, i.e., producing the same goods elsewhere, and (iii)

conglomerate diversification. Most foreign investment involves vertical

or horizontal expansion. Conglomerate diversification through internation

al investment is rare. According to these definitions, investment in agri

cul ture, mining and petroleum, is often backward vertical investment, in

vestment in foreign sales subsidiaries represents forward vertical inte

gration and investment in manufacturing is, for the most part, horizontal
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investment as is investment in transportation, construction, banking,

etc.

Manufacturing investment abroad is the most important kind of inter

national direct investment by value. Its relative importance varies a

great deal between different investing countries, however. It makes up

some 70 percent of the stock of Swedish direct investment but only some

40 per cent of U.S. direct investment abroad. The difference is largely

due to the extensive investment by U.S. firms in mining, petroleum,and

agriculture and the total absence of Swedish direct investment in these

sectors, excepting a negligib1e amount in mining. As seen in Table 3:1

the distribution of U.S. and U.K. direct investment by main industry

is relatively more similar.

The motives for vertical investment, especially backward vertical

investment, may differ from the motives for horizontal investment. Caves

[ibid] argues that backward vertical integration must er.tail benefits

from the physical integration of processes. In the absence of techno

logical complementarities, the alternative to vertical investment is

long-term contracts between buyers and sel lers of raw materials. Accord

ing to Caves, the explanation for backward vertical investment turns on

"the avoidance of oligopolistic uncertainty and the erection of barriers

to entry of new rivals - as in the case of domestic markets". (Ibid,

p. 10.)

The fact that the U.K. invests relatively more in raw materials ex

traction abroad than the U.S. does can be explained by differences in

resource endowment between the two countries. Vertical integration into

raw materials production, whatever its causes, can, to alarger extent,

take place within the U.S. because the U.S. domestic resource base is

larger. (Krainer [1967]).
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Table 3:1 The stock of U.S., U.K.,and Swedish direct investment
by main industry
(Millions of dollars and per cent)

United States
1970
million %

6 168 11

32 261 57

18 035 32

t~i ni ng
Manufacturing
Other industries,
excl. petroleumb

of which
Trade
Agr; cu 1ture
Total,
exc1. petroleum
Total,
inc1. petroleum

56 464

78 178

100

United Kingdom Sweden
1968 1970a

million % million %

1 054 8 (30) (1 )

7 067 53 412 74

5 284 39 (470) (25)

2 290 17 (300) (16)
l 094 8 (O) (O)

13 405 100 912 100

912

Direct investment includes investment in subsidiaries as weIl as in minority
owned firms in which the ownership interest is 10 % or more. It is defined
as the book va1ue of the investing firm's share of equity capital in, and
short- and long-term claims on the foreign firma

a The figures in parentheses are estimates. Direct investment in sectors
other than mining and manufacturing ·has been estimated on the basis of a
census made in 1966 (Lund [1967]). The va1ues correspond fair1y weIl with
the distribution by sector of the net capital outflow in the period 1965-70.

b Also excluding finance and insurance for the U.K.

Sources: Survey of current Business, October 1971, November 1972, Board of
Trade Journal, September 23, 1970.
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The difference between the U.S. and the U.K. in the relative im

portance of investment in raw materials cannot be discerned on the basis

of the figures in Table 3:l,which excludes the large U.K. petroleum in

dustry. A more striking difference in this respect is between the two big

countries, on the one hand, and Sweden, on the other. The small size of

the Swedish economy and the large scale on-which most investment in raw

materials extraction is undertaken help explain this. Swedish industry

has traditionally had a comparative advantage in the processing of domes

tically available raw materials. Given the small size of the domestic

market Swedish firms have no basis for competing with producers in other

countries in the processing of most imported raw materials.

To the extent that Swedish firms have invested in foreign raw mate

rials extraction, they have not done so for the purpose of importing the

raw materials to Sweden. Instead they have invested abroad to exploit

the kind of natural resources which are available domestically and which

are exported from Sweden - such as forest products and iron ore - and in

the production of which Swedish firms possess superior know-how. The mo

tive for this investment, therefore, seems to have been the profitable

explOitation of this know-how outside Sweden. Then, the limited Swedish

raw materials investment is not "ver tical investment" in the sense of

adding earlier stages of production, but is explainable by the same

factors that will explain manufacturing investment.

In the post-war period manufacturing investment has grown at a

more rapid rate than any other kind of international investment. The

share of manufacturing in the stock of total U.S. direct investment

abroad increased from 32 per cent in 1950 to 35 per cent in 1960 and

41 per cent in 1970. 1 Their share in the U.K. total - excluding petro-

l Tariff Commission [1973], p. 105.
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1eum for which we have no data - increased by 4 percentage points

1960-68. 1 There are probably many reasans for this 'trend. For example,

it may be due to the liberalization of trade and capital flows in the post

war period and the consequent integration of national economies. It may,

in part, reflect an adjustment of the stock of foreign manufacturing in

vestment to levels that would have obtained in the absence of the disrup

tians brought on by the war. 2 The shift from raw materials extraction may

reflect the altered political and economic situation especially in many

of the less developed countries where such investment was once undertaken.

Despite the common growth trends there are considerable differences

between the manufacturing investment of ~he U.S., the U.K. and Sweden

both in the composition of manufacturing investment by industry and in

its distribution by country. Before looking at these differences somewhat

more clasely it is instructive to campare the size of foreign manufactur

ing investment relative to the economies of the investing countries.

Swedenls position as a foreign investor becomes relatively more important

when attention is focused on manufacturing investment alone: Sweden's

share of the total foreign investment of the three countries is perhaps

a little over 2 per cent (the uncertainty regards the size of U.K. petro

leum investment), while its share of manufacturing investment is 3.5 per

cent.

3.2 The relative size of manufacturing investment abroad

Foreign manufacturing is far from being a minor activity for the manu

facturing industry in countries like Sweden and the United States. Table

Board of Trade Journal, Jan. 26, 1968 and Sept. 23, 1970.

2 Hufbauer [1973] suggests this as a possibility.
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3:2 presents some comparative data for Sweden and the U.S. which illus

trate this. The foreign investment and employment figures indicate that

foreign production amounted to about one fifth of domestic production in

1970. They also reveal that it is slightly more important to Swedish

manufacturing industry than it is to the U.S. manufacturing industry.

For example, emp10yment in foreign manufacturing affiliates of Swedish

firrns was 20 per cent of manufacturing employment in Sweden in 1970 (in

1974 it was 24 per cent), while the corresponding ratio for U.S. firms

has been estimated at 18 per cent.

There is, however, a large difference between the two countries in

the share of total foreign sales which is supplied through foreign pro

duction. Table 3:2 shows that some 60 per cent of U.S. foreign sales is

produced abroad, whi1e the corresponding Swedish share is on1y around

30 per cent. In fact, the U.S. share is likely to be even higher, since

the figure in the table is based on a sample survey covering only the

largest investing finns.

One explanation for the above difference between the U.S. and

Sweden is the different size of the two countries, both in the economic

and the geographic sense. Trade and investment across different parts of

the U.S. is a domestic activity for U.S. finns, whi1e the corresponding

geographic expansion by Swedish firms is necessarily an international

activity. This would explain the relatively larger international in

volvement of smaller countries in general.

Another factor, which exp1ains the much higher export share of Swe

dish industry compared to that of U.S. industry, is the existence of

scale economies in production. A relatively small domestic market has

made Swedish firms dependent on exporting in order to exploit scale econ-
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Table 3:2 The relative size of Swedish and U.S. manufacturing abroad

Sweden United States
1965 1970 1974 1966 1970

Property, plant and
equlpment expendltures:
foreign manufacturing
affiliates in %of

17b 20bdomestic manufacturing n.a. 22a n.a.
Emp1oyment:
manufacturing and sales
affiliates in %of
domestic manufacturing 18 24 30 16 n.a.

manufacturing affiliates
in %of domestic
manufacturing 16 20 24 13 (18) c

Net sales by manufacturing
and sales affiliates in %
of total foreign sales d 31 32 32 60e 62e

Imports from manufacturing
afflllates in %of total
imports of manufactures O 2 13 16

a Only majority-owned manufacturing firms. The change in the book value of
property, plant and equipment 1969-70 plus depreciation has been related to
the manufacturing industry's investment in these assets according to Natio
nalräkenskaperna.

b Foreign investment includes investment in minority owned manufacturing
firms abroad and consequently is somewhat overestimated in relation to the
corresponding Swedish figure.

c The figure is an estimate of total imports from affiliates based on in
formation from a sample survey.

d Net sales by foreign affiliates is defined as total sales less imports
from parent firm in the investing country. Total foreign sales is defined as
affiliate net sales plus total manufacturing exports.

e Information on foreign sales is based on a sample survey and therefore
underestimates foreign sales by all firms.

n.a. = not available.

Sources: Survey of Current Business, Oct. and Dec., 1967, Sept. 1971, Jan.
1973, U:S. Direct Investment Abroad 1966, Part II, Statistica1 Abstract of
the United States, 1971, U.S. Tariff Commission (1973); Nationalräkenska
perna, Industri, Utrikeshandel.
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omies in their domestic production. U.S. firms, on the other hand, can

reach that size, and beyond, in the home market. If domestic growth pre

cedes growth in foreign markets, this difference means that U.S. firms have

been less constrained by unexp10ited scale economies at home in choosing

between exports and foreign production in serving foreign markets.

The different size of foreign trade in the economies of Sweden and

the U.S., coupled with the equal relative importance of foreign manufactur

ing activities, also explains another difference between the two countries,

namely, the proportion of total imports which comes from foreign manufac

turing affi1iates. Imports from Swedish manufacturing affiliates abroad

were only around l per cent of total Swedish imports, while the corre

sponding share for the U.S. has been put at around 15 per cent in 1970.

The difference also reflects a higher propensity to export back to the

home country by U.S. foreign affiliates, however. The proportion of total

affiliate sales exported to the U.S. was 11 per cent in 1970. The cor

responding share for manufacturing affiliates of Swedish firms was only

2 per cent. Again, this should be re1ated to the large size of the U.S.

domestic market and the competitive advantage of U.S. firms in serving it.

3.3 The country and industry distribution of manufacturing investment

There is a presumption in much of the literature, as pointed out above,

that the determinants of international production imply a similar indus

try pattern in the foreign investment of different countries. This follows

from the twin notions that firm-specific advantages are generated to a re

latively larger extent in industries with certain characteristics, e.g.,
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high technology industries, and that there is no link between such a

"knowledge advantage" and the characteristics of the investing country.

Several factors should contribute to making the regional distriQution

of foreign investment by different countries similar, too. For example,

host country characteristics, such as market size, non-preferentia1 tariffs,

and production costs work in that direction. Distance from the investing

country and preferential treatment by host countries work against it.

Expectations regarding a similar distribution by industry and region

of the outward investment of different countries shou1d be tempered by se

veral considerations, however. For one thing, even assuming that the same

industry characteristics determine the foreign investment of different

countries, the industry distribution of the stock of foreign investment

at a particular time need not be the same. Foreign investment by different

countries can have different time profiles and the current industry pat

tern may reflect when the bulk of that investment was made. The technology

advantage of a particu1ar industry and the incentives for that industry

to invest abroad were not necessarily the same in the 1920's as in the

1960's, for example. Vet, foreign subsidiaries established in the 1920 l s

may nevertheless survive a10ngside the more expansive new investors. They

no longer have any particular technology advantage vis-a-vis other pro

ducers but their foreign activities are so well established that it is

not necessary. (Som of these "old" investors could perhaps be classified

as "mature oligopolies" and be cited in support of Hirsch's hypothesis

mentioned above. But the oligopoly labe1 is not necessary and does not

add to our understanding of the phenomenon.)

The argument does, however, imply that different countries should

displayasimilar pattern of investment expansion in a particular period.

If the competitive advantage of multinational firms is generated in cer-
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tain industries, these industries should be increasing their share of each

country's total investment. The same applies to the regional distribution

of direct investment. If the creation of the Common Market was an incentive

for U.S. firms to locate production inside the tariff walls, it should

have provided a similar incentive to other non-members.

More fundamental ly, one can question the whole idea that firms in

different countries should have a competitive advantage vis-ä-vis each

other in the same sort of activities. It seems more plausible that the

competitive advantage of foreign investors is related to the comparative

advantage and specialization pattern of the home country's industry. Firm

specific know-how is generated to a varying extent in all activities and

it will provide a basis for direct investment (or growth general ly) when

that know-how gives an edge over competitors at home and abroad. The re

levant norm is not "knowledge intensity" relative to other industries in

the investing country but the comparative "knowledge advantage" relative

to the same industries in other countries. For example, the textiles in

dustry is characterized by a low R&D intensity relative to other indus

tries. Vet, it ranks among the largest foreign investors in Japan

(see Voshino [1976J) because Japanese firms have a competitive advantage

in textiles production.

A different industry composition of foreign investment, in turn, is

sufficient reason for differences in the regional distribution, since the

optimal location of production depends on what is being produced and for

which market.

The country distribution

The growing importance of manufacturing investment has been associated
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with an increased concentration of foreign investment in industrial host

countries. Around 80 per cent of the manufacturing investment of the U.S.,

the U.K.,and Sweden has been undertaken in the developed countries, while

the share of raw materials investment in these countries is very much lower.

Aside from the strong concentration in the industrial countries there

are, however, few similarities in the regional distribution of the foreign

investment by the three countries, as seen in Table 3~3. Clearly, the dif

ferent geographic patterns cannot be explained by reference to the size of

host country markets, tariff structure and other factors usually assumed

to determine the location of production, since these factors presumably

affect potential investors in different countries in much the same way.

Political and cultural affinity appears to have played a role in de

termining in which country to invest. Over 60 per cent of the foreign in

vestment of the U.K. has found its way to the English speaking world 

the U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. For the U.S.

the corresponding share was over 50 per cent, more than half of which was

in Canada, and for Sweden it was barely 30 per cent. Geographic proximity

may be an equally important factor in attracting U.S. investment to

Canada. Either of these factors could explain the relatively sizeable

involvement of Swedish firms in the neighboring Nordic countries.

The influence of "traditional commercial ties" means that direct in

vestment and exports tend to be concentrated in the same countries, as

seen in the second panel of the table. It does not mean, however, that

the regional distribution of direct investment merely mirrors that of

exports. 80th U.S. and U.K. direct investment are even more concentrated

in other English speaking countries than are their exports. The same is

true of Swedish investment. Assuming that the distribution of direct in-
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Table 3:3 The stock of U"S., UoK., and Swedish manufacturing investment

and exports by area and country 1970
(per cent)

Direct investment

o. K. Sweden
1968

Exports

Uo Ko Sweden

Developed countries
EEC

EFTA

83

22

19

81 85

13 42

2 19

71
20

11

77 89

23 29

17 47

of'which
United Kingdom
Nordic countries

Other Europe
United States
Canada
Australia, New Zea1and,
South Africa
Japan

Deve10ping countries
Africa
Midd1e and Far East
Latin America

15

31

7

2

17
O

2

14

100

8

1 9

4 2

15 10

11 6

36 5

O O

19 15

4 1

7 2

7 12

100 100

6

3

3

22

4

11

29

2

11
16

100

12

8

12

4

11
2

23

6

11

6

100

13

29

3

6

2

2

1

10

3

3

4

100

Manufacturing investment is the book value of direct investment in
foreign manufacturing. See a1so nates to Table 3:1.

a Excl. non-OECD Europe, Sino-Soviet, Oceania.

Sources: Survey of Current Business, November, 1972 and October, 1971.
Board of Trade Journal, September 23, 1970, Utrikeshandel and Appendix C
tables.
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vestment roughly corresponds to the distribution of foreign manufacturing

output, this reflects a relatively high propensity to supply these mar

kets through local production rather than through exports from the in

vesting countries.

In the case of Sweden and the U.K. the relatively high propensity to

produce locally in North America and in the other non-European industrial

countries (Australia, etc.) could be explained by distance-related factors

in combination with relatively favorable conditions for local production.

The same may be said of the high U.S. propensity to produce in the U.K.

Unfavorable conditions for local production and the small size of local

markets can perhaps account for the relatively small investments in Africa

and Asia compared to exports to these countries, while in Japan the policy

against foreign ownership of Japanese industry could account for the low

investment in that country.

Thus, it is tempting to try to interpret the differences in the propor

tion of sales which is supplied through local production in terms of fac

tors affecting location such as distance, tariffs, relative production

costs,and the like. But such explanations are obviously loosely founded

at this stage. For example, they do not easily explain both the relatively

high U.S. propensity to produce in Canada and the relatively low Swedish

propensity to produce in the Nordic countries. 80th are neighboring

countries with which the investing country traditionally has extensive

commercial ties.

There is a suggestion in the regional pattern especially of Swedish

direct investment and exports that the relationship between the two

sources of supply is one of substitution. It is seen most clearly in the

very large concentration of direct investment to the EEC countries com-
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pared to the EFTA countries, of which Sweden is a member, and the re

verse situation with respect to exports. Further evidence will be pre

sented in Chapter 7, where we will analyze the relationship between

foreign production and exports of Swedish firms.

In sum, host country characteristics do not ensure a similar regional

pattern of direct investment by different countries. Other factors are

also at play. Clearly, among these other factors are distance from the

investing country and what may be tenned "cultural affinitylJ or IJtradi

tional commercial tiesII. Another may be differences in the industry com

position of direct investment.

Differences in the time pattern of foreign investment may also ac

count for differences in the country distribution of the current capital

stock. Thus, it appears that the growth of investment in different re

gions in the same period has been fairly similar. For example, the crea

tion of the EEC has apparent ly been an inducement for investors in all

three countries to expand production inside the customs union causing

investment in the EEC to expand relatively more rapidly than that in

other regions in the 1960's.

The industry distribution

Swedish manufacturing investment is highly concentrated in the engineering

industry. By 1970 over 70 per cent of total manufacturing investment was

in the fo1lowing four industries: metal manufacturing, non-electrical and

electrical machinery, and transportation equipment. This is a much higher

proportion than the share of these industries in manufacturing output in

Sweden or in Swedish exports. Swedish foreign investment in the chemical

industry used to be sizeable but has declined steadily in the post-war
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period.

It is impossible to discern any common pattern in the foreign invest

ment of Sweden, the U.S.,and the U.K. in Table 3:4. Metal manufacturing,

non-electrical and electrical machinery and transportation equipment ac

count for a sizeable portion of U.S. foreign investment a1so, some 50 per

cent, but their ranking is very different from that of the Swedish industrie~

Non-electrical machinery accounted for only 15 per cent of U.S. foreign

investment compared to 40 per cent of Swedish foreign investment in 1970.

Transportation equipment made up 16 per cent of U.S. and only 5 per cent

of Swedish foreign investment in the same year. Furthermore, the relative

size of the chemical industry in U.S. foreign investment is twice that of

this industry in Swedish foreign investment. In contrast to the Swedish

case, the U.S. chemical industry has expanded rapidly in the post-war

period.

The industria1 composition of U.K. foreign investment complicates

the picture further. Although the U.K. chemica1 industry weighs as heavily

as that of the U.S., the four engineering industries accounted for only

27 per cent of U.K. foreign investment in 1974. Instead, the largest for

eign investor in the U.K. was the food products industry, accounting for

as much as 26 per cent of the total.

The only industry which is relatively minor in the foreign investment

of all these countries is the textiles industry. This industry, however,

accounts for a major portion of the growing foreign investment of Japan,

as mentioned above. Consequently, no safe conc1usion regarding inherent

industry characteristics as conducive to foreign investment can be drawn

on the basis of the information so far.

These comparisons are admittedly crude and invite many objections.
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Table 3:4 The st ock of U. s., U. k., and Svledi sh manufacturing in-

ves~ment and_exports by industry

(Per cent)

Direct investment Exports, 1970

U.s. U. K.
b Swe~n U.s. U. K. Sweden

Industry 1970a 1974 1970

Food, drink, tobacco 6 26 14 7 2

Textiles,apparel,leather
and leather products 2 7 O 4 8 4

Paper and a11ied pro-
ducts, printing and
pub1ishing 6 7 11 4 2 18
Chemica1s, rubber,
p1astic products 22 22 10 15 14 6

Primary and fabricated
metals 8 5 13 10 13 19

Machinery (ex. e1ect-
rica1) 15 [3 43 21 22 8

Electrical machinery 11 11 12 8 8 8

Transportation
equipment 16 3 5 16 14 15

Other manufacturing 14 11 5 8 12 O

All industries 100 100 100 100 100 100

a Book value of total assets in foreign manu~acturing affiliates.

b Book value of direct investment capital in foreign manufacturing
affiliates.

Sources: U.N. Yearbook of International Trade Statistics.
Trade and Industry, 25 February 1977, U.S. Tariff Commission [1973],
Utrikeshandel and Appendix C tables.
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Afiner industry classification in Table 3:4 would, I believe, reveal both

more similarities and dissimilarities. The breakdown of some aggregates

would reveal many industries which have no foreign investment, but it would

also show differences in intra-industryspecialization between countries.

Several empirical studies have been based on simi1arly aggregated

data. Gruber et~. [1967] and Horst [1972], for example, found support

for the hypothesis that the competitive advantage of U.S. firms was based

on R&D intensity using similar industry data. Such results are probably

aided by the fact that, e.g., aircraft is included in the transportation

equipment industry, which contributes to a high R&D intensity, even though

the large foreign investment emanates from the automobile industry.l

Gruber ~ ~. found that foreign operations were concentrated in the

most R&D-intensive industries but found no correlation between R&D inten-

sitY and either exports or foreign production. A similar concentration in

R&D-intensive industries characterizes Swedish direct investment abroad,

~oo. This is in large part due to the large foreign investment of the

chemical industry, which has a high R&D intensity in Sweden. Disaggrega-

tion, however, reveals that the foreign investment of the industry is domi-

nated by subindustries (matches and gas) with very low R&D intensity.

The lack of a common industry pattern in the foreign investment of

the three countries suggests that foreign investment cannot be

explained by common industry characteristics on1y. Industry character

istics clearly playa role in determining the location of production,

but they are not as c10sely related to the ownership advantage,

or firm-specific advantage, as has been thought. One reason may be

that such firm-specific knowledge advantages are not distributed equal1y

l See U.S. Tariff Commission Report [1973].
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by industry in all countries. Thus, it is possible that such a knowledge

advantage characterizes the U.S. chemical and automobile industries vis-

a-vis these industries in other countries, while a similar advantage

characterizes firms in the Swedish machinery industry.

This finding, while contradicting what appears to be common notions

in the literaturel, is consistent with the hypothesis formulated at the

outset of this chapter. This hypothesis asserts that know-how in the form of

learning-by-doing is generated in all industries, not only the technologi-

cally advanced, and is comparatively larger in a country's exporting in

dustries. In other words, a country's comparative advantage in exporting

may be a potential advantage in producing abroad. Whether foreign invest-

ment, in fact, occurs in these industries will depend on locational fac-

tors. On the other hand, when foreign investment is undertaken with a view

to selling the output in the home country, the industry's competitive ad-

vantage should instead be related to sales in the home market.

There does appear to be a relationship between the size of direct in-

vestment of different countries by industry and each country's comparative

advantage in exporting. For example, in those industries where U.S. exports

account for a relatively larger share of world markets than do Swedish ex

ports 2
, U.S. direct investment is also relatively more sizeable than is

Swedish direct investment. The same seems to hold in a comparison between

the U.K. and Sweden, but not between the U.K. and the U.S.

Divergent export patterns between Sweden and the U.S. and the U.K. go

some way towards explaining the divergent investment patterns of Sweden

and these countries. This can be seen in Table 3:4, which shows both the

1 It definitely contradiets Hirsch's assertion, cited above, that the out
ward investment of different countries is dorninated by the same industries.

2 I.e., relative to each country's overall share of foreign markets.
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industry distribution of direct investment and of exports for the three

countries, and even more clearly in the correlation matrices presented

in Table 3:5. They do not explain the different investment patterns of

the U.S. and the U.K., however. The export patterns of the U.S. and the

U.K. are rather similar - at this level of industry aggregation - but the

investment patterns are not. In contrast to the U.S. and Swedish cases

there is a negative correlation between the industry distribution of U.K .

. exports and direct investment.

The negative, though low, correlation between U.K. foreign invest

ment and export patterns indicates that the competitive advantage of U.K.

firms in producing abroad is not related to its comparative advantage in

exporting from the U.K. It suggests rather the opposite~ namely, that

U.K. foreign investment in some industries may be related to its imports.

For example, it is possible that the relatively large U.K. foreign in

vestment in the food industry, at least originally, was related to its

similarly relatively large investment in agricultural production abroad.

80th may then have been motivated by the large U.K. domestic market and

its relatively limited endowment of agricultural land. Furthermore, U.K.

investment in the two IIrun-awayll industries textiles, etc., and printing

is relatively large. These are industries in which the U.K. presumably

has lost its competitive advantage in producing but in which U.K. firms

have not lost their advantage in selling domestically.

3.4 The industry pattern of inward and outward investment in Sweden

Differences in the competitive advantage of .foreign investors in different

countries and the factors determining the choice between exports and for

eign production can also be analyzed by comparing the industry distribu-
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Table 3:5 Simple correlations between the percentage distribution of
direct investment and exports by the U.S., the U.K.,and
Swedena

a) Correlation between the industry distribution of direct investment by
different countries

Direct ihvestment Direct investment
UoKo UoSo SV/eden

UoKo 1
UoS o o 17 l
Sweden -.22 .33

b) Correlation between the industry distribution of direct investment and
of exports by different countries

oirect investment Exports

U.K. U.S. Sweden
U.K. - .14

U.S. .65
S\veden .58

c) Correlation between the industry distribution of direct investment
relative to other countries and of exports relative to other
countries

oirect investment

U.S.oI
"5W":DT
U.K.DI
-sw:or
U.S.oI
1T:lC1IT

U.S.exp.
$w.exp.

.83

Exports

U.K.exp.
Sv/.exp.

.78

U.S.exp.
U.k.exp.

- .12

a The percentage distributions are those shown in Table 3:4.
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tion of inward and outward manufacturing investment of the same country.

This is done for Sweden in Ta~le 3~6, where the comparisons are based

on employment in Swedish manufacturing subsidiaries abroad and in foreign

manufacturing subsidiaries in Sweden.

First, we may nate that Sweden is a net foreign investor, especially

in the manufacturing sector l and that employment in foreign manufacturing

affi1iates of Swedish firms was more than four times that of foreign-owned

manufacturing firms in Sweden in 1970.

The first two columns in Table 3:6 show the percentage distribution

of Swedish manufacturing employment abroad and of foreign manufacturing

emp10yment in Sweden respective1y. They diverge in away which is in part

consistent with the difference between the two major investing countries

and Sweden shown in Table 3:4. Thus, a relatively larger proportion of

foreign manufacturing employment in Sweden is found in the food products,

textiles and apparel, and chemicals industries than is true of Swedish

employment abroad.

In other respects, however, the difference between inward and out-

ward investment is smaller than between the latter and the outward invest-

ment of the U.S. and the U.K. For example, the same four industries (chem-

icals, metals, non-electrical and e1ectrical machinery) account for the

overwhelming part of both inward and outward investment (70 and 85 per

cent respective1y). When standardized for the size of these industries in

Sweden, as in the second two co1umns, only the foreign ownership in the

chemicals and electrical machinery industries remains particularly note-

worthy. The food products industry may also be singled out for its growing

l Manufacturing employment was 60 per cent of total affiliate employment
abroad in 1974. (SCB, "Internationella företag 1974" sets the total at
318 140 employees.) Tt was 52 per cent of total employment by foreign
firms in Sweden in 1970.
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Table 3:6 Employment in Swedish manufacturing affiliates abroad and

in foreign manufacturing affiliates in Sweden by industry

in 1970 (per cent)

Industry

Distribution
of employment

Swedish Foreign
abroad in Sweden

In per cent of
industry employment
in Sweden
Swedish Foreign
abroad in Sweden

Food products l 9 3 6

Textiles, etc 2 7 4 4

Paper, pulp 2 3 8 2

Paper products, printing
etc. 2 4 7 3

Chemicals, rubber etc. 14 22 38 14

Primary and fabricated
metal 10 13 13 4

~1ach; nery 43 19 61 6

Electrica1 machi nery 18 16 45 la
Transportation
equipment 2 O 4 o
Other manufacturing 6 7 8 2

All manufacturing 100 100 20 5

Absolute values 182 650 41 850

Sources: Swedenborg [1973], Tables 15 and 16, Samuelsson [1977],
Tables 2:2 and 2:3.
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importance: between 1970 and 1974 the foreign emp10yment share in this

industry increased from 6 to 11 per cent. (Samuelsson [1977], SeB 1974.)

In short, there is a two-way flow of direct investment in most Swedish

industries. Inward investment appears to be more concentrated in industries

in which Sweden has a comparative advantage (as seen, e.g., in the export

and foreign investment propensities) than is the outward investment of the

U.S. and the U.K. (metals, non-electrical and electrical machinery). An

important reason for this seems to be that locational factors, especially

Sweden's comparative advantage in these industries, have favored local

production. l

Foreign ownership in Swedish industry appears to be relatively more

important in those industries in which foreign firms appear to have a

(firm-specific) competitive advantage vis-a-vis Swedish firms, namely,

in industries where U.S. and U.K. outward investment is relatively 1arger

than Swedish outward investment is (food products and chemicals).

3.5 Summary and conclusions

Comparisons between Swedish, U.S. and U.K. direct investment abroad have

pointed up some similarities but also a number of dissimilarities in in-

vestment patterns of the three countries. The comparisons are crude and

the results, therefore, are only suggestive of some factors that should

be included in a "generalll theory of direct investment.

~Samuelsson [1977] finds support for this hypothesis in his analysis of
foreign involvement in 120 Swedish manufacturing industries.

Several studies have shown Sweden,as having a eomparative advantage in
production requiring relatively large amounts of skilled labor. (Hufbauer
[1970], Ohlsson [1976], Carlsson and Ohlsson [1976] and Carlsson and Sund
ström [1973]. Samuelsson Ubid], finds that a high skil1 intensity in pro
duetion, measured as average wage per worker, is the most important factor
affeeting the choice between exports to and producticn in Sweden by foreign
firms. The higher the skill intensity in an industry, the higher is the pro
pensity to supply the Swedish market through Ioeal produetion.
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Some of the differences between Swedish direct investment, on the

one hand, and U.S. and U.K. investment, on the other, are probably differ

ences between small and large countrieso The relatively negligible Swedish

direct investment in raw materials extraction is one example. The small size

of the Swedish market, coupled with the large scale on which most raw mate

rials extraction is undertaken help explain this. To the extent that Swedish

firms have invested in raw materials productian abroad it has not been !Iback

ward vertical integration ll but IIhorizontal ll investment in that it has meant

producing abroad what is already produced at home for export. The motive

seems to have been the profitable exploitation of know-how gained in extract

ing and processing the same resources in Sweden (iron are and forest pro

ducts) .

The relatively larger foreign sales, and the lower proportion of these

sales supplied through foreign production, of Sweden compared to the U.S.

also seem explainable by country size. The small size of the home market

means that growth by Swedish firms inevitably leads to foreign expansion.

The relatively small distance to major markets for a small European country

and the fact that domestic sales are not large enough to allow exploitation

of scale economies in production help explain the relatively large propor

tion of foreign sales supplied through exports rather than through produc

tion in other countries.

Differences in the present regional distribution of the foreign in

vestment of the three countries are largely due to political and cultural

ties and/or geographic proximity, either of which could be subsumed under

the euphemism "traditional commercial ties". Examples are the relatively

large investments by the U.K. in the Commonwealth countries, by the U.S.

in Canada and by Sweden in the other Nordie countries. The recent growth

of direct investment, or of foreign production, in different regions has
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been more similar and is coniistent with the expectation that, e.g., mar

ket size and trade barriers should exert a similar influence on potential

foreign investors in different countries.

The absence of any clear pattern in the industry composition of direct

investment from the three countries has, I believe, more fundamental impli

cations for the theory of international investment. It requires recognition

that inherent industry characteristics are not necessarily related to the

firm-specific advantage thought characteristic of foreign investors. In

dustries that are relatively major foreign investors in one country are

not that in another country and vice versa. Instead, different countries

have differing comparative advantages in foreign investment just as they

do in foreign tråde. The two are probably re1ated ,but not in a simple way

which makes it possib1e to explain the industry distribution of foreign

investment by the industry distribution of a country's exports or imports.

Other factors, such as tradability, production costs, etc., also enter

into the choice between foreign production and exports or domestic produc

tion and imports. In addition, dynamic-historical factors, such as when

the foreign investment by different countries was undertaken, have an im

portant bearing on the distribution of the current stock of capital. This

will be brought out in the analysis of differences in foreign production

among Swedish firms in Chapters 5 and 6.

However, industry aggregates such as those looked at in this chapter

not only conceal important differences between subindustries, but also con

siderable differences between firms. In most investing countries a relative

ly small number of firms account for the bulk of foreign investment. 1 For

a 'country like Sweden such concentration of foreign investment means that

a handful of big companies strongly influence the industry distribution

l See, e.g., Reddaway [1967] and Chapter 6.
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of investment abroad. For example, two firms account for the overwhelming

portion of direct investment in the chemical industry. Only one firm

accounts for more than half of Swedish direct investment in the machinery

industry. The same is true in the electrical machinery industry. Overall

only 10 firms account for as much as 75 per cent of total Swedish invest-·

ment abroad. The current industry pattern of Swedish foreign investment

can hardly be explained without reference to these large, and old, foreign

investors.

The strong dominance by a small number of firms raises the question

of whether - in the Swedish case - it is at all meaningful to try to ex

plain the pattern of foreign investment in terms of industry characteris

tics. Or put in another way, it suggests that firm characteristics are

also important determinants of the pattern and volume of foreign invest

ment. The following chapters are devoted to an analysis of inter-firm dif

ferences in the volume of foreign production and exports. This is in line

with the theory of direct investment which, by its emphasis on firm owner

ship and firm-specific advantage, is ultimately a theory of the size and

growth of firms.
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The theory of international investment presented in Chapter 2 yields impli

cations regarding international productian and exports by individual firms.

Here we will state these implications in such away that the determinants

of international production can be analyzed using cross-sectional data for

Swedish firms. We will a1so specify the independent variables to be used

and the re1ationships to be tested by regression analysis.

Section 4.1 be10w is thus intended as a bridge between the theoretical

propositions set out in Chapter 2 and the model underlying the empirical

analysis, which is presented in 40 2. Section 4.3 describes sources and

uses of data and section 4.4 contains the regression model.

4.1 Hypotheses regarding inter-firm differences in foreign production

A framework for ana1ysis

The determinants of foreign production set out in Chapter 2 may be analyzed

within the theoretical framework of a firm serving many national markets

and having the option of producing in different countries. The following

simple model of a profit-maximizing, single-product firm in a two-country

setting provides a useful starting point for analysis. l

l This kind of model has been developed by Horst [1969].
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We assume that the firm faces a less than infinitely,elastic demand both

at home and abroad. We also assume that domestic sales come from domestic

production, while foreign sales can be supplied both through exports from

the home country and through production abroad. For simplicity we specify

that the firmls cost and revenue functions are log-linear and eons tant

over time. We also abstract from the firmls optimal use of factors of

production.

Dur assumptions yield the following cost and price functions for the

firm

(4: 1)

(4:2)

(4:3)

(4:4)

where

(4:5)

and where

Q = production i.n the h.ome country
H

QA = production abroad

S = sales in the home country
H

S = exportsx
QA+SX= sales abroad

PH = home country price

PA = foreign price
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CH = costs in home country production

CA = costs in foreign production.

The parameters in equations (4:1)-(4:4) have the following meaning.

~H and ~A are measures of the efficiency in domestic and foreign production,

while aH and a
A

are measures of economfes of scale in domestic and foreign

production respectively. ~H and ~A can be seen as measures of the size of

the home and foreign market. SH and SA measure the price elasticity of
-A t .

demand at home and abroado By setting ~H = ~HOe H we can allow for

tec~nical progress over ti~e (due, e.g., to learning-by-doing). -AHt then

s~ows the annual downward shift in the home eost function.

The firm's profit function is

II = p (Q -5 ) + p [( l-t) 5 + (l-s) Q.] - C - C
HHX A X A·H A

(4:6)

where t represents tariff and transportation costs for exports as a percentag(

of the sales value of exports (ad valorem) and s represents special taxes

or costs associated with foreign production as a percentage of the sales

value of foreign productian.

Assuming that the a- and s- parameters have values such that an interior

optimum solution exists, profit maximization with respect to the firm's

decision variables QH' 5x and QA yield the following conditions for optimumo

(4:7)

(4:8)
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f3 -l

- S QA ~A SA (QA+SX) A (4:9)

Equation (4:7) states that produetion at home should be earried to

the point where marginal eost of home produetion equals marginal revenue

from domestic sales. Equation (4:8) states that production abroad should be

earried to the poi.nt wh.ere marginal eost of foreign production equals

marginal revenue from foreign sales. If t and s are positive, marginal revenue

abroad must be adjusted beeause a lower PA due to an inereased vo1ume of

foreign sales reduees tariff eosts on exports and tax on foreign produetion.

Th i s i s shown by the second and thi rd term, i. e., -t*and -s *' whi ch

are positive. The fourth term shows the loss in foreign marginal revenue

due to the tax on the inerease in foreign produetion. Equation (4:9) states

that domestic and foreign sales should be sueh that marginal revenue at

home equals marginal revenue abroad adjusted for the effect of t and s.

We can illustrate this simple model diagrammatieally as in Figure 4:10

The firm is represented as a priee searcher and faees a negatively sloped

demand eurve for its produet both at home and abroad. l The corresponding

marginal revenue eurve is MRHo Supply in the home country is equal to the

firmls marginal eost sehedule for domestic production, MeRo The export supply

sehedule, MCx' eorresponds to the horizontal distance between MC
H

and MRHo

Therefore, marginal eost equals marginal revenue in the exporting country at

all points along it. Total supply in the foreign market, MC
A

+MCx ' is equal

l This means either that the firm is big enough relative to its market to have
a noticeable effect on price or that the firm, big or small, produces a
differentiated product which gives rise to a separate demand for its products.
The assumption of a price s'earcher is not an idle assumption in this contexto
It must hold at least in the horne market if the firm is to have determinate
levels of sales in both countries. If the firm were a price taker, facing a
perfectly elastic demand at the going world price in both countries, it could
sell all its output in either rnarket and there is no way of determining how
much the individual firm will end up selling in each.
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Figure 4:1 Determination of the firm1s sales and output in two countries

Home country Foreign country

MCA+MCX

The conditions for profit maximization are:

MCH = MRH

MCA MRA

MR
H

MR
A
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to the firm's export supply plus its foreign supply schedule. Where it inter-

sects the marginal revenue curve aDroad,~1RA' the firmJs profit is maximized.

This gives the optimal volume of sales abroad, SA. The quantity Sx is exported

and QA is produced abroad. The equilibrium level of sales in the home country

is Sa. l The firmJs choi'ce between exports and foreign produetion is deter

mined by the eondition that the marginal eost of exporting equals the

marginal eos t of foreign produetion. 2

The diagrammatic representation allows us to draw the following con-

elusions: If the firm has the option of using both sources of supply, total

output will be greater, price will be lower and sales larger in both

countries than would have been the case with exports the only source of

supply. The effect of al10wing foreign production is, furthermore, the dis

placement of exports from (Sx) to SXo In the single product case, the export

displacement will always be positive. 3 More will be said of the effects of

constraints on foreign production in Chapter 7.

Extending the above model to a multiproduct firm one would have to show

the determination of sales and output for each of its products and also take

account of substitution and complementarity effects between productso This

case could show the firm exporting one product to and importing another pro

duct from the same country. Such a model, which is particularly relevant to

the analysis of the interrelationship between exports and foreign production

in Chapter 7, is presented in Appendix A.
1

Note that Sx = QH -, SH = SA - QA·

2 This rule applies to rising marginal eostso With eonstant or deereasing
marginal eosts in both eountries, the firm will use only one souree of supply.
(See Horst, ibid.)

Since foreign investors typieally both export and produee abroad pro
duetion must be charaeterized by rising marginal eost in the relevant range
of output. But this applies to the single produet firm, or the firm produeing
the same product in more than one loeation. For the multiproduet firm it is
elearly possible that marginal eost for eaeh produet is eonstant or deereasing.

3 Nate that this effeet would not exist if foreign demand were perfeetly
elastie.
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Country, industry, and firm determinants of foreign production

The faetors affecting the firm's cost and revenue schedu1es in Figure 4:1,

and the parameters in equations (4:7)-(4:9), are those that were discussed

in Chapter 20 They may be divided into those that are characteristics of

countries, industries,and ffrms respeetively. The significanee of the first

two were discus'sed under the headi.ng of trade and location theory, while

the third was discussed in the context of the theory of the firm.

Country ch.aracteristies detennine the position and shape of the firm's

eost and revenue sehedule in the home c~untry relative to those in the

foreign country. They inelude thE size of the foreign market relative to the

home market and the eost of inputs (capital, labo~and purehased materials)

abroad relative to costs at home. Only costs of relatively immobile inputs,

e.g., labor and natural resources, will differ between countries and affect

location. In addition, the foreign country's tariff structure and tax system

are country characteristics which affect location. The effect of an ad valorem

tariff (based on the price in the exporting country), for example, is to

shift up the export supp1y schedule, thereby reducing imports and sales but

inereasing output abroad and redueing output but increasing sales in the home

country.

Industry and firm characteristics affect the position and shape of

these schedules relative to th.ose of other firms'within each countryo Industry

characteristics are relevant insofar as firms in different industries are

compared. By industry we mean a collection of firms producing similar output

using similar teehnology. Then~ industry characteristics include relative

factor use (capital-, ski.ll-, R&D.;. and natural-resource-intensity) , economies

of scale, product mobilitY,and the size of the industry's market. Such in

dustry charaeteristi.cs influenee the volume of foreign production through
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their effect on the relative cost of production at home and abroad at given

output levels. They also make for differences in the role of trade barriers

and in the profitabiltty of locating production close to the market. For

example, if the home country has a relatively high price of unskilled labor,

the marginal cost of foreign production relative to domestic production will

tend to be lower for firms in an industry characterized by a low capital and

skill intensity in production, relatiye to other industries. Such a firm will

therefore tend to locate alarger proporti:on of its output abroad than will

those in the other industries. In terms of Figure 4:1, QA/QH will be larger

(and SX/SA smallerj for firms in this industry relative to firms in other

industries.

Firm characteristics are those attributes which serve to differentiate

firms within a given industry. They include sources of a firm-specific advan

tage such as patented products, successful product differentiation and spe

cial marketing skills on the demand side and patented technology and accumu

iated know-how on the supply side. These are all knowledge- or human-capital

related advantages, which may be assumed mobile within the firm and across

countries. A firm-specific advantage causes firms to be bigger at home than

they otherwise would be and, in particular, en3bles them to overcome the

presumed disadvantage of selling and producing in a foreign country. If

foreign markets typically are larger than the home market, a firm-specific

advantage - in the form of, e.g., proportionately lower costs both at home

and abroad than competitors in the same industry - also implies that for

eign sales will be larger relative to domestic sales (SA/SH) for such a

firm. However, a firm-specific advantage does not by itself affect the

location of production.
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Thus, we may say that the fi.nnJs foreign producti.on will be larger,

the greater its firm-specific advantage vis-ä-vis other producers in the

same industry (both at home and abroad) and the lower the east of immobile

factors of production abroad relative to at home or the higher are barriers

to trade. Looking across industries we may say that more firms will tend to

be foreign investors in same industries than in others due to industry

differences in the role of scale economies, resource orientation, ~~ative

factar use, etc. These are the basic propositions put forth in Chapter 2

and ones that we will want to test.

Time, the time sequenee of grawth,and alternatives to foreign production

Aetual size differences between firms at home and abroad cannot be explained

solely in terms of industry and firm characteristics, even assuming that

these CGuld be properly specified. A time dimension must also be brought

inta the analysis. The firm's current size is the result of its past rate of

growth and its age. If growth costs impose restrictions on the maximum pro

fitable rate of growth in each period, then the firm's current size depends

crucially on when it was started upo The older the firm is, ceteris paribus,

the bigger it will be. While the firm's rate of growth relative to that of

the industry is related to the firm-specific advantages discussed above, the

point at which it started growing is simply a historical datum.

Time plays a role not only because it affects the eost of growth and of

adjustment general ly. It also affects production costs through learning-by

doing, as noted in Chapter 20 The longer the firm hBS been producing a given

output, the more learning has been accumulated and the more produetive are the

resources in the firm. Employees become more skilled, plants and equipment
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are trimmed to reduce ma1functions and stoppages, administrative routines

become stream1ined, etc. Thus, an o1der firrn will, ceteris paribus, be

l arger because i t has lower costs than younger fi rms~ do.

The age of the firm enters the analysis a1so because foreign sales and

production are unlikely to grow proporti,onately with dornestic sales and pro

duction over time. A more likely sequence of events is that the firm first

expands its sales and output in the horne market and turns to exporting and

foreign production only after it has become relatively large in the home

market. Such a sequential growth pattern can be explained in terms of lower

information and trading costs in the home market and in terms of the existence

of economies of scale in production. It can also be explained by different

price elasticities of demand in the home market and in foreign countries.

Figure 4:2 depicts the demand curves at horne and abroad that a firm in

a relatively small country might face. Demand in the home market is much less

elastic than demand in foreign markets. Therefore, at low volumes of sales

the firm will se11 only in the horne rnarket. As the firm grows and expands its

sales. i, n t h.e home count ry, pr i. ce and ma rgi na1 revenue at home wi l 1 f a11. At

some volume it will become profitable to start selling in foreign markets,

where the potential for sales expansion is much larger due to the higher

elasticity of foreign demand.

If domestic growth precedes foreign growth, and given that it takes time

to grow large in foreign markets, both the volume of foreign sales and pro

ductton will depend on when the firm reached the critical size in the home

market and started growing in foreign markets. If, moreover, foreign demand

is typically more elastic than horne demand, foreign sales growth will, once

'started, exceed domestic growtho
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Figure 4:2 Domestic and forei~n sales for a growing firm

Home country

t1C~

Foreign country

Mf

MC~, MC~ and MC~ are the consecutive marginal cost schedules of a growing

firm. For QH > SH t1RH and t1R
A

can be equated and the firm wi 11 be an exporter.
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Finally, we note th-at in e.xplatntng stze di.fferenees between firms in

their foreign sales and production it ;s neeessary to take account of the

fact that there are alternative growth routeso Diversification inta new pro

duct markets is an alternative to diversificatton inte new geographie markets

and licensing a foreign producer is an alternative to the firm setting up its

own production facilities abroado The firm ehoosing to enter new product

markets in the home country instead of foreign markets for its original pro

duet or product bundle will be larger if and when it ventures abroad. The firm

whose competitive advantage is not eompletely firm-specific might find it more

profitable to transfer its intangible assets to foreign producers through the

sale of patent rights, lieenses, etc. Its foreign operations are also likely

to be smaller than they otherwise would have been.

4.2 An econometric model of foreign productian

A general formulatian of our theoretical model, based on equations (4:7)-(4:9),

i s:

f l (QH' Sx, 11 1 , ... , 11n) O (4: 10)

f 2 (Sx' QA' 11 1 , •.. , lln) O (4: 11 )

f 3 (QH' Sx' QA,lJ1 , ... ,lJn ) O (4: 12)

where QH' Sx' QA are endogenous variables and lJ1 ' ••• '~n are the parameters

in the eost and revenue funetions. Some of these parameters are not constant

but are funetions of the exogenous variables discussed above. In the full

model, therefore, these funetional relationships replaee the relevant para

meters in equations (4:10)-(4:12). In Appendix A we indieate how the exog

enous variables to be used in the empirical analysis are related to the theo

retieal model. We also show the model in struetural and redueed form.
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Structural equations show each endogenous variable as a function of the

other endogenous variables, as in (4:10)-(4:12), and of a set of the exoge

nous variables. In the reduced form the endogenous variables have been elimi

nated from the right hand side of the equations and each endogenous variable

is instead a function of all the exogenous variables in the system. The re

duced form summarizes the comparative statics of the model, i.e., it compares

two equilibrium values of the endogenous variables when only one of the exog

enous variables changes. The coefficient of each exogenous variables shows

the partial effect on an endogenous variable of a change in a particular exog

enous variable.

The coefficients of the endogenous variables in the structural form

have a different meaning. Since an endogenous variable can only change when

there is a change in an exogenous variable, the coefficients show the inter

relationship between the endogenous variables which arises via the equilibrium

conditions of the model, in our case, via the conditions for profit maximizatiol

They cannot be "interpreted as showing the effect of a change in an endo

genous variable. It is different if one of the endogenous variables is re

garded as a policy parameter and, hence, subject to exogenous changes. This

question, which is relevant to the topic of Chapter 7, is taken up in Ap-

pendix A.

We will estimate the coefficients in the reduced-form equations and in

"quasi-reduced-form" equations, i.e., equations where an endogenous variable

is included as an explanatory variable. The reduced-form equations are used

to analyse the detenninants of foreign production and exports in Chapter 5.

"Quasi-reduced-form" equations underlie our analysis of the relationship

between domestic and foreign size in Chapter 6, and, especially, our analy

sis of the effect on exports of foreign production controls in Chapter 7. In
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the latter analysis the volume of foreign productian is regarded as a policy

parameter and, therefore, as an exogenous variable in the model.

Variables and functional relationships

Below we present a simple econometric model which allows us to examine the

underlying determinants of inter-firm differences in the volume of exports

and foreign productian. It captures the basic set of hypotheses formulated in

this chapter and to be tested in the empirical analysis.

Table 4:1 summarizes the variables of the model. These variables,

clearly, do not exhaust the list of potentially important determinants of

inter-firm differences in domestic and foreign s;ze. They do, however, corre

spond to some of the more important theoretical variables discussed earlier.

They also include the more important ones used in earlier empirical work.

Firm and industry characteristics vary across firms within an industry

and across industries respectively. Country characteristics vary across

countries. The influence of firm-specific factors, including YR, is a test

of the role of a (firm-specific} knowledge advantage based on innovation and

learning. The YR-variables, in addition, will supply evidence on the validity

of a sequential growth pattern. The influence of industry and country charac

teristics is a test of our hypotheses regarding factors which affect the

location of production and trade flows.

The functional relationships are shown byequatians (4:13)-(4:15).

The equations are structural insofar that they contain variables, both endo

genous and exogenous, which, we expect, should be present in the theoretical

structural equations. The expected inf1uence of the exogenous variables is in

dicated by the sign below the variable.



Table 4:1 Variables of the simultaneous-equation model of foreign
production

Endogenous variables

(1) SH = home country sales
(2) Sx = exports
(3) SQ = foreign production sold abroad (locally)

(4) QH = SH + ,Sx' = home country production
(5) QA = foreign production
(6) Div. = the amount of product diversification

Exogenous variables

Firm-specific factors (i)

R&D R&D intensity
LS labor ski1l measure
YR

H
= age of the firm

YRx = 1ength of time the firm has exported
YR

Q
= age of foreign manufacturing

1ndustry characteristics (I)

87

WS =
H

WS =
A

KL
NR

SC

T

size of the industry's market at home

size of the industry·s market abroad
capital intensity

natural resource intensity
scale economy measure
product tradability

Country characteristics (j)

Wj/WH
TU

ratio of foreign to domestic wages
country trade policy
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S = f1{SX' Sq~ (R&D, LS, YRH)· ,(WSH' KL, NR)r} (4:13)Hir + + + ~ + + +

S .J: rs SQ; (R&D, LS, vo , (vJS
A

, KL ~ NR, se, Tir} (4: 14)
xiI 121 H'

+ + '·~Xl-i ' + + + + +

S f 3{SH' SX; (R&D, LS, YRQ). , (WSA, KL, NR, se, T)I} (4: 15.)
QiI + + + ~ + . -

Equations (4:13)-(4:15) state that the firm's size both at home and

abroad relative to other firms in the same industry depends on its firm-

specific know1edge advantage, which we assume is re1ated to its R&D effort

(R&D) and the skil1 1evel of its 1abor force (LS). It also depends on dynamic

historical factors, such as when it started growing in the home market (YRH)

and in foreign markets (YRx ' YRQ) respectively.

Looking across firms in different industries the firm's size at home

and abroad depends on industry differences in market size at home and abroad

(WS
H

and WS
A

, i.e., world sales by industry I at home and abroad respectively).

The home country is assumed to be a high wage country and to be relatively

well endowed with certain natural resources. Hence, firms which are in indus-

tries characterized by a high capital intensity in production (KL),or low

labor intensity, and firms in industries which intensively use domestically

availab1e natural resources (NR) are expected to have a comparative advantage

both in producing for the home market and in exporting to foreign markets. At

the same time, they are less prone to locate productian abroad. Two other

industry characteristics affect the firmls locational choice, namely, the

existence of scale economies in production (Se) and product tradability (T).

Scale economies affect the firmJs choice between foreign and domestic

production primarily by discouraging it from setting up foreign productian

before such economies have been fully exploited at home. A high degree of
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product tradability, finally, facilitates exporting and removes an incentive

to locate production abroad.

Comparing exports and foreign production in different countries it is

necessary to take account of different country cfiaracteristics. In equations

(4:16) and (4:17) subscript j refers to variables which vary across countries.

f4{SH' SQ.; (R& D, LS, yRx )., (WS ., KL, NR, SC, T) I' (w•/ wH' TU).} (4: l E
J + + + j ~ + J + + + + +J + J

fS{SH' Sx.; (R&D, LS, YRo )., (WS., KL, NR, se, T)r' (w./w , TU).} (4:1 J
J + + + 'j ~ - J _ _J H _ J

The length of time the firm has been exporting to and producing in a

particular country (YRx.' YRQ.) now captures the fact that it takes time to
J J

break into markets and to build up productian capacity in each country and

that learning is associated with these activities. Country differences in

market size (WSr.)' in relative wages (wJ,/wH) and in trade policy (TU.)
J J

affect exports and foreign Pfoduction and the choice between them. Oifferences

in resource endowment would, too, but such a variable has not been included.

Since production may be established in one foreign country but be sold

in another foreign country (or in the home country) the above equations can

be supplemented with ones where QH and Qj(domestic and foreign production

regardless of where the output is sold) are dependent variables. Factors

affecting location are likely to playastronger role,while country differenc€

in demand are likely to be less important in such a formulation.

The relationship between the endogenous variables ;s more complex and

cannot be stated unambiguously on the basis of a simple model. For example,

the relationship between domestic and foreign sales in a simple model such as

the one presented on p. 73-78 should be one of substitution. On the other

hand, according to the sequential growth hypothesis, domestic size de-
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termi nes the poi nt at wh-ich. firms venture allroad for the fi rst time. We can

test the latter hypothesis in the following form:

P(S )
Q

( 4: 18)

(4: 19)

Equations (4:18) and (4:19} state that the probaoility that the firm sells

abrbad is higher the larger its share of the nome market. We can also test

the hypothesis that diversification to other product markets is an alternati~

to geographtc sales dtversiffcation by including a measure of product

di vers i.fi cati on.

Firm size may have other effects!) too. The oligopoly theory of foreign

investment discussed in Chapter 2 stresses the role of both absolute and

relative firm size as an indirect determinant of foreign involvement, working

via oligopolistic market behaviour or economies of firm size. Since such

aspects are not easily incorporated inta a simple model, we will defer a

di scussi on of t hese quest i. ons t o the empi r i cal sect ions .

The relationship between exports and foreign production depends on the

presenee of complementarity and substitution between products produced at

home and abroad. Denoti.ng exports of complements by Sxc and exports of sub

stitutes by Sxs we expect the relationship between foreign production and the

former to be posi t i ve and between forei. gn product; on, and the l atter to be

negative. The net effect on total exports depends on the relative strength of

these two effects. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
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Modifications in the model imposed by available data

Modifications in the above econometric model must be made for data reasons.

In particular, we lack data on the size of the industry's market for each firn

1both at home and abroad (WSH and WSA). We also lack data on the age of the

firm (YRH) and on the length of time it has been exporting (YRx).

Given that the analysis cannot be performed within reasonably homogeneol

industry groups2 and given that we lack a market-size variable, we cannot

analyze the influence of firm-specific factors and industry characteristics

on the competitive advantage of firms. Size differences between firms both

at home and abroad will then mainly reflect size differences between their

respective markets.

A less satisfactory but still an alternative way in which one might try

to control for size differences between firms due to differences in market

size is to def1ate the firm's exports and foreign productian by the firm's

size in the home market. The dependent variables would then be SX/SH and SQ/S:

instead of the .theoretically correct SX/WSA and SQ/WS
A

implied in equations

(4:14) and (4:15) above.

There is a 1ink between, what we may term, the propensity to sell abroa

1 Needless to say it would be a formidable task at any reasonable level of ag
gation to calculate WSA. Tt is even impossible to calculate WSH because our d
on domestic sales by foreign investors are consolidated between plants and su
sidiaries, i.e., eliminates sales between them, while census data on industry
sales, exports and imports are not. Hence, each firm's domestic market share
would be underestimated to an extent determined by the volume of such sales.
addition, the quaIity of census data on domestic consumption by product group
is also unreliable due to difficulties in eliminating inter-industry sales. F
a number of product groups no consumption figures are given in the cen us dat
Attempts to nonetheIess calculate market $hares resu1ted in unreasonable valu

2 The limited number of foreign manufacturing investors (same 100 firrns) and
heterogeneity of their activities prec1ude comparisons of firms within indust
at a reasonab1e leve1 of disaggregation. Even apart from this, it is difficul
to maintain a clear distinction between industry and firm characteristics wit
respect to how they affect the foreign productian activities of firms. For
example, R&D intensity is both a characteristic of an industry and can form t

basis for a firm-specific advantage.
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(SX+SQ)/SH' and foreign market shares. The correspondence would be exact l) if

the pattern of foreign relative to domestic demand is the same as between

firms and 2) if firms which produce abroad hold the same share of their

respective home market. Of course, these conditions are not likely to be met

in any exact way. What one can say, however, is that if condition 1) is a

reasonable approximation, firms which display relatively high ratios of

foreign to domestic sales are relatively more competitive in foreign markets

than firms which display lower rattos. If, furthermore, domestic growth

precedes foreign growth, as has been argued above, so that foreign investors

are relatively large in their home market, there is a plausible link between

the propensity of firms to sell abroad and the competitive power of firms in

foreign markets.

Redefining the dependent variables means that equations (4:14) and

(4:15) are replaced by the following:

(4:20)

(4:21)

where YRx has been omitted from equation (4:20)~ since we lack information

on this variable, too. l

It is clear that since a firm-specific advantage, and home country

comparative advantage, causes firms to be large both at home and abroad, we

are defiating by part of wh.at we want to explain. Thus, we expect the

i nfl uence of R&D and LS to be weaker i.n the new formul ati on. Simi l arly, the

influence of KL and NR should be weaker in (4:20), while it is likely to be

1 It should be mentioned that dividing both Sx and SQ by SH might give rise
to correlation between these variables simply through their common denomi
nator. This would happen if there is little variation in Sx and SQ relative
to the variation in SH. However, the analysis in Chapter 6 involv1ng absolute
values of the endogenous variables suggests that this is not a problem.
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stronger in (4:211 than in the earlter formulatian. Due to the above link

between the two sets of equations, nowever, we nevertheless expect that

they will have the effects indicated by the. s;gns.

For an analysis across countries we now allow for differences in

country size and market characteristics by adding GDP and GDP per capita

to the country equations.

The set of relationships to be tested in the empirical analysis

will be summarized after we have discussed sources and uses of data.

OlS- and 2SlS-estimation

The significance of reduced-form estimating equations is that they allow

estimation by ordinary-least-squares (OlS) regression technique without

simultaneity bias.· However, we want to do more than that. We also want to

examine the relationship between domestic and foreign size and& in particular,

we want to determine the effect on exports of controlling the volume of

foreign production.

Our ambition in analyzing the former relationship can be satisfied

th.rough OlS-estimation, which, despite i-ts large bias, "still has the advantaf

of simplicity and low variance and might still be utilized, particularly in

pre1iminary work. II (Intriligator [1978], p.4l9.) Our ambition with respect to

the latter question puts more exacting demands not only on the specification

of the underlying structural model but also on the choice of estimation

techni.que.

Estimation by two-stage-least-squares (2SLS) is the preferred method

for estimating simultaneous-equation systems. Tt is preferred because,

compared to OlS, it yields estimates which are less biased and which are

consistent i.n the probability limit (i.e., with a sufficiently large sample
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the estimator will have as high a probability as required of being elose to

the true population value).

2SLS-estimation means that one uses OlS to estimate, in the first

stage, the endogenous variable whose effeet one wishes to aseertain - in our
"'-

ease SQ. In the seeond stage the estimated value of this variable (SQ) is

substituted for its actual value in the "quas i-reduced form" equation (where

S is the dependent variable). The estimated value is then an exogenousx
variable in the seeond estimating equation.

The second step requires that the first structural equation contains at

least one exogenous variable whieh may be set equa1 to zero in the seeond

struetura1 equation. Given the struetural equations in Appendix A, the YR

variable in the foreign production equation should identify the exports

equation, beeause it affeets the eost of foreign produetion and not the eost

of domestie produetion (nor demand at home and abroad). Henee, we can use

2SLS to analyse the partial effect on exports of exogenous changes in

foreign production.

4.3 The empirical data and definitions of variables

The data

The main body of data whieh we will be using has been eollected at Indu-

striens Utredningsinstitut (lUl) in two census operations (in 1971 and

1975 respectively). It consists of information regarding all Swedish manu-

facturing firms with foreign affiliates and minority interests abroad for

the years 1965, 1970 and 1974. The coverage is comp1ete with respect to
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the largest foreign investors and nearly so with respect to firms with less

sizeable foreign involvement. (An estimated 90 %of firms in the latter

category are included.)l

Firms are divided into two groups: those which have manufacturing

affiliates abroad and those which only have sales affiliates (or other non

manufacturing affiliates or minority interests) abroado In any one year there

are approximately 100 Swedish firms in the former group and some 150 in the

latter groupo

Data for firms with manufacturing activities abroad consists of de

tailed information regarding the Swedish parent firm (the consolidated

group) and each manufacturing affiliate abroad. It includes such

variables as sales, value added, trade flows, factor use, product mix,

etc. More limited information is available for firms with sales af-

filiates abroad only.

The lUr data set is supplemented with variables computed from the

census of manufactures and trade statistics and country characteristics

(GDP and GDP per capita) from Kravis, Heston and Summers [1978].

The data allows various types of cross-sectional analysis: cross-

sections across Swedish parent firms, across foreign manufacturing affiliates

holding parent company (or industry) constant and across foreign manufacturing

affiliates holding country constant.

l ..
A descr~pt~on of the survey, along with the questionnaire forms, is given

in Appendix B. See a1so Swedenborg [1973] and [1976].
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Measures of the independent variables

In this section we will present empirical measures of the independent

variables'specified in the model as well as a rationale for their use.

Exact definitions of both the dependent and the independent variables

are given in the variable list at the end of the chapter. Here, the

discussion_is organized according to whether the variables are charac-

teristics of firms, of industries or of countries respectively.

Firm characteristics are proxies for a firm-specific advantage

(R&D, LS), the degree of product diversification (Div.) and the length

of time the firm has been producing abroad (YR
Q

, henceforth YR).

R&D intensity and labor skills are clearly very crude proxies for

a firm-specific advantage. l However, exact measures are not available

and it has become standard practice in applied trade theory to use

measures of R&D-, skill- and advertising-intensity to capture the r6le

of intangible assets in the form of human capital. We have data only

for the first two. Of these, R&D may be expected to reflect a knowledge

advantage based on a higher rate of technical progress. Labor skills

may reflect both general and firm-specific knowledge.

R&D intensity is measured as the ratio of the firm's current R&D

expenditures to sales. It uses R&D effort as a proxy for R&D results.

Although there should be some correspondence between the cost of inputs

and the value of output over a longer period of time, this need ob-

l The theoretical definition of which, it will be recalled, was intang
ible assets capable of being exploited through foreign production and
whose value to the firrn exceed that which can be realized by transfer
ring them to other firms.
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vious1y not be the case at any time. The evidence on the corre1ation be-

tween the two is mixed. For example, Sherer [1965] finds a strong cor

relation between R&D expenditures and number of patents registered by the

firm using company data. Cohen, Katz and Beck [1975], hawever, find no

relation between R&D intensity and their indicators of R&D output in the

pharmaceutical industry.

The firm's total R&D expenditures, regardless of whether R&D activities

are located at home or abroad, are related to parent s~les on the princip1e

that R&D results are freely mobile within the international firmo It would be

theoretically more correct to use total sales in the denominator~ since the

measure would then be independent of what we want to explain, namely, the

proportion of output which is located abroado We will use parent sales for

comparability with studies on U.S. multinational firms which have used this

measureo This choice implies that there will be a bias towards a positive

relationship between R&D intensity and the propensity to produce abroad~l

Availab1e measures of skill intensity for Swedish foreign investors are

wages and salaries per emp10yee and salaried employees as a per cent of

employmento Both obviously are very crude measures of skill intensity. Sala

ried employees include groups with very different skil1 levels between which

one would want to differentiateo The same is true for wage workers as agroupo

Since salaryand wage levels should be related to the skill levels or human

capital of labor, the former measure seems preferable.

l Consider two firms which have the same volume of overall sales and the
same overall R&D intensity, say, 1,000 and 10/1,000 respectively. One has
50 % of its output abroad and the other has 10 %. When R&D is re1ated to
parent sales the calculated R&D intensity of the former is 10/500, while
that of the latter will be 10/900 due to the differences in the relative
size of foreign productian.
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The amount of product diversification should ideally be related to the

firmls sales of products other than its original product bundle. However,

we have no way of identifying the firmls original product bundle. An

alternative is to simply regard domestic sales outside its main industry as

representing product diversificationo 1 Then sales in other industries plus

total foreign sales would represent the firmJs total diversification (in

dustrial and international).

However, I have chosen a rather different measure because it captures

same other aspects of diversification, such as the number of products pro

duced and the dispersion among them, which makes it suited as an independent

variableo The measure is an application of the Herfindahl index (described by

Berry [1971]) to the distribution of a firm~s industrial activity.
n 2
L x.

Div l i l-
n 2

(L x.)
i l

where the x. I S are
l

o < Div < 1

values of the firmls output in industries l through n.

For.a firm producing only one product Div = O, while for a firm producing

an endless number of products Div = 1. Thus, high values of this index

reflect a high degree of product diversificationo

As noted by Berry [ibid] the index approximates fairly closely what is

usually meant by product diversificationo Most importantly, it takes account

not only of the number of industries in which the firm is active but also of

the distribution of tts activity among those industries. Thus, a firm pro

ducing in a great number of industries but whose output is highly concentrated

in only one of them (say, 95 per cent) will not be characterized as diversified

according to this indexo A firm whose output is equal1y divided among three or

l This measure was used by Wolf [1977] for a very similar analysiso
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four industries~ however, would o In fact, the more equally divided the firm's

output among the industries in which it produces, the higher the degree of

diversificationo

The level of industry aggregation used in the measure (3-,4-,5- or 6

digit industry elassification affects the value of the index for each firm as

well as the ranking between firms. The choiee depends on the weights one wants

to attaeh to the different industry groups. Sinee what we are looking for is

exhaustion of markets, we use 6-digit SNI (the Swedi~h counterpart to ISIC).

The index is ealcu1ated on the basis of the firmls total sales rather

than of its home market sales onlyo Henee, overall product diversifieation is

expected to affeet international diversificationo

The measure of the length of time the firm has been producing abroad

is refreshingly simpleo Tt is measured by the year of establishment of the

firmJs oldest manufacturing subsidiary, ioeo, 1974 less year of establishment.

In a country-by-country analysis YR. refers to the age of the oldest manu-
J

facturing subsidiary in each countryo

Industry characteristics are all factors which affect the location of

productiono They include the intensity with which domestically available

natural resources are used (NR), capital intensity (KL), sca1e economies (Se)

and product tradability (T), where the first two are intended to refleet the

influence of the costs,at home and abroad, of relatively immobile factors of

produetiono

Among the most natural resource intensive industries in Sweden are those

that are dependent on Sweden's own natural resource base, that is, the paper

and pulp industry and the iron and steel industryo The availability of these

resources in Sweden should make firms in these industries relatively less

prone to locate produetion abroad, at least in processes close to the resourCI
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endo This bias will be handled by the use of a dummy variableo

Since wage rates in Sweden have been, and are, higher than in most

industrial countries we expect a high capita1 intensity (a low labor intensity)

to favor production in Sweden and a low capital intensity to be an incentive

to produce abroado Capital intensity is measured as the ratio of (the book

value of) property, plant and equipment to employment (number of employees).

It is the firm's domestic capital intensity. It assumes that the firm produces

roughly the same output mix both at home and abroad, ioeo, that it has not

adapted to a relatively lower price of foreign laber by locating most of its

labor intensive production abroado l

Several measures of scale economies are mentioned in the literatureo 2

However, we are forced to consider measures available in census data and håve

chosen average value added per plant in each industryo For firms producing in

more than one industry the measure is calculated for each industry in which

it produces and then weighted by the proportion of the firmls output accounted

for by that industry. The weights are the proportions of total output to take

account of the fact that the composition of output at home and abroad may

differo For example, it is possible that the firm's domestic production is

mainly in industries where scale economies are substantial while its foreign

production is in those where they are not.

l Adaptation to different relative factor prices abroad by Swedish firms
appears to be main1y through changes in factor proportions rather than through
changes in output mix. See the analysis of Lipsey, Kravis and Roldan [1978]
based on the Swedish data.

2 For example: One measure which would reveal if economies of scale consti
tute a deterrent against ehoosing foreign production is the number of plants
accounting for 70 or so per cent of the company's domestic output. A high
number suggests that scale economies are unimportant or are outweighed by
high transport costs or other trade barriers.
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n q.
SC = L (~) (Value added)

. q No plants i
~

where qi is the sales value of the firm1s output in industry io A high value

of this measure is taken as an indication that the efficient plant size for

the firm is large on the average, iQeo, that economies of scale are large.

Differences in tradability as a result of (artificial and natural) trade

barriers exist both between products and countrieso I have not tried to

compute tariffs and transportatian costs for each firm1s output sold in

different countrieso For an analysis of inter-firm differences in the choice

between domestic and all foreign production, rather than in particular CDun

tries, an index of tradability for each firm 1 s output has been calculated

from census data. The index is defined as the volume of Swedish exports (X)

plus imports (M) relative to consumption (C) in Swedeno Thus, both numerator

and denominator are independent cif the mix between exports and importso The

index has been calculated for the industries of each firm (5-digit SITC). For

multi-product firms the index is, again, weighted by the proportion of the

firmls total output accounted for by each product or industryo A high value

of this ratio indicates a high degree of tradabilityo

T = n (q i ) (X+~1 )
~ q C i·
~

An obvious risk with this measure is that it may be tautological~ Since

Swedish foreign investors are mainly exporters and many account for a sub-

stantial part of total Swedish exports in each of their industries, the

measure may serve as a proxy for the export prowess of these firms o (That is,

the dependent variable SX/SH may be too large a component of (X/C)i above.)

The country characteristics that we will try to control for are: relative

labor costs (Wj/wH), the size of the foreign country (GDP), income per
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capita (GDP ) and country trade policy (TU)o
cap.

It is an open question whether differences in the price of labor between

countries reflect solely differences in the marginal productivity of laboro

While we do have information on wages paid by the firm at home and abroad,

we do not have data which al10w us to calculate the marginal productivity

and, hence, the marginal cost of laboro

In constructing a measure of labor skil1s we assumed that wage differen

ces within the country were related to differences in the quality of labor o

Given the same amount of cooperating factors (physical capital, management,

R&D) wage differences between countries should a1so reflect such quality

differenceso

Since cooperating factors are not available in the same proportions in

all countries, and since trade may fail to equalize factor returns in dif

ferent countries, the wage rate may underestimate the productivity of foreign

labor to the multinational firm. If this is so, one could use the ratio of

wages at home to wages abroad as a proxy for the ratio of the marginal cost

of labor at home and abroado If we exclude salaried employees and only

use the average wage of workers in this measure we reduce the likelihood of

measuring mainly differences in the mix of different grades of laboro On this

reading the lower the wage rate in a particular ocuntry the more will tend to

be produced in that country relative to other countries. The proxy is unsatis

factory, however, in that we do not know whether wage differentials reflect

differentials primarily in 1abor quality or in labor costs.

The ratio of wages at home to those abroad are the total wage costs

per wage worker (including employers ' social security payments, payroll tax,

remuneration for time not worked, etc.) of the firm in its domestic opera-

tions relative to its foreign manufacturing affiliates.

The expected influence of country size on each firm's foreign sales and
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production is straightforwardo The 1arger the aggregate size of the foreign

market, the larger the demand for goods, including goods supplied by Swedish

ftrms and their foreign subsidiaries.

The influence of the income per capita variable, however, is ambiguouso

On the one hand, it is a factor which may be expected to influence the demand

for particular products and its inelusion is justified on the grounds that

products sold by Swedish firms are likely to be adapted to demand in high

income markets. On the other hand, since high income countries are also high

wage countries, it is also a eost characteristic which may influence the

location of productiono The direction of this influence depends, again on the

extent to which wage differentials correspond to productivity differentials.

Empirically we can discriminate between these hypotheses by the sign of

the coefficient of the income per capita variable and by its differential

impact, if any, on exports and foreign production respectivelyo As a demand

characteristic it is expeeted to have a positive effect on both exports and

foreign production, and as a cost characteristic it should affect exports and

foreign productton in opposite directions.

The size of the foreign market is measured as real GDP in UoSo dollars,

corrected for non-equilibrium exchange rates, the size of the non-market

sector in developing countries, etc. This measure, as we1l as real GDP per

capita, has been obtained from Kravis, Heston and Summers [1975]0

The fourth country variable is trade pölicyo I will try to capture some

of the influence of country differences in tariff structure merely by differ

entiating between EFTA and all other countries using a dummy variableo Since

Sweden is a member of EFTA, and therefore faces no tariffs on its exports to

other member countries, the variable differentiates between countries which

do and countries which do not have tariffs on Swedish exports.
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404 Method of analysis and the regression model

Cross-sectional analysis of why firms produce abroad could be based on either

of two kinds of inter-firm comparisonso One is a comparison of firms which

produce abroad with those that do not and the other is a comparison among

firms which actually produce abroado

We will focus on a comparison of firms which are engaged in foreign pro

ductiono That is, we will seek to identify and quantify the effects of those

firm, industry and country characteristics that determine the extent of

foreign manufacturing activitieso This focus is motivated by available data.

However, we will supplement this analysis with comparisons between firms with

foreign manufacturing affiliates and firm with only sales affiliates abroad

to see if there is a further difference between firms which do and do not

produce abroado

The hypothesized relationships will be tested by means of multiple re

gression analysis across firms and across both firms and countrieso In the

cross-firm regressions we will try t? explain inter-firm differences in over

all foreign sales and rroductiono In pooled cross-firm and cross-country re

gressions we will try to explain such differences in sales and production in

particular countries.

Tables 4:2 and 4~3 summarize the relationships to be tested in the em

pirical analysis and the expected influence of the exogenous variables and

relationship between the endogenous variables. Finn and industry characteris

ti cs vary across fi n'",s , fi nn and country characteri sti cs vary across both

firms and countries, while country characteristics vary across countries only.

(Definitions of all the variables are given in the variable list below.)

The relationships shown in Table 4:2 are the reduced form of the equations

presented in section 4.2 above with one addition, namely, the one where the
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Table 4:2 The expected relationship between the propensity to sell and to

produce abroad and th~ exogenous variables

Firm and
country
character- Country charactl

Dependent
Firm and industry characteristics istics istics

variable R&D LS KL NR se T YR. w./VJH GDP. GDP
cap .j] J J

(Sx+SQ)
+ + ? ? ? ? ? ? + +

SH

Sx
+ + + ?

~
+ + + + + +

SQ
+ + + + +

SH

QA
+ +

~
+ + +

Table 4:3 The expected relationship between the propensity to sell and to
produce abroad and the other endogenous variables

Dependent SH Sx SQ Divo
variable

SX+SQ
---=S--

H

Sx
?

SH

Sxs
-s;-
Sxc

+
S;;

SQ

~

P(QA) +
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propensity to se11 abroad, (Sx+SQ)/SH' is the dependent variable. This re

1ationship has been added because it is an ana10gue to the propensity to

produce abroad, QA/QH' and also because we want to see what the net effects

of the independent variables are on the relative volume of total foreign

sales, which we expect to be (tenuously) linked to the international competi

tiveness of firmso Thus, the significance of factors associated with a firm

specific competitive advantage might be expected to be enhanced, while the

significance of locational factors strongly reduced in this formulation.

The hypothesized influence of firm-, industl~y-and country characteristics

set down in Table 4~2 will be tested in Chapter 5 in cross-sectional analyses

across firms and countrieso

The relationship between domestic size and foreign size set down in

Table 4:3 is the subject of Chapter 60 There we will examine whether domestic

size positively affects the probability that the firm is a foreign investor

in a comparison of firms which do and do not produce abroad respectivelyo We

will also examine whether the partial relationship between domestic size

and product diversification, on the one hand, and the relative volume of

foreign sales and production is negative.

The partial effect on exports of foreign productian contrals will be

investigated in Chapter 7. First, we will exarnine the net effect of foreign

production controls on the total exports of the firm and, then, we will

exarnine whether such controls have a differential effect, as expected, on

the firm's exports of substitute products (Sxs) and complementary products

(Sxc) respectively.
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4.5 List of variables

Sx parent exports from Sweden.

SH parent (consolidated) sales in Sweden.

SQ "production abroad for sales abroad ll
• Foreign manufacturing

affi1iate net sales abroad, i.e., affiliate sales - imports from

Swedish parent.

Sx+SQ= "total sales abroad ll , i.e., parent exports from Sweden + foreign

manufacturing affiliate net foreign sales.

0A "production abroad". Foreign manufacturing affiliate net sales,

i.e., affiliate sales - imports from Swedish parent.

OH "production in Sweden". Parent (consolidated) sales.

Sxs Sx-Sxc = "substitute" or linon-complementaryll exports.

Sxc "complementaryll exports. Parent exports to manufacturing affiliates.

SXj parent exports from Sweden to country j

$Qj 'Iproducti on i n country j for sa les i n country j II, i. e., manu

facturing affiliate gross sales in country j - imports from Swedish

parent (~~~s~a~~'es)' where the weight SQj/Qj is necessary to take

account of the fact that imports from Swedish parent are also ex-

ported from country j.

Q. 'Iproduction in country jli, i.e., country j affiliate net sales.
J

(All the above variables are in thousands of kronor).

Div Herfindahl IS index of product diversification using 6-digit SNI.

o : Div ~ l.

R&D IIR&D intensity'l. Total company sponsored expenditures for research

and development relative to parent sales (QH)' (%)
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LS 111 abor ski 11 i ntens i ty". Wages and sa lari es per emp loyee i n Sweden

(in thousands of kronor).

KL Ileapital intensityll. Book value of property, plant and equipment

per employee of the firm in Sweden (in thousands of kronor).

NR II na tural resource intensityll. Dummy variable. NR=l for the paper

and pulp industry and the iron and steel industry.

se minimum efficient plant size,measured as average value added per

plant in Swedish industry on the 5-digit SNI level,weighted by the

relative size of these 5-digit groups in the overall output of

companies (in thousands of kronor).

T tradability,measured as (exports + imports)/consumption in Swedish

industry on the 5-digit SrTC leve1,weighted as above. (%)

YR age of oldest foreign manufacturing affiliate by decade, i.e.,

1974 minus year of establishment, using only the first 3-digits;

e.g., 197-195 2. O~ YR ~ 8.

Wj/W
H

= average wage of wage workers of manufacturing affiliates in

country j relative to that of parent in Sweden. (%)

GDP. ;:; II country size ll
• Real gross domestic product, 1970.

J

GDP-cap. = "per capita income ll
• Real GDP per capita, 1970.

J

TU. II country tariff policy". Dummy variable. TU. = l for EFTA countries,
J J

which have no tariffs on imports from Sweden.



Chapter 5

FOrm and Country eterminants
of Exports and Foreign Production
by Swedish Firms

In this chapter we will examine empirically the determinants of the propen-

sities of Swedish firms to sell and to produce abroad. First, we will de-

scribe firm, industry and country differences in the international involve-

ment of Swedish firms. Then, we will test hypotheses regarding the deter-

minants of such differences, using regression analysis.

The reason for looking at the propensities of firms to sell and to pro-

duceabroad is that firms in different industries are compared. By normali~ng

the firmJs size i.n foreign markets by its size in the home market we hope to

eliminate size differences between firms which are due mainly to industry

differences in market size and, thus, get a measure of the competitive posi

tion of Swedish firms in foreign markets. The analysis is continued in the

next chapter, where we will also investigate the determinants of whether

firms produce abroad and of the volume of foreigh production.

5.1 Measures of the international tnvolvement of Swedish foreign investors

Swedish manufacturing industry is highly oriented towards foreign markets
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and Swedish foreign investors are even more SOo Swedish firms which had

manufacturing affiliates abroad in 1974 accounted for 46 %of manufacturing

employment in Sweden, about the same share of value added but 56 %of total

manufacturing exportso Adding to this picture net sales by the foreign sales

and manufacturing affiliates of these fi'rms, which are almost as large as

parent exports, we get a measure both of the international involvement of

these firms and of the size of this involvement relative to Swedish manufac-

turing as a wholeu

On1y same 110 Swedish companies with manufacturing activities abroad in
l

1974 are covered by the survey datao However, this small number of firms

come c10se to representing the total population of Swedish foreign investors

in the manufacturing industrYo2 Hence, not only are foreign manufacturing

activities restricted to a relatively small number of firms but these firms

are also, on average, quite large.

Table 5:1 gives a breakdown of the total consolidated sales of Swedish

foreign investors in 1974 according to where the output is sold, by whom it

is sold and where it is produced. It illustrates, in a rough way, how the

variables which we will want to explain are derived as we1l as their average

size. Section l of the table shows that foreign sales were 63 %of total

sales in 1974 and that little more than half of total foreign sales were

exports from Swedeno

Section 2 shows that 41 %of company sales constituted sales by foreign

sales and manufacturing affiliates and section 3 reveals that a yet smaller

l Swedish foreign manufa~turing investors are defined as Swedish manufactur
ing fi.rms, which are not subsi.diaries to a foreign company and which have
majority-owned manufacturing affiliates abroad.

2 The coverage of large and medium sized firms in the survey was virtually
completeo The coverage of small firms is faulty, partly because of a some
what lower response rate among small firms but mainly because they are more
likely to have been missed in the original sample. See Appendix B.
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Table 5:1 Swedish firms with foreign manufacturing affiliateso Sales and
production at home and abroad in 1974

Total sales

of which
lo Sales in

Sweden
abroad

of which
exports from Sweden

2. Sales by
Swed i sh pa rent group a

f Ore i gn af f i l i ated f i rms b

of which
manufacturing affiliates
sales affiliates

30 Production by

Swedish parent group c

foreign affiliated firms d

of which
manufacturing affiliates
sales affiliates

1974
millions
of kronor

110 754

40 979

69 775

38 110

65 689

45 065

31 179

13 886

79 089

31 665

25 830

5 835

%of
total
sales

100

37

63

34

59

41

28

13

71

29

24

5

Affiliates are firms in which the parent (directly or indirectly)
holds more than 50 % of the share capital. Manufacturing affiliates are firms
for which manufacturing represents at least 10 % of total sales.

a Excl. sales to foreign affiliates.

b lncla sales value of goods purchased from Swedish parent.

c Swedish parent group consolidated sales including sales to foreign affiliat
firmso

d Foreign affiliated firms' sales excluding purchases from Swedish parenta
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portion, 29 %, was the sales va1ue of foreign output o A portion of the

latter is the sales value of output by foreign sales affiliateso This is one

aspect of the international involvement of firms that we disregarded in the

theoretical discussion and that we will continue to omit in the empirical

analysis. Sales affiliates accounted for 5 %of total output, which re-

presents value added in sales, installation and service activities as well

as tariff- and transportatian costs.

Manufacturing affiliate net sales represents the sales value of

foreign output less imports from the Swedish parent group. It, too, includes

sales margins on goods resold for the Swedish parent and some installation

and service. By comparing manufacturing affiliate gross sales (28 %of total

sales) to their net sales (24 %of total sales) we obtain a measure of the

extent to which manufacturing affiliates import intermediate and final

products from the Swedish parents.
-

Finally, we can compute from the table that the average propens ity to

sell abroad, (Sx + SQ)/SH' for foreig~ investors as a group was 1.70 and the

average propensity to produce abroad, QA/QH' was .33.

Figure 5:1 shows how the international involvement of Swedish foreign

investors has increased steadily since 1965: Foreign sales relative to to-

tal sales has increased dramatically (from 52 % to 63 %). The increase has

come as much from exports as from foreign production, that is, exports and

lThe comparison is based on essentially the same group of firms in each
year, since "identical" firms account for 97 % of the total values. The
comparison is nevertheless affected by a large merger in the period. The
inclusion of the merged firm from 1970 reduces the measured rate of growth
of exports and foreign production relative to total growth between 1965-70.



Figure 5:1 Firms with foreign manufacturing affiliates: Sales and

production at home and abroad 1965, 1970,and 1974

Foreign Sales in
production Sweden

Exports

113
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foreign production have grown at exact1y the same rate throughout the periodo

The slow rate of growth at home relative to abroad indicates that foreign in

vestors, at least as a group, have exhausted hame markets and that domestic

growth is restrained by the rate of growth of the home market, which is what

the sequential growth theory, discussed earlier, would suggest.

Average values of foreign sales and production shares conceal consider

able variations among firms, as shown in Tables 5:2 and 5:3, which are based

on 1970 values. The distribution of firms with respect to the ratio of

foreign relative to total sales is fairly even, with a concentration of firms

in the 4l~·60 % range, i'oeo, imnedi'ately be10w the average va1ue in 1970 of

60 %. The distribution of firms with respect t6 the ratio of foreign pro

duction relative to total sales shows half of the firms in the lowest braeket,

1-10 %of total sales, and the remaining firms spread out in the range 11-80%

of total sales.

Also, we note in Table 5:2 that the average vo1ume of foreign sales in

creases as the ratio of foreign to total sales rises. The larger the relative

volume of foreign sales, the larger, on average, the absolute volume of

foreign sales. The same may be observed VJith respect to foreign production

in Table 5:3. Hence, it appears that the most multinational firms, where the

degree of multinationality is measured by the relative size of multinational

activities, are also, on average, the ones with the 1argest foreign operations

in absolute terms. In Table 5:3 we see that the 10 most multinational firms

- according to this criterion ~ accounted for half of total manufacturing

abroad in 19700
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Table 5:2 Distribution of foreign manufacturing investors in 1970

accordjng to the relative volume of foreign sales

Foreign sales Foreign sales, Average foreign Foreign produc-
in %of total Number millions of sales, millions ti on i n %of
sales of firms kronor of kronor foreign sales

0-20 14 171 12 39
21-40 24 2 321 97 23
41-60 31 6 169 199 35
61-80 24 13 376 582 36
81-100 12 9 469 789 60

Total 105 31 506 300 42

For definitions of foreign sales and foreign production, see Table 5:1.

Source: Swedenborg [1973].

Table 5:3 Distribution of foreign manufacturing investors in 1970

according to the relative volume of foreign production

Foreign produc- Foreign produc- Average foreign
ti on in % of Number tian, millions productian, mil-
total sales of firms of kronor lions of kronor

1-10 53 l 399 26

11-20 24 968 40

21-40 18 4 073 226

41-80 10 6 840 684

Tota l 105 13 280 126

Source: Swedenborg [1973] .
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5e 2 Country and industry differences in affiliate sales and production

abroad

Some evidence on the influence of country and industry characteristics on

the propensity to sell and to produce abroad can be extracted from the in

formation on foreign affiliate sales and trade shown in Tables 5:4 and 5:50

The tables, which are based on 1970 data, show manufacturing affiliate sales,

exports, exports to Sweden and imports from Sweden by region and by industry

respectively. The volume of affiliate exports relative to sales gives an in

dication of the extent to which foreign manufacturing is established to

supply the 10cal market. The volume of imports relative to affiliate sales

gives an indication of value added in foreign production.

In Table 5:4 we see that ~ excluding the rather extreme African case

accounted for by only a few affiliates • EEC and EFTA affiliates had the

highest export shares on average. Only a small portion of exports from the

EEC were sold to Sweden (7 %), while as much as 35 %of EFTA exports were

for the Swedish marketo With;n EFTA, affiliates in Portugal had by far the

highest export share. The high value is affected by one large pulp producer,

but excluding this firm only lowers the export ratio from 85 to 72 %, while

exports to Sweden relative to affiliate sales increases from 32 to 77 %.

This extreme case is explainable by two factors: low Portuguese wages in

combination with free trade with Sweden within EFTA. The clothing industry

is an industry for which both of these factors are important.

EEC exports,on the other hand, are probably mainly destined for other

EEC-countries, since a prime reason for the establishment of manufacturing

by Swedish firms in the Common Market in the 1960·s was to get inside the

tariff walls. The export share was particularly high in.the smaller EEC

countries Belgium and the Netherlands (64 and 32 % respectively)o
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Table 5:4. Manufacturing affi1iate sales, exports and imports by region
i n 1970 (Millions of kronor)

Imports In %of sales
Exports from export lmports
to Swedish to from

Region Sales Exports Sweden parents exports Sweden Sweden

Industrial
countries 14 153 2 691 387 2 321 19 3 16
EEC 8 134 l 798 126 1 155 22 2 14
EFTA 3 370 676 235 674 20 7 20
of which:
Nordic coun-
tr;es 702 295 138 356 17 8 21

Other Europe 155 13 9 44 8 6 28
North America 850 196 14 328 11 l 18

of which:
United States 368 59 6 183 4 O 13

Australia, New
Zealand, South
Africa 644 8 3 120 O 19

Developing

countries 885 85 10 216 5 l 11
Africa 48 41 7 2 85 15 4
Asia 430 9 l 24 2 O 6
Latin America 407 35 2 190 2 O 14

World 16 038 2 776 397 2 677 a 17 2 17

a The total exceeds the sum of the regional figures because it includes an
estimated value (140 mill.kr) for one company which was not possible to
allocate by region.

Source: Swedenborg [1973].
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Manufacturing outside the two European trading blocks seems to have been

established primarily with a view to supply the local market, as seen by

relatively low export shares.

Regional differences in imports of goods from the Swedish parents for

resale or for further processing supply additional evidence on the importance

of trade barrierso Such imports were relatively high in the EFTA-countries

and in other Europe (30 and 28 %respectively) and relatively low in the EEC

(14 %)0 80th export and import propensities were also relatively low in

Latin America and Asia, where, again, the level of protection is often quite

high and considerable incentives are offered local producerso

Industry differences in affiliate sales and trade are shown in Table 5:50

Three industries display substantially higher affiliate export shares than

the rest: transportation equipment (40 %), paper and pulp (37 %) and textiles

and clothing (79 %). Exports by affiliates in the transportation equipment

industry are mainly intra-EEC trade. Excepting two large pulp producers in

Canada and Portugal, the same ;s true of the paper industry, which is mainly

in the EEC. The clothing industry's high propensity to export, and to export

to Sweden (62 %of affiliate sales), illustrates, once more, that this in

dustry has gone international to reduce production costs and to'increase

its competitiveness in the Swedish market. Judging from the negligible

exports to Sweden by other industries, the clothing industry is exceptional

in this regard.

The metal manufacturing and the transportation equipment industries have

the largest imports from Sweden relative to affiliate sales, almost 40 %in

both cases. Imports by affiliates in the metal manufacturing industry were

mainly goods for resale, which shows the extent to which the industry

relies not only on raw materials but also on basic production in Swedeno
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Table 5:5 Manufacturing affiliate sales, exports and imports by
industry in 1970

~1 i 11 ions of kronor

imports In %of sales
exports from exports imports
to S~Jed i sh to from

Industry sales exports Sweden parents exports Sweden S~!eden

Food, dri nk,
tobacco 170 12 8 15 7 5 9

Textiles, appar-
el, 1eather and
leather products 104 82 64 17 79 62 16

Paper and pu1 p 531 197 15 45 37 3 8
Paper products
and printing 526 62 9 59 12 2 11
Chemicals,
rubber, p1astic
products l 397 131 27 91 9 2 7
Primary and
fabricated
meta1s 2 654 282 38 989 11 1 37
Machinery 6 726 322 123 591 20 2 9

E1ectrica1
machinery 2 131 132 47 368 6 2 17
Transpo r ta t i on
equipment 934 369 26 340 40 3 36

Other manu-
facturing 866 189 41 21 22 5 2

All i ndustries 16 038 2 776 397 2 677a 17 2 17

a The total exceeds the sum of the industry figures because it includes an
estimated value (140 million kr) for one company which was not possible to
allocate by industry.

Source: Swedenborg [1973].
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The sizeable imports by affiliates in the transportation equipment

industry (mostly auto manufacturers), on the other hand, \flere mainly components

for assembly abroad and reveal that value added in foreign manufacturing

was still relatively modest in 1970.

5.3 Determinants of the overall propensity to sell and to produce abroad

On the basis of the theory formulated earlier we expect that the differences

between Swedish foreign investors in the relative volume of foreign sales

and production observed above should be related to differences in firm-

specific competitive advantage and in certain industry characteristics

affecting the location of production. In addition, they should de pend on

dynamic-historical factors such as when the firm started growing in foreign

ma rkets.

Here we will test these hypotheses using multiple regression ana1ysis

on cross-sectional data for Swedish foreign investors in 1974. The dependent

variables are the overall propensity te sell abroad,(S +S )/S , and the over-x Q H

all propensity to produce abroad, QA/QH. The explanatory variables are

the firm's R&D intensity (R&D), and the skill level of its laber force (LS),

as rather imperfect measures of a firm-specific knowledge advantage, and its

capital intensity (KL}, natura1reseurce intensity (NR,a dummy), the

importance of scale economies (Se) and product tradability (T), as

factors expected to affect location, the length of time the firm has

produced abroad (YR), to capture the influence of dynamic-historical

factors.

The hypothesized influence of the independent variables is not such

that it allows us to specify a regression model of a particular form. Re-
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gressions have therefore been run in both linear and double logarithmic

form. The linear form was rejected because it produced residuals which

increased with the predicted value of the dependent variables a fan
A

shaped residual plot against Y). The logarithmic form yielded a better

fitand is the one used throughout this chapter. Hence, the regression

coefficients are elasticities~l

Since the regressions include a rather large number of explanatory

variables it will aid in interpreting the regression results to take a

look at the simple correlation coefficients between all the variables.

Table 5:6 shows the simple correlation between the explanatory variables

and the dependent variables. Most of the correlation coefficients have

the expected sign. R&D intensity and labor skills are positively cor

related with all the dependent variables and the location factors are

positively correlated with export propensities and negatively correlated

with foreign production propensities, as expected. From the strength of

l The two functional forms tried were thus

i 1, 2, .... n

which becomes linear in transformed variables by taking logs on both sides

and where (2)' is the one which fitted the data best.

It shou1d be noted, however, that the regression resu1ts were not in
sensitive to the changed specification. The significance of some variables,
though not their sign, changed in the logarithmic formulation. Moreover, thl
corre1ation between the independent variables increased and mu1ticol1ineari·
ty between variables in the regression became more severe.
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Table 5:6 Correlation coefficients: overall exports and foreign production

propensities and the independent variables a

Dependent variables
Independent

SX/SH SQ/SH (SX+SQ)/SH QA/QHvariables

RO Ö.285 00419 0.380 0.349

LS -0.260 0.317 0.339 0.196

KL Oo 151 -0-.111 0.101 -0.282

NR 0 0 232 -0.044 Oo 161 -0.223

SC 0.324 0.099 00299 -O. 134

YR 0.593 00466 0.580

Independent variables
RO LS KL NR se YR

RO 1.000 0.374 0 0 028 -o .113 0.096 0~368

LS 00374 1.000 0.297 0.098 00211 0.227

KL 0.028 0.297 1.000 00457 0.500 0,,099

NR -0.113 0.098 00457 '.000 0.515 -0,,042

SC o 096 0.211 0.500 0.515 10000 0.348

YR 0.368 0.227 00099 -0.042 0.348 10000

a The variables are in logarithmi~ form. 1974 values.

(Sx+SQ)/SH = foreign saIes/domestie sales

SX/SH = exports/domestie sales

SQ/SH = affiIiate net Ioeal sales/domestic sales

QA/QH = affiliate net sales/domestic sales

R&D R&D-saIes ratio

LS

KL

NR

YR

labor~skill measure

eapital-Iabor ratio

dummy variable for paper and pulp and iron and steel industries

age of foreign manufaeturing
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the simple correlation, the YR var!iable appears to be the single most

important determinant of inter-firm differences in foreign production

propensities.

The lower panel of the table reveals that the independent variables

are in some cases highly correlated among themselves. R&D intensity is, not

unexpectedly~ rather highly correlated with the labor skill measure and also

with the YR variable. KL~ NR and se are highly correlated with one another~

This~ too, is not surprising, since NR is a dummy variable which stands for

the iron and steel and paper and pulp industries and these are character-

ized both by a very high capital intensity and by large scale production.

The praduct tradability variable (T) is not included in the table. It

had the expected effect in the original regressions in arithmetic form, ioeo,

it was highly significant and positive in the exports regression but was in

significant in the foreign production regression. However, it was omitted

from subsequent regressions because it appeared to act as a proxy for the

propensity to export, as it was suspected it might in v;ew of the way it was

measured (cfopo lOl).

Bivariate plots of the independent variables against the dependent

variables indicate that the simple correlation i~ in same cases affected by

a few extreme observations. Figures 5:2-5:3 show two representative scatter

diagrams. In Figure 5:2 the dependent variable is the propensity to export,

SX/SH~ and in Figure 5:3 the dependent variable is the propensity to

produce abroad, SQ/SH. Two extremely low values of SX/SH are circled

in Figure 5:2 and two extremely low values of SQ/SH are circled in Figure 5:

These extreme observations refer to four different firms hut the same four

firms tend to enhance the positive relationship between all the different



Figure 5:2 Scatter diagram of the propensity to export against R&D intensity

(logarithmic values)
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Figure 5:3 Scatter diagram of the propensity to produce abroad against skill intensity
(logarithmic values)
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Figure 5:4 Scatter diagram of the propensity to produce abroad against the age of foreign

manufacturing (logarithmic values)
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independent variables and these dependent variables. The firms are alike in

that they are relatively small and that three of them are in the clothing

industry, which i's generally characterized by a low propensity to export and

which, furthermore, exports most of its foreign output to Sweden (making

SQ/SH low but, we may nate, does not affect QA/QH).

Similarly, we observe some rather extreme values of the independent

variables in the scatter. The highest values of R&D intensity in Figure 5~2

refer to tVJO pharmaceutical firms, the only II pure ll pharmaceutical firms in

t he sampl e. The l owest val ues of ski 11 i nt ens i ty i n Fi gure 5: 3 aga "j n refe r

to two firms in the clothing industry. In neither case is it surprising that

firms in these industries should account for the extreme observations.

Figure 5:4, final ly, shows the most distinct relationship among the

plotted variables, namely, between the age of foreign manufacturing, YR, and

s IS . We note the same two extremely low values of S /S as in Figure 5:3,
Q H Q H

affecting, but not unduly changing, the relationship.

I have chosen not to experiment by omitting extreme observations (a

total of 9 firms) or "correcting" possible errors in the measured variables,

since the same or similar errors are likely to be present with respect to the

other variables and since these firms cannot be singled out as irrelevant.

Also, in the next section, we will see that the results are not changed much

when small firms, like the extreme ones here~ are accorded less weight in the

analysis.

The btvariate plots reflect the rather low simple correlation between

same variables. With the exception of the YR variable and, perhaps, R&D and

LS, no single variable appears capable of explaining but a small part of the
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variation in the foreign involvement of these firms. l

But how significant is each variable when we allow for the simultaneous

influence of all explanatory variables and what is their combined explanatory

power? The regressions shown in Table 5:7 give the answer.

The rather high correlation between some of the explanatory variables

means that not each variable is significant when the others are in the re-

gression. Still, the results in Table 5:7 consistently bear out the hypothe-

sized relationships. Thus, the positive influence of R&D and skill intensity,

singlyor jointly, on the relative size of foreign sales and production

conforms to our hypothesis that the competitive advantage of firms is re-

lated to knowledge advantage. Whether these variables, in fact, reflect

a firm-specific advantage, is impossible to say. An alternative interpre-

tation is that accumulated know-how, not measured, is especially large in

skill intensive activities because of Sweden's comparative advantage in

such production. This would be in line with our finding in Chapter 3, where

we argued that the industry pattern of direct investment was related to

the investing countryls comparative advantage.

The differential impact of capital intensity, of the natural resource

variable and of average plant size on export and foreign production pro-

pensities indicates that these factors affect the location of production

in the way suggested by international trade and location theory. The re-

markably strong influence of the age of foreign manufacturing on the rel

ative volume of foreign production, finally, underlines the danger of

l R- 2 . h . .. .
w~t only one ~ndependent var~able ~n the regress~on ranged between

.11 and .33 when 8Q/8H was the dependent variable and 18, R&D or YR was
the independent variable. The explanatory value of the variables in the
exports case was lower.



Table 5:7 Determinants-of the propensity to sel' and to produce abroad. All firms (1974)

Independent variables

Dep.var. Const. R&D LS KL NR se YR OF R"2 F

(Sx+SQ)/SH -4.35 7.22** .96* - .15 l .06** NI .38*** 87 .30 8.77***
(2.02) (l .82) (l .06) (2.27) (3.85)

SX/SH -5.43 9.00** .69 NI .73 .20* 91 . 16 5.65***
(2.38) (l .20) (l .29) (1 .76)

SQ/SH -7.84 8.82* l .62** -.54*** .68 NI .78*** 85 .44 14.96***
(l .89) (2.30) (2.95) (1 . 13) (5.99)

QA/QH -3.35 3.35 1.04** -.40*** NI -.27*** .72*** 88 .53 21 .65***
(l .05) (2.26) (3.24) (3.04) (7.69)

Definitions of variables are given in Table 5:6.

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l.

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01
level respectively. R2 is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

N
\.O
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overlooking dynamic-historical factors, as tends to be done in cross

sectional analysis.

The explanatory power of several of the equations is surprisingly

high for cross-sectional analysis, especially since it is based on indi

vidual firm data where so many, often unique factors come into play and

increase varianceo Tt is also high considering the crude empirical magni

tudes with which we work and the many factors affecting the location of

production - such as tariffs, transportation costs, governfuent regulation

requiring production close to the market - which have not been al10wed

for in the analysis.

Many questions remain to be analyzed, however. For example, how do

country characteristics affect the relative volume of foreign sales and

production? What is behind the role played by age in determining the

relative size of foreign production? And what determines the point at

which firms go abroad? We will start by seeing what may be learned by

disaggregating the foreign sales and production of firms by country.

5.4 Determinants of the propensity to sell and to produce in different

countries

An analysis across both firms and countries extends the foregoing anolysis

mainly by showing what characteristics of foreign countries affect the

relative volume of foreign sales and production by Swedish firms. Especially

the factors affecting the locational choice of firms are more readily ana

lyzed on a country-by-country basiso

The choice between exports and foreign production in serving foreign

markets, we have said, depends on relative production costs at home and
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abroad, primarily on the eost of relatively immobile labor resources. It

a1so depends on the country·s trade policy and oh whether the foreign market

is large enough to al10w the firm to exploit scale economies in production.

In comparing Swedish firms J sales and production in different countries

we introduce the following new variableso Real gross domestic produet (GDP)

is used as a measure of market size. Real GDP per capita is intended as a

market charaeteristic and as sueh would show whether Swedish products are

demanded especially in high income markets. But since per capita income

differenees are likely to be correlated with wage and produetivity differ

enees between countries it may equally well serve as a factar affecting the

location of productionu l A dummy variable (TU)' identifying membership in

EFTA, of which Sweden is a member, is used as a proxy for the influence

of tariff polieyu TU shows the absence of tariffs on Swedish exports. 2

The average wage of wage workers in the firm's foreign manufacturing sub

sidiaries relative to that at home (Wj/WH) will show the role of wage

differentialso It does not neeessarily show the effect of differences in

the eost of labor, since wage labor i.s not a homogeneous input and wage

differentials, therefore, mayeorrespond to productivity differences

between eountries. Our tentative hypothesis is nevertheless that there

should be a negative relationship between the ratio of foreign to do~estie

wages and the propensity to produce in a particular countryo

Besides the above country characteristics, the same characteristics

l For example, the same variable is used as a labor east measure by Lipsey,
Kravis and Roldan [1978].

2 EFTA is here defined to inelude its original members and assoeiates, name
ly, aside from Sweden, Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Austria,
Switzerland and Portugal. The faet that Britain and Denmark in 1974 had left
and beeome members of an enlarge.d EEC has, therefore, been assumed not to
have affeeted the loeational pattern in that y~ar.
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are used to differentiate among firms in the cross-sections across countries

as were used in the overall regressions. We do not, in general, expect these

variables to perform differently in the combined firm and country regressions.

Thus, the dependent variables in the pooled company and country

regressions are sales and production in individual countries relative to

sales or production in Swedeno 1 Of the independent variables firm

characteristics (except YR) vary across parent companies only, while country

characteristics (except w./WE) vary across countries onlyu Only two in-
J .l

dependent variables, YR and Wj/W
H

vary across both firms and countrieso

A consequence of this asymmetry between the dependent and independent

variables is that firms which produce in several countries are accorded

more weight than firms which produce in only one or a few. (The character-

istics of the former are included relatively more of ten in each regression~)

Since the number of countries in which firms produce is correlated with

the absolute s;ze of foreign manufacturing, it also means that firms with

large foreign operations are given more weighto This should be borne in

mind in making comparisons with the results shown in Table 5:7.

Table 5:8 shows the simple correlation coefficients between all the

variables in the pooled firm and country regressions. The correlation

between the firm and industry characteristics and the dependent variables

is even lower than beforeo The reason is that the variability in the depen-

dent variables has been increased without a corresponding increase in the

variability of these explanatory variablesu With one exception, the corre

lation between SX/SH and R&D, the coefficients have retained their expected

signs.

l If a company has more than one manufacturing affiliate in the same country
these have been summed and treated as one observation.
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Table 5:8 Corre1ation coefficients: propensities to export to and produce

in different countries and the independent variables a

SX/SH SQ/SH (Sx+SQ)/SH QA/QH

RO ~0.003 0.140 0.096 0.030

LS 0.107 0.225 O. 162 0.021

KL 0.120 -0.050 0.033 -0.218

NR 0.260 -0.014 0.105 -O •137

SC 0.168 -0.123 -O .026 -0.328

YR 0.354 0.222 0.298

GOP 0.187 0.214 0.256 O. 106

GOP 0.269 -0..009 O•161 0.054
cap.

TU 0.169 -O'. 150 0.005 -0.023

Wj/WH O.138 O. 103 O.124

RO LS KL NR se

RO 10000 0.422 -00012 -0.152 -00053

LS 0.422 1.000 00099 -0.075 -0.013

KL -0.012 0.099 l 0000 0.475 00504

NR -0.152 -0.075 0.475 10000 0.538

SC -0.053 -0.013 00504 0.538 10000

GOP 0.067 0.081 0.077 00006 0.063

GOP -0.037 0.025 O. 131 0.004 -0.059
cap.

TU -0.112 -O. 138 -0.020 0.037 -O. 167

wj/WH
00020 -0.078 00173 00007 -0.037

YR 00234 0.155 -00038 -00089 0.067

cont"
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conto (Table 5:8)

GOP GOP TU wj/wH YR
cap.

RO 0.068 -0.037 -0.112 0.020 0.234

LS 0.081 0.025 -O. 138 -0.078 00155

KL 0.077 O. 131 -00020 Oo173 -0.038

NR 0.006 0.004 0.037 0.007 -0.089

se 00063 -0.059 -O. 167 -0.037 0.067

GOP 1.000 0.122 -0.550 0.025 0.029

GOP 00122 1.000 00205 0.649 -o o 121capo
TU -00550 0.205 1.000 0.096 -O o 105

wj/wH
00025 00649 00096 1.000 0.013

YR 00029 -O. 121 -0.105 0.013 1.000

a The variables are in logarithmic form. 1974 values.

The dependent variables are the propensities to sell and to produce
in different countries. The following are also country variables:

GDP
GDP cap.
TU

= gross domestic product
= income per capita

= EFTA membership

Wj/WH = ratio of foreign to domestic wages

YR = age of foreign manufacturing in country

Definitions of the other variables are given under Table 5:6, p. 122.
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The correlation between the country variables is not very strong either,

but all but two of the correlation coefficients have the expected sign. The

exceptions are the correlations between SQ/SH and GDP per capita and rela

tive wages respectively.

With respect to the correlation among the explanatory variables the

high negative correlation between market si.ze and EFTA-membership is con

spicious as is the high positive correlation betvJeen GDP per capita and

relative wageso Neither of these is surprisingo l

The results are much improved when we allow for the combined influence

of the independent variables on the relative volume of foreign sales and

production in different countrieso In Table 5:9, which shows the pooled

company and country regressions, most of the estimated coefficients are

significant and the explanatory power of the regressions varies between

.19 and .25. The R2:s are lower than in the earlier company regressions,

however, for the reason noted aboveo

As for the determinants of inter-firm differences in foreign sales and

production we find that the results in Table 5:9 are broadly consistent with

our earlier oneso But there are some differenceso Although skill intensity

continues to have a strong and positive effect, R&D intensity has become in-

significant. The natural resource dummy has become significantly positive in both

the exports and fore; gn product i on regress i ans" I ts pas i t i ve effects on forei gn

l . . . .. .
B~var~ate plots agaln reveal that no slngle varlable can explaln much of

the variation in the dependent variables. Once more, the only exception is
the YR variable, which in a simple regression explains Il % of inter-firm
differences in the relative volume of foreign production in different
countries o Given the large number of observations, 300-500 in the bivariate
plots, estimated coefficients are not as sensitive to a few extreme outliers
as in the earlier firm data.

(The number of observations is larger in the bivariate plots than in
the multiple regressions to be reported, because the latter exclude ob
servations for which values of some of the independent variables are missing.~



Table 5:9 Determinants of the propensity to export to and produce in individual foreign countries (1974) UJ
(J')

Oep. Independent variables
- - R2var. Const. R&D LS KL NR se GOP GOP/cap. TU wjwH YR OF F

(Sx+SQ)/SH -10.79 NI 1.12*** - .14 l .07*** -.13* .29*** .28** .70*** .51*** 298 .19 9.96***
(2.87) (1.21 ) (3.42) (l .74) (5.10) (2.18 ) (2.78) (4.82)

SX/SH -18.80 NI 2.02*** -.34** 1.37*** .24** .39*** .35* 1.77*** .20 270 .25 12.44***
(3.43) (2.09) (3.66) (2.52) (5.38) (l .73) (5.53) (l . 15)

SQ/SH -4.53 NI 2.18*** NI l .03*** -.39** .26*** -.41* NI .48*** .91*** 292 .23 14.09***
(3.52) (2.59) (3.98) (4.20) (l .95) (2.72) (6.27)

°A/OH .92 l .99 NI -.27*" .78** -.51*** .14*** NI NI .29** .81*** 292 .24 14.82***
(l .12) (1.84 ) (2.19 ) (5.89) (2.65) (2.54) (6.52)

Definitions of variables are given in Tables 5:6 and 5:8.

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l.

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level

respectively. R2 is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).
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production propensities depends on both KL and se being in the regression,

however. Physical capital intensity and plant size still have the expected

negative effect on the propensity to produce abroad.

The altered influence of R&D intensity in Table 5:9 compared to in

Table 5:7 is not only inconsistent with our hypothesis but it is puzzling

as well. It must - for the reasons noted above - reflect a difference between

firms which have a large number of foreign subsidiaries and those which

have relatively few. Hence, the result suggests that R&D intensity does not

explain the foreign involvement of the large foreign investors as well as

that of the smaller investorso Instead, the competitive advantage of the

former is more strongly related to skill intensity. Furthermore, this

appears to be the only important difference between the large and small

investors.

The age of foreign manufacturing, YR, now refers to the age of each

firm's oldest subsidiary in each country. It still has a highly significant

and positive effect on foreign production propensities and shows that

firms which have been producing for a longer time in a country have relativel~

larger production in that country.

Of the ~ountry characteristics inc1uded, GDP, the market size variable,

has a consistently positive effect in all the regressions. As expected, it

is most significant in explaining the propensity to sell in different count

ries, but it also has a positive effect on the propensity to produce. The

latter indicates that market proximity influences the location of produc

tion, thus reflecting the role of distance related costs and, perhaps,

tariffs.

EFTA membership (TU) has a positive effect on export propensities,
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as expected, and is highly significant. 1 Despite its strong differential

effect on the propensity to supply foreign markets through exports and foreign

production respectively, it is insignificant in the regression for the pro-

pensity to produce abroad (QA/QH).

Of course, EFTA membership is a crude proxy for country trade policy

and cannot be expected to capture the fnfluence of trade barriers very wello

At the same time it is more than just a proxy for trade policy, which helps

account for its strong i'nfluence on exportso EFTA (as defined here) includes

among its members (and assoctates) all the Nordie countries with which Sweden

has traditional and strong commercial ties. TU also captures this influence.

It is possible that as a proxy for trade policy the variable would have had

a negative impact on foreign production propensities, while as a proxy for

the influence of cultural and political ties it would have had a positive

impact (ef. Ch o3)o Then, its insignificance in the foreign production re

gressions CGuld be due to the cancelling effect of these opposite influences.

The influence of GDP per capita and relative wages is intriguingo

The ratio of foreign to domestic wages turns out to be significantly positive

in both the regressions for the propensity to produce abroad, contrary to

our tentative hypothesis, but is insigniftcant in the regression for the

propensity to export. GDP per capita, on the other hand, has a positive

effect on exports and a negative effect on foreign production (or is in

significant as in the regression on QA/QH).

Given the high degree of multicollinearity between these variables it

is difficult to interpret their differential impact when both are in the

regression. It is clear, however, that each singly has a positive effect on

l
That the creation of the EEC and EFTA has had a significant effect on

Swedish trade pattern was shown by Lundberg [1976].
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the relative volume of foreign sales and productian.

It is possible that the influence of country characteristics, and the

role of relative wages in particular, would be clarified if there were less

variation in the compositian of parent firms included in each country. With

a smaller number of parent firms·country characteristics should come out more

strongly and the wage variables should reflect country differences to a

relatively larger extent than firm differencese Thus, in Table 5:10 the

same regressions are shown for the smaller group of firms (19 firms) which

have affiliates in six or more countries.

Looking first at Wj/WH and GDP per capita, we find that the positive

influence of the former is now even stronger. It has a much stronger effect

on both the propensity to export and to produce abroad than does GDP per

capita. (Relative wages would have been strongly positive and GDP per ~apita

negative in the regression on (Sx+SQ)/SH if the former had been in that

regression.) The partial effect of GDP per capita, though still not highly

significant, is again negative.

Hence, the results indicate that Swedish firms tend to both sel1 to

and produce in high income countrieso They show unambiguously that Swedish

firms, in general, do not have a tendency to produce in low-wage countrieso

Apparently, firms in, eogo, the clothing industry, which clear1y have been

motivated by lower foreign wages i'n establishing production abroad, are

not representative. Instead, to most Swedish firms locating production

abroad high foreign wages seem to be more than compensated for by other

factors characteristic of high income countries. Presurnably, one such factor

is a high productivity of labor. But it may also be the econornic infrastruc

ture in such countries and, on the demand side, the sophisticated rnarkets

of high incorne countries for rnanufactured productso The positive influence



Table.5:l0 Determinants of the propensity to export to and prod~_~_in indi~ldu~l.. __foreign countries:

firms with more than 5 manufact~rin~~!i~_l.iates abr~~ t1974)

Dep. Independent variables
- - R2var. Const. R&D LS KL NR SC GDP GDP/cap. TU ~!jWH YR DF F

(Sx+SQ)/SH -23.10 NI 4.00*** -1.12*** 1.17*** .32*** .23*** .26** .64** .68** 170 .35 13. 17***
(5.85) (4.88) (3.18) (3.32) (3.66) (2.15) (2.22) (5.89)

SX/SH -30.45 -2.57 5.72*** -1.69*** 1.91*** .60*** .34*** NI 2.09*** .83*** 162 .38 14.03***
(1.03) (5.71) (5.29) (3.82) (4.51) (4.14) (5.53) (4.73)

SQ/SH -22.58 NI 5.45*** -1.14*** 1.02* .25* .27*** -.62** NI .78*** l .21 *** 174 .44 13.86***
(5.67) (3.70) (1.94) (1.84) (3.95) (2.41) (3.02) (7.46)

QA/QH -14.48 NI 2.91*** -.59** NI NI .22*** -.25 NI .56** 1.13*** 175 .41 22.40***
(3.70) (2.54) (3.69) (1.12) (2.48) (7.87)

Definitions of variables are given in Tables 5:6 and 5:8.

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l.

The numbers in Darentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level
respectively. R2 is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

~
o
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of GDP per capita, like that of GDP, the n reflects the importance of market

proximity for the location of production.

To the extent that wage differences between firms and between countries

mainly reflect differences in the productivity of labor, the results show

firms producing relatively more in countries where the skill leve' is more

similar to that of Sweden o Such a finding, though perhaps superficial1y

counter-intuitive, is consistent with the theory in Chapter 2, according

to which the knowledge advantage of foreign investors is related to the

technology developed and used in the home country, which is adapted to home

country factor prices (current or recent). The corollary was that firms will

tend to produce in countries characterized by factor prices similar to

those of the home country. (Cf. p. 22).

Otherwise the most noteworthy result in Table 5:10 is that confining

the analysis to the larger - and perhaps less transient - investors has led

to much improved explanatory power of the regressions. The regression equa

tions explain 35-44 %of the variation in foreign sales and production among

the larger foreign investors.

In sum, the analysis across both firms and countries has confirmed

several of our earlier conclusions. High labor skills positively affect the

propensity to produce abroad, which we would expect if the competitive ad

vantage of Swedish foreign investors is based on ski1led labor intensity.

A high capital intensity does not make for a high propensity to export from

Sweden but does have the expected negative effect on the propensity to pro

duce abroad. The latter is consistent with the hypothesis that labor ~ntensive

firms have a high propensity to locate production abroad in order to take

advantage of lower wages.
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However, since the country regressions show that high foreign wages

have a positive effect on the propensity to produce in a particular country,

the interpretation of the influence of labor intensity on location must be

modified. An alternative explanation is that Swedish foreign investors, on

average, are characterized by intensive use of skilled labor relative to

capital and that this affects their locational choice in such away that

they produce more in countries where the skill level is more similar to that

in Sweden, as shown by a relatively high wage 1evel in these countries.

Large sca1e production implies a high propensity to export and a low

propensity to produce abroad. The Swedish resource based industries (iron

and steel and paper and pulp) have an especially high propensity to export

but they also have relatively large foreign production. The latter need

not contradiet the hypothesis that the availability of natural resources

affects location, since foreign production by firms in these industries is

often in stages of manufacturing which are relatively far removed from

the resource end.

The results of the pooled firm and country cross-sections differ, how

ever, from the earlier company cross-sections in suggesting that the large

Swedish foreign investors do not have a competitive advantage based on R&D

intensity. To be reconcilable, it should be true that firms which have a

high level of foreign involvement relative to their size, but have rela

tively few foreign affiliates, have a relatively high R&D intensity. It

is far from obvious why this should be so.

In the next chapter we will examine whether- this is a difference be

tween the old, established multinational firms and the recent entrants to

the multinational arena. A tentative explanation for such a difference is

the following. Innovative firms may be more geared towards selling in the
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home market, at least in the initial stages of product or process develop

menta Then, to the extent that, at that stage, actual manufacturing is rather

more integrated with the firmJs research, which is located at home, they

will choose to supply foreign markets through exports a They can do so,

because in selling in foreign markets their competitive advantage is fore

most a unique product, not a lower price of that produeta This explanation

is in line with the theory of the product cycle described in Chapter 2.

5.5 The effect of wage differentials on the locational choice of individual

firms: additional evidence

The above finding that low foreign wages are not an ineentive to locate

production abroad is consistent with the contention of representatives of

some large Swedish multinational firmso (Meyersson, 1976.) They claim that

labor productivity in Sweden is high enough - due to higher capital inten

s;ty and larger scale production - to justify the higher Swedish wages. Vet,

in comparing labor productivity and wage rates Meyersson (ibid) finds in

case studies of three large Swedish multinational firms that differences

in labor productivity between their foreign affiliates do not fully compensa~

for differences in relative wageso 1 For these firms wage differences among

countries partly reflected differenees in the eost of labor, whieh - in the

absence of offsetting influences - should mean a high propensity to produce

in these countries.

l The companies analyzed were Sandvik S"teel, L.}1. Ericsson (telephone stations
and equipment) and SKF (roller bearings). Many of the foreign affiliates of
the latter use the same technique and factor intensity and operate on a
similar scale as SKF, Sweden. Meyerss'on 1 s figures indicate that these
affiliates have lower average east per unit of output than the parent company
in Sweden. This is difficult to reconcile with the relatively large exports
of SKF,Sweden, however. The export Share of the parent company (around 70 per
cent) is much higher than that of any of its foreign affiliates.
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Since the results regarding the effect of wage differentials on the

location of production presented in Tables 5:9 and 5:10 did not conform to

~ priori. expectations, nor to the partial evidence presented by Meyersson,

further analysis of this issue i's called foro The question merits careful

attention also because it is one that commands considerable political

interest. That is, if the rapid growth of Swedish industry outside Sweden

has been motivated by a too rapid rise in Swedish wages compared to in the

outside world, domestic economic policy could do something about it.

To check the validity of our results a number of cross-country re

gressions were run for single firmso By holding parent company con

stant the influence of country characteristics, including relative

wages, on location was isolatedo A number of different specifications

were tried. The dependent variable was the propensity to produce in

individual countries, or changes in that propensity between 1965-74

and 1970-74. The independent variable was relative wages (affiliate

relative to parent wages), or changes in relative wages, singlyor in

combination with other country characteristics. The analysis involved

only the largest foreign investors, some la firms with affiliates in 10

or more countries.

The combined result of all the runs gave broad support to the

ear1ier findings. Relative wages or GDP per capita, which is highly

correlated with relative wages, especially when parent company is

he1d constant, were not always significant but when they were, one of

them was always positive and the positive coefficient was always the

most significant one. When the same specification was used as in

Tables 5:9 and 5:10 relative wages or GDP per capita was significant
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in only six out of la regressions. Thus, either relative wages has had

no detectable inf1uence on the location of production or the relationship

has been positive.

Thus, the evidence again shows that the relative volume of foreign

production in particular countries is not motivated by lower foreign wages.

Low foreign wages must therefore be more than offset by other factors in

high income (or high wage) countries.

5.6 A camparison with same related studies

Although the theory of international production is increasingly co~ched

in terms of the theory of the firm, the hypotheses examined here have not

been tested on individua1 firm data beforeo There have, however, been a

number of studies based on, mai'nly industry data for the UoS.,

which are similar in scope and intent. Those that seem of particular rele

vance here are two studies by Horst [1972] and [1974], one by Caves [1974]

and one by Samuelsson [1977]. The study by Samuelsson uses industry data on

foreign investment in Sweden. In each of these studies regression analysis

on industry cross-sections is used to determine the nature of the competitive

advantage of multi national firms.

In his 1972 study Horst, on the basis of cross-sectional data for some

20 industries, was ab1e to exp1ain the Canadian market shares of U.S. indus

tries by industry differences in R&D intensity. The total U.S. share of the

market was shown to depend on inter-industry differences in R&D intensity,

while the choice between the two sources of supply was exp1ainable by inter

industry differences in tariffs and a (crude) proxy for comparative produc

tion costs. Horst's study is both theoretically and empirically neat, but
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it seems likely that the crude industry classification used contributed

to the strong empirical results regarding the role of R&D intensity. This

variable is not as important in the comparable analysis of Caves reported

on below. l

Caves (ibid) looked at the production shares of all foreign owned firms

in 64 Canadian manufacturing industrtes and found support for his hypothesis

that the competitive advantage of multinational firms depends on their

possession of "intangible capital" and, his corol1ary proposition, on the

absolute size of firmso 2 The most important kind of intangible capital was,

again, related to R&D intensityo To identify the role of absolute s;ze

Ca ves used the share of large firms in the industry and various measures of

plant size assumed to reflect barriers to entry. The dominance of multiplant

firms was also treated as an entry barrier. The latter, which was highly

correlated with concentration, turned out to be the most significant expla-

natory variable, ~,hile plant size was usually insignificant. (All the inde

pendent var;ab les were deri ved from Uo So i'ndustry data o)

A main "rival" hypothesis formulated by Caves was that foreign ;nvest

ment was explainable by firm-specific (entrepreneurial) skills, i.e., a

variant of our own main hypothesis. He tested this by various measures of each

industryJ s skill intensityo Although the skill variables, in separate re-

gressions, were nearly as significant as R&D intensity, and more significant

than the other !'intangible capital ll variable advertising intensity, Caves

nevertheless concludes that a hypothesis based on a ski'l advantage "ge ts no

l The difference in results between the two studies is not due to the dif
ferent measures of market shares, since Horst looked at both the share of
the Canadian market supplied through U.S. exports and through U.S. produc
tion in Canada as weIl as the combined share.

2 Cf. the discussion of the "oligopoly-theory" of foreign investment in
Chapter 2.
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real support.I'(Ibid, p. 286.) In the same studies both Horst and Caves re

peat the analysis on U.K. industry data and obtain broad confirmation of

the Canadian results.

Caves' dismissa1 of his "rival" hypothesis is questionable on the basis

of the results he presents. But more than that, one may question whether an

advantage based on human capital intensity is necessarily different from one

based on R&D and advertising intensity. Either one may be expected to be re

lated to the creation of "intangib1e capital". In any case, his conc1usion

regarding the role of ski11 intensity in explaining U.S. foreign investment

is not borne out for Swedish foreign investors.

The positive relationship between the dominance of multiplant firms

in an industry and the share of the U.S. industry in Canadian manufacturing

says more, one would think, about industry characteristics affecting loca

tion than it does about the nature of the industry's competitive advantage.

We will return to the question of the relationship between firm size and

foreign manufacturing in t~e next chapter, however.

Samuelsson, in his study of foreign manufacturihg investment in Sweden,

re1ates the production shares of foreign owned firms in 120 industries to

Swedish industry charactertstics. He finds that the competitive advantage of

foreign owned firms i,n Sweden depended positively on techhical personne1 in

tensity and advertising intensi,ty, both intended as measures of a know-how

advantage and both high1y significant, and, less decisively, Oh physica1

capital intensity. The presenee of large Swedish multinational firms in an

industry, represented by a dummy, had a negative effect on the relative size

of the foreign presence.
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The results broadly held up also when U.S. and European owned firms

werc analyzed separate ly, which Samuelsson takes as support for his hypo

thesis that the competitive advantage of foreign investors is independent

of their national ity. This conclusion is correct if the competitive ad

vantage of multi national firms is defined in general terms as superior

know-how. It is not true in the sense that multi national firms of different

nationalities tend to have a competitive or know-how advantage in the same

activities.

Thus, UoS. owned firms in Sweden accounted for large shares of in

dustries characterized by a high technical personnel intensity, a high

capital intensity and a high export share, while European owned firms

were relatively large in industries characterized foremost by a high ad

vertising intensity. Since a high advertising intensity especially charac

terizes consumer goods industries, these differences indicate that U.S.

firms are concentrated in producer goods industries while European firms

to alarger extent are found in consumer good industries.

Also, there was a significant negative relationship between U.S.

and European shares of an industry as there was between each of them and the

presence of Swedish multinational firms. The different specialization patterns

of multinational firms -of different nationalorigin, which is evident in

Samuelssonls results, is consistent with Dur conjectures in Chapter 2 and

the evidence in Chapter 3. That is, the competitive advantage of foreign in

vestors in different countries is not distributed similarly by industry but

;s related to the comparative advantage of the investing country.

Foreign firms preferred production in Sweden in industries where Sweden

may be assumed to have a comparative advantage, namely, in skill intensive

and capital intensive activities. Skill intensity (measured, as we also
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have, by wages per worker) was by far the most significant factor affecting

the choice between production in and exports to Sweden.

It is interesting to note that productian by U.S. firms in Sweden

appeared to be determined by Sweden's comparative advantage in ski1l in

tensive production, whi'le productfon by European firms appeared motivated

by trade barri'ers. This' was a1so refl ected in differences i n export pro

pensities between the two groups of firmso The average export share of UoSo

affiliates was 63 per cent and that of European affiliates was 23 per cent.

The other study by Horst [1974] is more readily comparable with our

own in that it uses industry exports and foreign production propensities

instead of foreign market shares as dependent variableso Pooling cross

sectional data for 23 industries and 8 countries Horst exarnines the de

terminants of industry exports and foreign production, normalized byeach

industryls sales in the U.S. He finds that R&D intensity and the asset

value of the median plant size, intended to capture a U.S. advantage in

industries where capital requirements run high, are quite significant in the

exports case but insignificant or nearly so (plant size) in the foreign

production case.

Among the country characteristics GNP, as a measure of market size,

and the share of U.S. exports tn a countryls total imports, a measure of

IItraditional commercial tiesII, have a strong positive effect on both ex

ports and foreign productiono A third country variable, consumption per

capita, was expected to take account of the fact that UoS. goods were par

ticularly suited to high incorne countries.

Horst does not make much of his results which, he said, were only a

preliminary to an analysis of the effects of foreign production on exports.
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They deserve more attention here because of certain similarities with our

own findings for Swedish firmso Thus, a1though Horstls analysis reconfirms

that R&D intensity positively affects UoSo exports by industry, he shows

that it has no effect on the propensity to produce abroado This resu1t
(

1ends support to our tentative explanation for a negative relationship

between R&D intensity and foreign product;'on by Swedi sh fi rms. Further

support is given by Cohen et ~ [1975], who find a negative re1ationship

between innovativeness and foreign production in their study of firms in

the pharmaceutical industry. Cohen et ~. conjecture "that innovative firms

are more ab1e to serve/ooooo/foreign markets via exporting from the U.So

or via licensing 'I Lipsey and Weiss [1976a] report a similar result but

in their study the differential impact of R&D intensity and exports and

foreign production by the pharmaceutical industry is weako Taken together,

however, these findi'ngs do not support the prevalent idea that R&D inten

sive firms and industries tend to produce relatively more abroad.

The second interesting similarity between Horst 1 s results and our own

is the strong positive effect of consumption per capita in the production

regression (by far the most significant variable with t=6.07) and its in

significance in the exports regression (t=o971o This matches the showing of

GDP per capita in Table 5:10 and the interpretation given to it there,

namely, that firms tend to locate production in countries where the income

or wage level is more similar to that in the home country, partly because

of the higher skill level of labor.

5.7 Summary and contlusiöns

There is a consensus based on the results of several studies on the general

characteristics which are conducive to multinational activity. Foreign
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investors are characterized by a "knowledge advantage" based on a high R&D,

advertising or s.killed labor intensity'. Furthermore, foreign pr'oduction tends

to replace exports when production costs abroad are favorable and barriers

to trade are high.

My own results so far are broadly consistent with the ones obtained in

the studies referred to above. They diverge mainly in suggesting that the

competitive advantage of Swedish foreign investors ~related to skill in

tensive activities, while a high R&D intensity seems to bias firms towards

exporting and against producing abroado This may, or may not, be a

dffference between Swedtsh and UoS. foreign investors. If it is a differerice,

it reaffirms the contention in Chapter 3 that the (firm-specific) competitive

advantage of foreign investors is related to the comparative advantage of

their home country, since the U.S. is commonly held to have a comparative

advantage in R&D intensive production and Sweden in skill intensive pro

duction.

The results also show that industry characteristics such as capital in

tensity, the existence of scale economies in productian, and, to same ex

tent, the availability of natural resources affect the location of production,

as predi.cted by theory. Unexpectedly, however, they reveal that Swedish

firms tend to produce relatively more in countries with high wages than in

countries with low wages. I interpret this as showing that wage differentials

in large part reflect productivity differences among countries and that

Swedish firms tend to produce more in countries where the productivity, or

skill level, of labor is similar to that in Sweden. In addition, I interpret

it to show that Swedtsh ftrms tend to produce where the market is, i.e., in

large, high income countries o Indirectly, then, the positive influence of

market size and income per capita (or relative wages) on the propensity to
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produce abroad ref1ects the importance of market proximity on the 10

cation of production, where Ilmarket proximityll is a euphemism for the

numerous barriers to trade which exist but are difficu1t to bring to

gether under one heading and impossible to quantify.

A chief contribution of the ana1ysis in this chapter is that it bears

out some hypotheses for the outward investment of a country other than the

u.s. and for the foreign activities of individual firms. Because the ana

1ysis is based on firm data, it can also highlight certain aspects of the

evolution of multinational activities, e.g., the role of firm size and of

alternatives to growth through foreign investment and the dependence of

the volume of foreign production on the length of time firms have pro

duced abroad. These are some of the questions to which we now turn.



Chapter 6

Firm Size, iversification, Age,
and Foreign Production

Firm size plays an important role in the literature on the determinants of

foreign production. Multinational operations are often considered a large

firm phenomenon and an oligopolistic market structure the environmen~ in

which it arises. The line of causa1ity is not a1ways c1ear, however. Ooes

firm size exp1ain foreign production activities or is it a proxy for the

factors which cause firms to be 1arge both at home and abroad? It often

seems to be the former. Caves [1971], for example, bases his oligopoly theory

of foreign investment part1y on the assumption that the large fixed eost in

going abroad biases 1arge firms to foreign investment. Hymer [1960] and

Kind1eberger [1969], also proponents of an oligopoly theory of direct invest-

ment, include among the market imperfections whieh would explain foreign

direct investment the ability of 1arge eompanies to borrow at lower cost in

capital markets.

The view offered here is different from the oligopoly theory. In Chapter

2 it was argued that it is not neeessary to bring in faetors re1ated to an

oligopolistic market strueture (in the sense of large firm concentratian and

interdependent deeision making) to exp1ain foreign investment. In Chapter 4

the proposition was that domestie growth is likely to precede foreign ex-
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pansion. What counts then is the relative profitability of alternative

growth routes for a firm able to grow faster than its original market.

In this chapter we will investigate some aspects of the complex

relationship between firm size and the foreign involvement of firms. We

will start by looking at whether large firms are more likely to produce

abroad than small firmso Then we will look at the relationship between

domestic size and exports and foreign productian propensities, holding,

firs~, industry affiliatton constant and, then, other determinants of foreign

size constant. We will also examine the role played by the age of the firm's

foreign manufacturing operations. Taken together the answers to these

questions may tell a story about how firms go international.

6.1 The size of Swedish foreign investors

Some 260 Swedish firms reported that they had affi'l iates abroad in 19740

Less than half of these had manufacturing affiliates abroad and it is this

smaller group of firms which represents our sample of Swedish manufacturing

investors or "mu ltinational firms"o

Table 6:1 shows parent sales, exports and sales to foreign affiliates

for the two groups of firms, i.e., those with manufacturing affiliates and

those with sales affiliates (and minority interests in foreign manufacturing

firms) only. It is apparent that firms which produce abroad have larger sales

on the average, higher export shares and channel a much higher share of their

exports to foreign affiliates.

Foreign manufacturing investors are large on the average not only compar

ed to firms which have on1y sales affiliates abroad but also compared to all

other Swedish firms. Of the 40 largest firms in Sweden, 34 had manufacturing

affiliates abroad in 1974 and another 4 had sales affiliates or minority in-
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Table 6:1 Swedish firms with manufacturing and sales affi1iates abroad

respectively: sales, exports,and exports to foreign affi1iates
in 1974

(Millions of kronor)

-----.'..--n-%,.;r-o-o-f , n %of
sales exports

Number
of
f;rms Sales

Exports Exports to
foreign affili
ates

Firms with manufacturing
affiliates 109 79 100 38 ,100 48 13 400 35
Firms with sales affi-
1iates on1y 155 27 900 11 600 42 1 600 14
All fi rms 264 107 000 49 700 46 15 000 30

For definitions, see Table 5:1.

Table 6:2 Size distribution of Swedish firms with manufacturing affi1iates
abroad and sales, exports and foreign production by size classin 19~

(Millions of kronor)

Swedish parent Affi1i-
In %of Swed,sh
parent sales

Number ate pro- affi l iate
Number of employees of duction production
i n D\AJeden firms sales exports abroad exports abroad

50-200 10 162 42 32 26 20

200-500 14 489 155 155 32 32

500-1 000 14 l 003 335 110 33 11

1 000-2 000 16 3 217 992 742 31 23

2 000-5 000 13 4 913 2 053 1 668 42 34

5 000-10 000 15 12 289 5 273 3 932 43 32

10 000- 11 19 295 9 695 6 665 50 35

All firms 93 41 368 18 545 13 304 45 32

For definitions, see Table 5:1.
Nate: Firms for which information on same of the variables in the table are
missing have been omitted. Most omitted firms are in the smallest size
groups .
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terests in foreign manufacturing. Only 2 firms in the food industry did not

have any foreign interests. l

However, foreign manufacturing is by no means restricted to large firms.

Table 6:2 shows the size distribution of Swedish manufacturing investors in

1970 based on their domestic employmento Although the re is an overrepresenta

tion of large fi~s among Swedish manufacturing investors compared to

Swedish industry as a whole, a large number of small and medium sized firms

have foreign manufacturing as wello In the table a quarter of the firms are

seen to have less than 500 employees in Sweden. Actually, the pereentage of

small firms is much higher, but several small firms have been omitted from

the table because they have not supplied information on some of the other

variables showno 2

In Table 6:2 we see that large firms have larger sales, larger exports

and larger foreign production than small firms do on the average. Further

more, exports increase more than proportionately with increasing domestie

size, as seen by the higher export ratios in the larger size classes. This

is not the case with foreign production, however. The ratio of foreign pro

duetion to parent sales does not increase smoothly with increasing average

firm sizeo

On the basis of the average relationships in Tables 6:1 and 6:2

it would appear that there is a positive relationship between domestic size

and whether firms produce abroad and between domestic size and the absolute

but not the relative volume of foreign production. In addition, the relative-

ly large number of small firms among manufacturing investors suggests that

l The 20 largest manufacturing investors are identified in Table C:ll.

2 The number of firms with less than 500 employees actually covered in the
1970 survey was 37 instead of 24. As noted earlier, this is still likely to
be an underestimate of the total number of small firms with foreign manu
facturing.
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multinational operations are not exclusively a large firm phenomenono In

the rest of this chapter we will examine these tentative propositions a

bit more closely.

602 Size and industry differences between "investors ll and "non-investors"

The influence of firm size on the foreign investment propensities of firms

has been analyzed empirically by Horst [1972b]. In a comparison over U.S.

firms Horst finds that the only characteristics having ah affect on whether

firms produced abroad or not were firm size and the firmJs industryo First,

he compared firms which had manufacturing affiliates in Canada with those

that did not (Ilthe probability of being a Canadian investor ll
) and, second,

he compared firms which had manufacturing subsidiaries in at least six

other countries with those that did not ("the probability of being a multi

national investor")o In both cases firm size was the only variable which

had a significant influence when industry affiliatioh was held constant.

Furthermore, the probability of ueing a multinational investor was lower

than the probability of being a Canadian investor for a given firm sizeo

Horst observes that characteristics such as labor or capital intensity,

advertising or research effort "appear to be significant in simple compari

sons between firms which do or do not invest abroad, but this appears to be

due solely to the fact that foreign investors are concentrated in certain

industries where all firms (investors and non-investors) have certain charac

teristics or to the fact that foreign investors tend to be larger than most

firms, and ~ large firms differ systematically from small firms ll
• His con

clusion is that a theory of foretgn investment behavior within industries

may be "structurally identical to an industrial organization theory of domes

tic market shares"o (Horst, ibid, po26lo)
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We cannot make the same analysis on Swedish data, because there are

no published statistics for consoliclated firms, ioe., parent firms plus

their majority owned affiliates in Sweden, which is the firm concept used

here. Swedish census data only gives information on single firms (legal

entities), not on consolidated groups of affiliated firms. We can, however,

use our data to compare firms which produce abroad (108 firms) with those

which have sales affiliates abroad only (155 firms) on the basis of size

and industry.

Following Horst we use linear regression analysis to determine if size

and industry affiliation are significant in explaining whether firms produce

abroad. The dependent variable, Q, is whether the firm produces abroad or
A

not (Q = l if the firm produces abroad, Q= O if it does not); Qmay be

interpreted as the predicted probability that a firm will produce abroad,

given that they have a foreign sales subsidiary.l Firm size is measured by

domestic sales (in bill~on SWokr) and industry affiliation is handled by a

dummy variable. Using a linear functional form the following estimate was

obtained, where only industries with significant coefficients have been

includedo

A

Q .41 + .19 Sales*** - 028 Indo(ll)*** - 017 Ind.(7)*** + 025 Ind.(15)*
(3.33) (3.59) (2.05) (1.73)

F 10.01***

l
Although other methods, e.g., logit analysis, should be used when the de-

pendent variable is a dichotomous variable, OLS has been used here because
of the considerable computational advantages of this method. The case for
which it is used here meets many of the criteria under which OLS should "tell
roughly the same story" as alternative techniques, according to Goodman [1976].
Goodman, however, admonishes t~at one should avoid rigorous interpretation of
estimated standard errors and R -statistics.
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where

Ind.(ll) = " all other" industry group

Ind.(7) =metal manufacturing

Ind.(15) = group of highly diversified firms.

Firm size is highly significant but only 3 out of 11 industry coeffici

ents are significant. 1 The reference industry, i.e., the industry to which

the industry coefficients are compared, is the highly "mu ltinational" non-

electrical machinery industry and we may nate that only firms characterized

as highly diversified (Indo15) are more likely to invest abroad than this

i ndust ry, wh i l e fi rms in t he !' al lothe r " i ndust ry group (I nd. 11, a combi -

nation of industries with very small foreign investment as wood products,

stone and clay products and instruments) and firms in the metal manufacturing

industry are less likely to produce abroad than firms in the reference in

dustrYo2

Tt is likely that the industry coefficients would have been more signi

ficant if the comparison had been between firms producing abroad and all

other firmso The sample is highly biased towards exporting firms and, hence,

export industries, which means that a larger proportion of all firms in major

exporting industries such as paper and pulp is represented in the sample than

is true of industries such as textiles and food. Therefore, if the comparison

had included all firms, it is likely that the probability that firms in the

latter two industries should invest abroad would have been significantly ne-

gative - and not insignificanto

l Measuring domestic size instead by total parent sales, i.e., domestic sales
plus exports, as is usual in U.S. studies, does not alter the results. Size
becomes slightly more significant (partiaI F=13.49) and R2 is higher by one
percentage point.
2 Although the remaining industry coefficients were not significant (at the
10 percent level), we may note that the following had positive coefficients:
textiles and clothing, paper products, chemicals', electrical machineryo The
following had negative coefficients: feod and related products, paper and pulp,
transportation equipmento
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Illustrating the Swedish ca&e graphically with a step function, as

used by Horst, we no te the same positive dependence of the probability that

firms produce abroad on firm sizeo

To make the Swedish function a little more comparable with the corre-

sponding probability function for the U.S., which is also drawn in Figure 6:1,
1

firm size is here measured by total parent sales. The UaSo function shows

the probability that a UaSo firm of a given size will invest in Canada, but

this is close to the probability that it invests abroad at allo A number of

other differences in definitions and data remain, however, which make campar

isons of numeric values of the two functions difficult. 2

The following observation nevertheless appears safeo Small and medium

size Swedish firms with domestic sales, or domestic sales plus exports,

of up to 250 million SWokr - are much more likely to produce abroad than U.So

firms of the same si'zeo Firms in this size c1ass make up a little over 70

per cent of all firms in the Swedish sampleo 3 The probability that UuSu firms of

that size (in 1967) had a Canadian subsidiary (sales or manufacturing) was

around 15 per cent compared to over 30 per cent in the Swedish caseo For

larger firms the difference becomes smaller and no safe conclusion can be

drawn.

1 The probability function based on total sales (domestic sales plus exports)
differs from one based on domestic sales mainly by being farther out along the
horizontal axis.

2 For example, Horst seems to include sales affiliates along with manufacturing
affiliates in his definition of a Canadian investor, defining his sample simply
as manufacturing companies holding "a majority interest in a Canadian subsidiary
in 1967". The inclusion of sales affiliates would tend to raise the U.S. functiol
relative to the Swedish. Dur definition of "non-investors" as firms with foreign
sales affiliates affects the comparison by, we conjecture, raising the Swedish
function relative to the U.S. These two differences should then work in opposite
directions.
3 79 per cent, if size is measured by domestic sales, and 71 per cent if size
is measured by domestic sales plus exports.
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Figure 6:1 P~~~~E~~ty~! being a foreign investor for Swedish
and U.S. firms of a given size class a
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a In the Swedish case it is the probability that Swedish firms will
have foreign manufacturing affiliates, given that they have foreign
sales affiliates. In the U.S. case it is the probability that U.S.
firms will have a Canadian affiliate (sales or manufacturing).

b The exchange rate in 1967 was 5.2 kronor to 1 dollar, making the
size classes in kronor and dollars rough1y comparable.

Source: The U.S. probabi1ity function is from Horst [1972b].
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Thus, it appears that Swedish firms on the average are smaller when

they venture abroad for the first time, as one would expect given the

smaller size of the Swedish home marketo This, in turn, suggests that it is

the firmls size relative to the market rather than its absolute size that

determines when it ventures abroad for the first time.

In sum, the results indicate that the firmls domestic size significantly

affects whether firms produce abroad or noto Whether this is the most import

ant factor differentiatfng between Swedish firms which do and do not produce

abroad we cannot tell. Broad industry differences, ascaptured by a crude in

dustry classification, appear less significant in the Swedish sample, but

this may well be due to the above mentioned bias in the sample.

However, the evidence so far is consistent with all the views on the

relationship between firm size and foreign investment mentioned above. Tt is

consistent both with the hypothesis that firms will choose to exhaust the

domestjc market prior to venturing abroad and with the idea that large firms

possess certain advantages making them more competitive in foreign marketso

To shed further light on these issues we need to go further and ask if large

firms invest more abroad, both in absolute and relative terms, than small

fi rms do"

603 The relationship between domestic and foreign size

For size itself to be a source of firm-specific competitive advantages, as

seems to be implied by the oligopoly theory of foreign investment, it is not

enough that large firms are more likely to invest abroado Nor is it enough

that size is' positively correlated with the volume of foreign sales and pro

duction. That would merely mean that whatever it is that makes firms big at

home would also tend to make them big in foreign markets. This is a rather
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trivial conclusion. To be less trivial, size should be positively correlated

with the volume of foreign sales and production normalized for the domestic

size of the firmo The empiri'cal fmplication of a firm-specific advantage

due to size, in other words, should be that big firms should have a higher

propensity to sell and to produce abroad than smaller firms. l

We will interpret a posi'tive relationship between firm size and foreign

production propensities as conststent with the idea that large firms have a

competitive advantage vis-a-vis small firms in foreign markets. Vet, clearly,

it is not the only interpretation that may be given such a finding. Even

assuming that it reflects a positive causal relationship between domestic

and foreign size, and not just the influence of factors jo;ntly affecting

both, we do not know the line of causalityo Just as one can argue that

economies of domestic firm size enhance the firmls competitive position in

foreign markets, it is possible to argue that large foreign operations enhance

the firm's competitiveness in the home market.

To test the proposition that firm size and industry affiliation affect

the propensity to produce abroad we will relate the firmls size at home to

its size in foreign markets for each industry. By holding industry affiliation

constant we control for broad industry characteristics and alsa come claser

to using a relative size measureo

1 The advantage of finn size, as put by Dunnil!-g [1977], "is that which a
branch plant of a national enterprise may have over a de nova enterprise
(or over an existing enterprise breaking inta a new product area), again
producing in the same location. This arises because, while the branch plant
may benefit from many of the endowments of the parent company, for example,
access to cheaper inputs, knowledge of markets, centralized accounting proce
dures, administrative experience, R and D etc., at ze~o or low marginal cost,
the de nova firm will normally have to bear the full east." (Ibid,p.40l.)
Again, one may nate the failure of this sort of theory to explain how the
large firm came to acquire its current sizeo
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Due primarily to the small number of Swedish foreign investors (but

also to their product heterogeneity) an intra-industry analysis can only be

carried out within rather broad industry categories and with a very small

number of independent variables. The industry categories correspond to 2-3

digit SNI groupings. Six of the 10 industry groupings distinguished corre

spond to the (2 digit SEe) industry classification used by Horst in the above

mentioned study.l Three are combinations of 2 and 3 digit SNI groups (clothing,

chemicals and other manufactures) and a final category is made up of highly

diversified firms which cannat be fitted inta any of the other industry

groupings. 2 Even with such a crude industry classification the number of

observations in some industries is so small as to make the results rather

volatile. On1y four industry groups cantain 13 or more observations and of

these perhaps on1y one is a relatively homogeneous industry, namely, the

c10th; ng i ndustry. Therefore, i t i. s al so debatabl e whether one i s rea lly

using a very meanfngful measure of industry affil i.ationo

Table 6:3 shows the results of regressing firm size (SH)' measured as

volume of domestic sales, on the volume of exports (Sx) and foreign produc

tion (SQ) both overall and by industry. The product diversification measure

(Divo) is included to take account of inter- and intra-industry diversifica

tion. The expected influence of this variable is negative, while the expected

inf1uence of firm size is positive. Since the regressions are (again) in

double logarithmic form, the coefficients are elasticities. For size to be

associated with a higher propensity to sell and to produce abroad the elasti

city of exports and foreign production with respect to size must be greater

than unity.

l Horst, who had 20 industries, noted that there was no significant difference
between using 2 and 3 digit SEe classifications.

2 Firms are defined as diversified when their output in any one 2 or 3 digit
industry does not amount to at least 60 per cent of their total output.
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Table 6:3 Firm size and the vo1ume of exports and foreign

production by industry (1974)

Indep. variables
Oep. Const. SH Oiv. OF R2 F
var.

All firms *** ***
Sx -.78 l .02 94 .65 181 .65

(13.48)
*** ***

SQ -.62 .95 95 .57 128.41
(11 .33)

By industry
Textiles,

* *etc. Sx -.38 .91 10 .21 3.92
(l .98)

'** *
SQ .89 .75 -2.78 10 .30 3.62

(2.52) (1 .79)

** **Paper, pu1p Sx 2.43 .76 2.62 6 .61 7.31
(3.43) (1.28)

SQ .68 l .21 -9.29 6 .06 l .27
(l .29) (l .08)

Chemicals,
.89*** ***etc S .34 12 .60 20.98x (4.58)

SQ 1.07 .76** 12 .38 9.06**
(3.01 )

Primary
1.40** **metals Sx -5.59 5 .70 14.93

(3.86)
* *

SQ -8.21 l .51 5 .47 6.38
(2.53)

Metal *** ***products Sx 3.58 .65 7 .70 19.77
(4.45)

SQ -2.24 1.18** -4.75 **6 .63 7.82
(3.41 ) (1 .94)

Non-el. *** ***machinery Sx .68 .94 11 .53 14.51
(3.81 )

S -1.95 1.16*** 11 .73 32.83***Q (5.73)
conto
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cont.(Tab1e 6:3)

I'ndep. yari:ab les
Dep. Const. SH Div. OF R2 F
var.

*** * **El . Sx 2.83 .94 -4.14 2 .96 53.75
machinery (10.36) (3.06)

SQ 5.61 .82 -8.01 2 .55 3.49
(2.45) (1.61)

Transport *** ***equipment S l -2.34 l .15 4 .88 39.53
X- (6.29)

*** ***
SQ -.88 .97 4 .84 28.38

(5.33)
Other ** **manuf. Sx -.06 .89 10 .43 9.45

(3.07)
*** la ***

SQ l .07 .80 .45 10. 19
(3. 19)

Mixed *** ***; ndustry Sx -5.36 l .35 8 .66 18.61
(1 .28)

SQ -2.05 l .05 8 .04 l .40
(l .18)

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate sig-
nificance at the .10, .05 and .01 level respectively. R2 is corrected
for degrees of freedom (DF).
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In the regressions over all firms and industries domestic size has

a strong positive effect on both the volume of exports and the volume of

foreign production and Il explains" 'a considerab1e portion of inter-firm

variance in both (~2 = .53 and .73 respective1y)o The e1asticity of both

exports and forei"gn productfon wi'th respect to domestic size is very close

to unityo Thus, a l per cent increase in domestic size is associated with a

per cent increase in both exports and foreign productiono 1

The with;n tndustry regressions show that there is a positive re1ation

ship between domestic and foreign size in all industries and that this is

significant in most tndustrieso The elasti'cities of exports and foreign

production with respect to domestic size vary between .6 and 1.S.

Given the small number of firms in ~ach industry it would be hazardous

to make too much of industry,differences in the role of domestic sizeo

The general picture does not, however, support the idea that larger firm

size, either absolute size or size relative to the firm's industry, is

associated with a higher propensity to se11 or to produce abroad. Most

elasticities hover around unity implying that dom~stic and foreign size in

crease proportionately and, consequently, that there is no relationship

between domestic size and th~ propensity to se11 and to produce abroad.

The scatter plots in Figures 6:2 and 6:3 illustrate how smoothly exports

and foreign production increase with increasing domestic size.

l Tt is worth noting that although the relationship between domestic size
and exports was equally strong in a linear formulation, the relationship
between size and foreign production was very weak and barely significant.



Figure 6:2 Scatter diagram of exports against domestic size (log~rithmic values)
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Figure 6:3 Scatter diagram of foreign production against domestic size (logarithmic values)
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Product diversification (Div.) has not been inc1uded in the regressions

over all firms because of the high degree of multicollinearity between this

variable and domestic sizeo If it had been included, it would have been

significantly positive in the exports regression and insignificant in the

foreign production regression. It has been excluded from some of the within

industry regressions for the same reasono In no case was a.significant

coefficient excluded, however. Multtcollinearity was never severe when

diversification had the expected negative sign, which accounts for the nega

tive coefficient in most cases where the variable has been included. Of

course, a high multicollinearity between size and the degree of product

diversification is not surprising, since domestic size is just as much a

determinant of product diversification, or vice versa, as it is of geo

graphic diversification through exports and foreign production.

Since both domestic and foreign size depend positively on the firmls

competitive advantage, it is likely that the strong performance of the

domestic size variable in Table 6:3 in part reflects the common influence of

factors affecting competitive powero That, in turn, means that the elasticity

of exports and foreign production with respect to size is overestimated when

size is the only explanatory variableo

The simple correlations in Table 6:4 show that domestic size is indeed

related to the same firm and i.ndustry characteristics as foreign sizeo In

some cases these characteristics are as strongly correlated with domestic

size as they are with,especially,the volume of exports, which accounts for

their weak influence on the propensity to export in the analysis in Chapter 50

This is true of capital intensity, the age of foreign manufacturing and the



Table 6:4 Corre1ation coefficients: the vo1ume of exports, foreign production,and

domestic sales and the independent variab1es a

RD LS KL NR SH Divo SC YR

Sx 0025803 0033135 0040512 0034207 0081178 0068814 0073109 0051030

SQ 0035686 0038615 0020488 0013202 0075814 0054616 0052723 0070052

SH 0012136 0024911 0041280 0026343 1000000 0069686 0068611 0046507

RD LS KL NR SH Divo SC YR

RD l .00000 0033183 0.02260 -0811828 0.11517 0.17091 0010027 0.28210
LS 0.33183 1000000 0.30793 0.10173 0.22632 0.24857 0021393 0.14868
KL 0.02260 0030793 1.00000 0.46048 0.39912 0.34631 0.51099 0.07663
NR -0.11828 0.10173 0.46048 1.00000 0.26036 0.26573 0.51868 -0.00268

SH 0.11517 0.22632 0.39912 0.26036 1.00000 0.69228 0.68269 0.46729
Divo 0.17091 0.24857 0.34631 0.26573 0.69228 1.00000 0.52442 0.39671
se 0.10027 0.21393 0.51099 0.51868 0.68269 0.52442 l .00000 0,.35385
YR 0.28210 0.14868 0.07663 -0.00268 0.46729 0.39671 0,,35285 1.00000

a The- variables are in logarithmic form. 1974 values.

Definitions of variables are given on pp. 109 and 122.

-.......J
--'
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degree of product diversification. The regressions in Table 6:5 present

h . t lt e same plC ure.

Including other explanatory variables along with firm size in the ex

ports and foreign production regressions has the predicted effect on the

estimated relationship betv.Jeen domestic and foreign size. The elasticity of

exports with respect to size has fallen to .5, while the corresponding elas

ticity of foreign production has fallen to .7. Thus, instead of a zero re

lationship between dornestic size and exports and foreign production propen

sities, as in Table 6:3, we now have a negative relationship. The larger

the firrn is in the home rnarket, the srnaller it is in foreign markets rela-

tive to at horne. This result suggests that expansion in the horne market and

in foreign markets are alternative ways in which the firm can grow. 2

Although si.ze alone continue~\ to "exp'tain ll a major share of inter-firm

differences i'n the volume of exports and foreign production, other firm and

industry characteristics also continue to be irnportant. For example,

characteristics related to a competitive advantage, such as R&D and skill

l It comes as no surprise (cf. p. 88) that the determinants of the volume
of domestic sales and of exports should be rather more similar than the de
terminants of foreign production. The reason is that locational factors
which favor domestic production should have a positive effect on both SH
and Sx but a negative effect on SQ. In the regressions on SH and Sx the posi
tive effect of locational factors is fully captured - again due to multi
collinearity - by the scale economy variable. In the regression on SQ their
negative effect is shown by the role of capital intensity.

2 The performance of the product diversification variable is, however, dis
appointing in this contexto Since product diversification in the home market
is an alternative to geographic sales diversification, we would have expected
it to be more strongly correlated with domestic sales than with exports. In
stead, this variable, as measured here, is inextricably linked to the size of
domestic production generally, i.eo, both domestic sales and exports. It is
less strongly linked to the volume of foreign production, which is seen most
clearly when product diversification is plotted again~tforeign production and
exports respectively.



Table 6:5 Firm size and other determinants of foreign size (1974)

Independent variables
Depo -2varo Const. R&D LS KL NR se YR SH Divo OF R F

SH 4.15 NI NI o 15 -074 059*** 039** 3.00*** 91 063 34047***
(l .02) (1 .41 ) (4.86) (2.04) (5.38)

Sx -4.05 5.95 083 NI NI 051*** 036* .52*** 1053** 89 076 50 0 88***
(1 .69) (1.57) (4.24) (l .81 ) (4.92) (2.33)

SQ -4.87 7052** 1.81*** -032** NI NI 1029*** .71*** NI 91 .78 69 060***
(2.25) (3.60) (2.43) (6.79) (9.57)

NI = not included because t < l.

The numbers in_~arentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level
respectively. R is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

Definitions of variables are given in Table 5:6 on p. 122.
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intensity have an independent inf1uence on foreign size. The unabated im

portance of the YR variable in the foreign production regression is a1so

conspicuouso It confirms that domestic sales growth and growth through

foreign production do not occur in a parallel fashion. The longer the

firm has been producing abroad, the 1arger is foreign production relative

to domestic sales and production. An intertemporal interpretation of this

resu1t is that foreign growth exceeds domestic sales growth, once the firm

has established production abroad.

On the face of it, the negative effect of domestic size on the propensi

ty to produce abroad is paradoxical given fuat 1) size has been shown to

have a positive effect on whether, or when, the firm establishes foreign

production and 2) that YR has a positive effect on the propensity to pro

duce abroad. Given l) domestic size should also have a positive effect

on the volume of foreign sales relative to domestic sales, unless domestic

sales growth is more rapid than foreign sales growth after foreign pro

duction has been started. The latter is contradicted by 2), however.

The resolution of the paradox is, I think, that one should be careful

in interpreting the influence of size on when firms venture abroad.

The earlier results did not show that firms were the same size when they

first ventured abroad but only that the larger they are now, the more like

ly they are to have ventured abroad. Furthermore, domestic size, though a

significant factor, is only one of several factors which determine whether,

or when, to establish foreign productiono

Although the foregoing analysis has been too crude to allow us to dis

entangle the various ways in which domestic size interacts with foreign size,

it does point to some conclusions.

On the one hand, our findings contradiet the common notian that large
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firms invest relatively more abroad than small firms do, due to advantages

of firm size or oligopoly considerationso They also show that foreign invest

ment is by no means exclusively a large firm phenomenon.

On the other hand, the results are consistent with the proposition that,

one, there is a positive association between domestic and foreign size due to

the simultaneous dependence of both on factors "affecting them jointly and,

two, domestic size has a 5earing on whether, or when, firms venture abroado

Moreover, once production has been established abroad, the results suggest

that growth in foreign markets through local production exceeds domestic

sales growth, as one would expect if firms tend to exhaust the domestic

market prior to venturing abroad. They also indicate that domestic and

foreign sales expansion are alternative ways in which the firm can grow,

since the larger the firm has grown in the home market~ the less it has

grown in foreign markets relative to at home.

6e4 Comparisons with some related studies

The conclusions reached above are at some variance with those drawn in other

studies. For example, Wolf [1977J finds that the elasticities of foreign sales

and production propensities with respect to the domestic size of U.S. firms

are greater than unity, which conforms to his hypothesis that large firms

have a competitive advantage related to absolute size.

Wolf takes an approach similar to the one adopted here and views

geographic diversification and diversification into other product markets as

alternative ways in which the firm may expand beyond its original marketo

Using U.S. industry data he explains the propensity to export, to produce
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abroad and to diversify inta other industries by the average size of (the

larger)l firms in the industry and technical personnel intensity. The propen

si ty to export and to prod uce abroad ; s defi ned i n the same way as here, name-

ly, as sales and foreign production respectively relative to total sales in

the UvS. (by industry)u The industrial diversification propensity is defined

as the vo1ume of sales by firms in industry i outside industry i relative to

industry i sales.

Although Wolf is aware of the ambiguous causal relationship between,

e.g., domestic and foreign size, he nevertheless sees the former as a

determinant of the latteru Technical personnel intensity is assumed to re-

fleet a technological knowledge advantage. Both explanatory variables are

found to be positively related to each of the diverstfication propensities.

The highest explanatory value is obtained, however, when the dependent

variable is total diversification, i.e., the sum of the three propensities.

How can ene account for the fact that Wolf finds a positive relation

ship between size and the prepensity to export and to preduce abroad, while

we have found a negative relationship? Barring differences between U.S. and

Swedish firms on this score, the answer must be either that industry data

(especially average firm size) are not appropriate for this analysis or that

Wolf failed to include other industry characteristics which cause firms to

be large both at home and abroad. Wolf nates that it would have been pre

ferable to use firm data instead of industry data.

"r n ob t a i n i ng t he aver age s i ze o f f i rrn , t he srna Il es t f i rrn s i n t he
industry, accounting for rough1y 30 % of industry assets, were
elirninated so as to give a rnore meaningfu1 representation of the
average size of firm in an industry." (ibid, p. 181). It is hard to
see why this would be more rneaningfu1 and how it might affect the
results.
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Knrickerbocker [1973] and Caves [1974], in two rather different studies,

cite evidence in support of the lI o1igopoly theorylI of foreign investment.

Since we have played down, if not dismissed, the role of oligopoly factors

in explanations of multinational operations, it is worth observing that Knicke}

bockeris and Caves· findings do not necessarily contradict our own conc1usions.

KnickerbockerJs study was designed to test the hypothesis that foreign invest

ment was explainable by oligopolistic behavior. He calculates an entry con

centration index showing the extent to which the establishment of foreign sub

sidiaries is bunched in time. He finds this index to be positively correlated

with industry concentratinn, which is consistent with the idea that oligo

polistic firms establish foreign productian at the same time to prevent com

petitors from gaining a headstart in foreign markets. The entry concentration

index is negatively correlated with product diversity and R&D intensity.

This is taken to indicate that "oligopo1y reactionII is reduced when firms

have diverse investment opportunities, ioe., when they can diversify inta

other product markets at home, or when their competitive advantage is based

on know-howo

Knickerbocker·s results can be interpreted as consistent with an

"01igopo1y theory" of foreign i.nvestmento But they can a1so be given an inter

pretation which is consi'stent with the contention in Chapter 2 that 01igo

poly is not a necessary feature of the foreign investment process. For one

thing, as noted by Hufbauer [1973], the fact that the establishment of

foreign subsidiarfes is bunched in time need not imply oligopolistic be

havior but could also indicate that profitable investment opportunities

open up at the same time for all firms. For another, the positive relation

ship between industry concentration and the number of affiliates established

at a time may reflect the fact that large firms tend to invest more abroad,
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at 1east in absolute terms. Furthermore, the fact that some firms are able

to exp10it their competitive advantage through product diversification or

exporting does not say anything about "oligopo1y reactions ll
•

In a similar vein, one may question whether the positive relationship

found by Caves [1974] and reported on earlier (p. 146) between the dominance

of multiplant firms in an industry and the production share of U.S. firms

in the corresponding Canadian industry is sufficient evidence to support

his contenti.on that firm size and an oligopolistic market structure are part

and parce1 of the foreign investment process. The dominance of multiplant

firms in an industry indicates that firms in that industry tend to grow

through geographic sales diversification and that distant markets are more

profitably served through local productiono Caves J finding that such firms

are more likely to (eventually) set up praduction facilities in Canada

than firms in an industry characterized by economies of large plant size or

firms for whom diversification inta other product markets is a relatively

more attractive growth route makes sense. On ~ priori grounds it is not

clear why oligopoly conditions should be more prevalent in the former case

than in the latter.

6.5 "Old ll and "new" investors

The length of time that the firm has been producing abroad has been shown

to be one of the most important factors determining both the absolute and

relative volume of foreign productiano We have interpreted this as showing

that domestic and foreign expansi'on do not occur in a parallell fashion and

that, consequently, the firm's current size in foreign markets depends on

when it started growing. Age affects size then, both because growth costs
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mean that it takes time to grow large and, which is probably more important

in a long time perspective, because accumulated learning in the firm is

a function of the time integral of past output. But the year variable may

capture influences other than those having to do with the age of foreign

manufacturing. In parti cul ar, it may capture what are different characteristics

of "old" and "recent" investors respectively. The purpose of this section is

to examine this ambiguity.

Old and recent investors may differ in several respects. On the one

hand, firms just entering the multinational arena may merely be firms

whose growth process started later (or which were "born" later). They may

differ from established foreign investors only in age and, hence, in that

they have not yet had time to build up their foreign manufacturing opera

tions and not yet accumulated as much (firm-specific) learning.

On the other hand, recent entrants may differ from established, or

"ma ture", multinational firms in many other respects also, e.g., in innova

tiveness, industry affiliatton and rate of growth. One hypothesis might be

that innovativeness (knowledge of new products or processes) is relatively

more i.mportant in enabl fng fi'rms just venturi"ng abroad to compete through

foreign production than it is for already established multinational firms.

The reason i.s that recents entrants are at more of a disadvantage vis-a-vis

local producers in a foreign country than are firms which have been producing

abroad for a long time, since they have less knowledge about managing

multinational operations.

Furthermore, it is possible that new investors are firms which in

recent years have encountered trade barriers or unfavorable production costs

at home. For example, recent Swedish investors are to a large extent in

other industries than are old investors. Most of the pre-1960 investors are

in the chemicals, primary metals, metal products, non-electrical and electrical
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machinery industries, while a relatively large proportion of the 1960 l s and

1970's investors are in the food, textiles, paper and pu1p, paper products

and printing and transportation equipment industries. The latter group of in

dustries accounted for less than 2 per cent of total assets in foreign manu

facturing subsidiaries in 1960 and by 1974 this share had grown to c10se to

20 per cent.

Possible differences between old and recent investors may be analyzed

by running the same regressi'ons as in Chapter 5 for each group of investors

separately. In Table 6:6 fi'rms are di'vided inte those which established

foreign production in the period before 1960, in the period 1960-69 and

1970-74 respective1y. This grouptng corresponds to the interva1s of the year

variable (YR = O 1970-74, YR = l 1960-69, YR ~ 2 ..... n pre-1960). To de

termine the influence of the age of foreign manufacturing operations we still

inc1ude a year variable. For the pre-1960 investors it is defined as before

and indicates the decade before 1960 when foreign production was startedo For

more recent investors it is redefined and indicates the year in the 1960-74

period when foreign production was started (1974 = O, 1973 = 1, ... , 1960 = 14).

Some noteworthy results emerge from Table 6:6e First, the year variable

has the correct sign in the foreign production regressionso The fact that it

is significant not only for all investors as a group, but a1so for old

and more recent investors separately lends support to our initial hypothesis,

namely, that the age of foreign manufacturing affects its size. Thus, it

does not merely differentiate between the JJold JJ and JJrecent" investors sepa

rated in the table, although this distinction does appear to be an im

portant one, judging from the much higher significance of YR in the all

firms regression.

Second, we may note that recent entrants do appear to differ from
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Table 6:6 Determinants of the propens ity to se11 and to produce abroad:

old and recent investors~ (1974)

Dep. Independent variablesvar.
Const. R&D LS KL NR se YR OF R2 F

(Sx+SQ)/SH

** * * ;)38***87 ojo ***All -4035 7022 .96 -.15 l y06 NI 8077
fi rm~ (2.02) (l .82) (l. 06 ) (2.27) (3.85)

** ** * **pre- -6 062 3009 2002 -051 058 NI .64 23 .35 3.98
1960 (l . 15) (2.73) (2.26) (1 .06) ( l .99)

*** l ., 19** ***1960- -3.49 37 . 14 l u 06 NI NI -.55 33 .,29 4.77
1969 (2.75) (l .22) (2.32) (l . l O)

* *1970- -l ,,02 24 o 38 24 . 10 3.94
1974 (l .98)

QA/QH

** *** *** *** ***All -3035 3035 1,,04 -.40 NI -.,27 .72 88 .53 21.65
firms (l .05) (2.26) (3.24) (3.04) (7.69)
pre- ** * *** ** ***1960 -2,,59 3.32 2.28 -064 l .07 -.65 l .02 22 ,,52 5.99

(0.88) (2.06)(2.04) (l .25) (3.21 ) (2.11)
1960- -6.53 NI 1.05 -.53*** NI NI l . 11 35 .33 7.38***
1969 (1.40)(3.72) (2.37)
1970- -0.58 NI NI -.91*** NI NI 1.22***23 .45 11.46***
1974 (3.77) (3.38)

NI = not included because t < l.

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance
at the .10, .05 and .01 level respectively. R2 is corrected for degrees of
freedom (DF).

Definitions of variables are given in Table 5.6 on p. 122.
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established multinational firms. While differences in the relative volume of

exports and foreign production among older investors are related to differen-

ces in skill intensity, such differences among more recent investors are to

some extent explainab1e by variations in R&D intensity. Although the

coefficients are not highly significant, it appears that the competitive ad

vantage of recent investors to alarger extent is based on R&D activities.

But this advantage only affects their propensity to export (SX/SH)o It has

no effect on the propensity to produce abroad (SQ/SH). This differential

impact is consistent with our earlier finding that firms characterized by

a high R&D intensity are relatively more likely to supply foreign markets

through exports than through foreign productiono

With respect to the other characteristics we nate that· a low capital

intensity positively affects the volume of foreign production in the QA/QH

regression for each group of investors. This variable is especial1y signif

icant in the case of the 1960·s and 1970·s investors suggesting that firms in

labor intensive activities may, in fact, have gone abroad in this period in

search of cheaper labor. The dummy variable for the resource based industries

is significant on1y in the regressions for the 1960·s investors, reflecting

the fact that a number of companies in the paper and pulp industry went

abroad for the first time in that period.

Since the number of observations in these regressions is relatively small,

have examined bivariate plots of some of the variables to make sure that

the estimated relationships are not solely the results of a few extreme ob

servations. The plots broadly confirmed the picture in Table 6:5 0 For example,

in the plots shown in Figures 6:4-6:6 we see that there is almost no relation

ship between capital intensity and the relative volume of foreign production

for pre-1960 investors and a quite distinct negative re1ationship between
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these variables for more recent investors. The differences in capital inten

sity among recent investors is much larger and these differences help explai~

differences in the propensity to produce abroad. Moreover, the observations

in the respective tails of the fitted functions do not all belong in the

same industries, as one mtght have suspected (e.g., clothing and paper and

pulp at different ends of the spectruml, thus indicating that capital inten

sity is not merely another proxy for industry affiliationo

To conclude: The strong performance of the year variable in the all

firm regressions reflect the influence of the age of foreign manufacturing

operations. I interpret this to reflect, in part, the existence of growth

costs and, in part, that the firm's competitive advantage in foreign pro

duction is affected by learning. However, it also captures the fact that

the determinants of foreign production by more recent investors are not

quite the same as they are in the case of the older, more established

investors. For example, the influence of a high labor intensity on the propen-

sity to produce abroad is more evident among the former than among the latter.

6.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the role played by firm size and by the year when the firm

first ventured abroad have been analyzed. The results tell a rather interes

ting story about how firms grow international, a phenomenon which has not

been analyzed in quite this way before.

We started with the proposition that size in the home market affects

the firm1s choice between domestic and foreign sales but not its choice

between exports and foreign production, nor its ability to sell and to produ

ce abroad unless it is a proxy for a firm-specific advantage. Thus, the

larger the fi~ is relative to tts home market, the less profitable, pre-
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sumably~ it would be to expand its share of that market relative to entering

new product markets (diversification) or'new geographic markets (foreign

sales). Whether growth in foreign markets cornes from exports or foreign pro

ductian - given its competitive advantage - depends on relative production

costs at home and abroad~ on the advantages of concentrated productian due to

large minimal efficient plant size and on the existence of barriers to trade.

Given economies of concentr.ated production~ firms will choose to supply

foreign markets from home country plants until such economies have been ex

hausted, unless or until such gains from large scale productian are out

weighed by higher i'nput costs at home relative to abroad or by trading costs.

el early, for growing fi rms, the point at VJhich foreign productian becomes a

profitable alternative to domestic production will be an important determi

nant of the current volume of foreign productione

This line of theori'zing has been borne out by the empirical results. The

firmas size in the home market and the average plant size in the industries

in which it produces go a long way i.n explaining the volurne of exports. The

larger the firm is in the home market and the more important are economies

of large plant size, the more it tends to export. But in a comparison across

firms exports increase less than proportionately with increasing domestic

size indicating that firm size is not a source of - or a proxy for - a firm

specific advantage affecting competitiveness in foreign markets.

Domestic size also significantly influences whether firrns produce

abroad or not. The larger the firm is, the more likely it is to be producing

abroad. There is some8lidence that Swedish firms, especially in the smaller

size classes, are more likely to produce abroad than UoSo firms. This suggests

that it is the firm's size relative to the market, which determines the de

cision to produce a5road. Due to the smaller size of the Swedish market, in
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other words, Swedish firms find foreign production a profitab1e option at an

ear1ier stage than do U.S. firms. Prior to venturing abroad U.S. firms will

probably set up production in another state and, one may conjecture, will

at that point be smaller than a Swedish firm going abroad.

In addition, firm size affects the volume of foreign production but,

as in the exports case, the elasticity with respect to domestic size is

less than unityo That is, large firms do not have a higher propensity to

produce abroad than small firms doo Domesti'c size, rather than being a

major source of competitive advantage as has been commonly held, is mainly

a reflection of such an advantageo The dominant partial relationship between

domestic and foreign size appears to be one of substitution, since the larger

the firm has grown in the home market, the less it has grown in foreign

markets relative to at home.

The year of first foreign establishment is the single most important

factor influencing both the absolute volume of foreign production and foreign

producti~n relative to domestic production. It differentiates most notably

between rather old (pre-1960) and relatively recent (1960 J s and 1970·s), in-

vestors, but it h.as the predicted influence within these periods as well.

An intertemporalin~erpretation of the influence of this variable is

that domestic growth precedes growth through foreign production and that,

once the firm has established itself abroad, growth through foreign production

exceeds sales growth in th.e home market. This is a1so consistent with the

fact that Swedish foreign investors as a group have displayed a much higher

rate of growth abroad than at home in the 1965-74 period.

Looking at older and more recent investors separately they were found to

differ in ways that might have been expected. For one thing, differences in
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labor intensity play more of a role in explaining foreign production of firms

estab1ishing production abroad in the 1960·s and 1970 l s than of older inves-

torso This suggests that rising wages in Sweden relative to abroad in this

period has been a factor influencing the decision to go abroad among these

firms. Furthermore, the competitive advantage of relatively old (pre-1960) in

vestors is related to a high skfll intensity, whi1e the competitive ad

vantage of more recent investors. (1960 1 s and 1970·s respectively) appears

based on high R&D intensity. One way in which this might be explained is

that an innovative advantage is relatively more important in enabling new

firms to compete through foreign production than it is for already established

multinational firms. Although the older investors presumably had a similar

advantage in an earlier period, this advantage may become less crucial in

enabling the firm to substain multinational operations once it is established

abroad o

The above line of reasoning is highly conjectural on the basis of the

analytical results, but it is consistent with casual observation. Practi-

cally all of the very old and very large Swedish multinational firms were

founded on the basis of a Swedish invention or unique product developments.
1

Examples are roller bearings (SKF), the safety match (Swedish Match), the

refrigerator (Electrolux), telecommunications (LoM. Ericsson), separators

(Alfa Laval), pneumatic drills (Atlas Copco) and app1ications of gas energy

(AGA)o Not all of these companies have been able to sustain that level of

innovation.

l The early multinational empire of the Swedish Match Company was, however,
largely due to the financial dealings of its legendary owner, Ivar Krueger,
who managed to secure a match monopoly in a large number of countries in
Europe and Asia. Krueger's dizzying financial transactions brought a portion
of Swedish industry and the then prime minister tumbling down af ter Krueger
shot himself in 1932 (the "Krueger crash ").
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At the same time these examp1es, as we1l as other, more recent ones,

caution one against seeing current R&D expenditures as a very reliable in

dicator of an innovative advantage. Quite frequently firms are founded on

the basis of an invention and their current R&D efforts are not proportion

ate to those leading up to it.
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One of the chief areas of controversy surrounding multinational firms in

recent years has been the effect of foreign production on exports from the

investing country.1 Ooes foreign production replace home country exports or

does it encourage such exports? The question is central to such larger issues

as the implications of foreign investment for the balance of payments and for

the level and pattern of employment, or income, in the investing country. The

earlier analysis of the determinants of foreign production and exports has

laid the groundwork for an analysis of this question, to which we now turn.2

l .
In the 1960's concern regarding the effects of foreign investment focused

on the imp1ications for the ba1ance of pa)~ents. Reddaway's study for the
U.K. [1968] and Hufbauer's and Adler's study for the U.S. [1968] made it
c1ear that the ba1ance of payments effects depended critica11y on what as
sumptions were made regarding the effects of foreign production on exports.
S~bsequently, the problem was formulated in terms of the effect on domestic
employment of firms locating production abroad. But the problem is the same
in that it concerns the extent to which foreign markets can be served via
exporting from the horne country instead of via production abroad. See, also,
Dunning [1970], Horst [1974~ and Lipsey [1969, 1976a, 1976b].

2 Note that this is not a very meaningfu1 question in the framework of the
pure theory of international trade and investment, where an investment out
flow is assurned to automatically generate an export surplus. The export
surplus is the real capital outflow in this model. Furthermore, capital
exports -are always associated with an international re1ocation of produc
tion, from the capital exporting country to the capital importing country.
At the end of the chapter we will compare the implications of trade theory
with those to be discussed below, which are derived from the theory of the
firrn and which are independent of real adjustrnents by the economy as a
whole to a net rnonetary outflow.
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The preceding analysis has shown that the firmls exports and foreign

production are determined simultaneously and by essentially the same factors,

namely, by the firmls competitive power and by factors affecting the loca

tion of production. Increased competitiveness allows both higher exports and

foreign production. Increased barriers to trade,or increased production

costs in the exporting country relative to abroad, on the other hand, lead

to reduced exports and increased foreign production.

It bears repeating (cf. Chapter 4 and Appendix A) that the simultane

ous determination of exports and foreign production means that one cannot

speak of IIthe effect of foreign production on exportsIlo One can ask, how

ever, what would be the effect of quantity controls on foreign productiono

The volume of foreign production then becomes a policy parameter and, for

purposes of analysis, an exogenous variable o In what follows, therefore, we

are trying to answer the policy question whether exports are larger or

smaller than they would have been if foreign production had not been

allowed to change, holding all other factors constante

The analysis remains partial, ieee, it will be limited to the effect

of foreign production controls on the exports of the investing firm. Before

plunging into the empirica1 analysis,we will clarify the different inter

relationships between exports and foreign production that might exist

(Section 7. l) and also touch on the problems of estimating the effect of

foreign production controls on the volume of exports (Section 702). In

Appendix A, we show theoretically what the exports effects are in a model

which incorporates some of these interrelationships and give a more formal

treatment of issues relating to estimation.
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At the end of the chapter,we will discuss the relationship between the

effects of foreign production, or foreign investment, in a partial and

general equilibrium setting and also state the likely macroeconomic impli

cations of the partial exports effects analyzed in this chapter.

7. l The interrelationship between foreign productian and exports

Exports and foreign productian can interact in several different wayso

First, there is interdependence because the goods produced abroad may be

substitutes for or complements to exports in production or in consumptiono

Foreign production affects exports, then, because the lower foreign price

resulting from increased production abroad affects the demand for exportso

Second, quite apart from thE relationship between the gaods praduced

abroad and thase exported, foreign productian can affect factors which,

in turn, 'affect exports. For example, foreign production can affect foreign

demand generally,or it can affect the firm's overall competitiveness via

economies of firm size.

Substitution and complementarity

In the case of a single-product firm, facing a less than infinitely elastic

demand in foreign markets (and disregarding the indirect effects of firm

size to be discussed below), the relationship between exports and foreign

productian is one of substitution. The reason is that foreign production,

by making the aggregate foreign supply curve more eiastic, will make the

price abroad lower than it would have been with exports the only source

of supply. (Cf. Fig. 4:1.) Constraining foreign production, therefore,

should lead to a higher foreign price and an increase in exports.
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For a multiproduct firm there are further effects to consider. The goods

manufactured abroad may substitute for, complement,or be independent of the

firm's other exports (i.e., the cross-price elasticities of demand may be

positive, negative,or zero). Such interdependencies can exist both in produc

tion, as when different stages of production are located at home and abroad,

and in consumption. If the firm's other products (inputs and final goods) are

not independent, the lower price made possible through foreign production will

lead to decreased demand for substitute goods and increased demand for

complementary goods. In the former case there will be a further decrease in

the firmJs exports, while in the latter case increased exports of complemen~

ry goods wi"ll at least partly offset the reduction in exports of the goods

produced abroad o

Even though cases of independence, substitutability,and compl ementari ty

are all easy to envisage, on balance it is likely that foreign production is

complementary to the firm's exports of otner goods. A common pattern, in

practice, also seems to be for firms to produce some components or comple

mentary final products abroad or locate assembly operations abroad. For

example, practical ly all Swedish-owned foreign manufacturing subsidiaries

import some intermediate products from the parent group.

Several reasons argue for locating the final stage of production abroad.

First, an assembled product is often bulkier than the sum of its component

parts and therefore more expensive to ship. Second, assembly operations are

often relatively labor intensive, which should make foreign production

attractive to firms based in a capital exporting country like Sweden,where

wage rates are relatively high. Third, the tariff structure in most countries

imposes a higher tariff rate on finished products than on intermediate

products, so-called tariff escalation, presumably with a view to encouraging
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domestic production.

In general, it is unlikely that the firm will export products which are

c10se substitutes to the products produced in the same country, since the

factors which make local production profitab1e in the case of one are likely

to make it profitable in the case of the other. For example, transportation

costs, labor intensity and tariff levels probably differ less between close

substitutes, which by definition are fairlyalike, than between whol1y

different products, some of which may be complementary to the firm's other

lexports.

Consequent1y, the net effect of foreign production on the firm's exports'

of goods other than those that are produced abroad may often be positive,

thereby mitigating the decreased exports of the latter. On ~ priori grounds

it is difficult to say anything about the likely size of substitution and

complementarity effects.

Foreign production affecting the demand for exports general1y

A positive re1ationship between exports and foreign production could be ex

plained also by certain "institutional ll factors. One such factor, which is

far from unimportant in practice, is host country policy requiring that at

least part of a firm's loca1 sales be supplied from local production or,

l It is, of course, possible that firms produce, e.g., a lower qu~lity,
lower priced product abroad and export a higher quality, higher priced sub
stitute product. But what would make foreign production profitable in the
case of one dnd not the other? One reason might be that the lO\Jcr priced
items are produced by less skilled and, hence, less expensive foreign labor.
A reinforcing reason is that any given level of tariffs and transportation
costs will raise the final selling price of the lower priced goods relative-
ly more than that of the higher priced goods abroad. Barriers to trade
would then be a relatively more effective deterrent to exports of the for
mer than of the latter. Still, it is doubtful that the pattern of producing
different quality lines is prev31ent enough to explain most foreign invest
ment.
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more subtly, a policy of discriminatory government purchases which favors

local producers. This may be motivated by considerations of national defense

(as is the case with, e.g., telecommunication products) or be part of a con

scious economic development strategy (as is common in many less developed

countries). Usually such requirements are applied only to part of the firm's

potential sales in the country, permitting the remainder to be supplied

through imports - provided that the firm, in fact, produces locally. In such

cases the effect of foreign production on exports is, of course, wholly pos

itive, since trade restricti'ons on products produced locally are prohibitive

and all imports are contingent on such local productton.

Foreign demand can also be affected without government intervention by

whether or not the firm is producing locally. Buyers may view local produc

tion as a commitment to that particular market, a guarantee for reliable

and speedy delivery, or ensuring continuity of service, repair, etc. If

this is so, the foreign demand curve for the firm 1 s products should shift

out as the firm establishes local production. Goodwill created in this way

can also benefit products supplied by the firm through exports to the foreign

market and cause demand for these to increase as well.

Economies of firm size

Another potentially important reason why there may be a positive relation

ship between exports and foreign production - at least in the long run 

derives from the economies of firm size which were briefly touched upon in

the foregoing chapter. An important kind of such economies is related to the

fact that firms do not face a given demand for their products and that the

most efficient production techniques are not costlessly known and available
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to them. Instead, firms expend resourees to provide information about their

products,or otherwise inerease demand for their eurrent or eontemplated

output,as well as to obtain information about what to produce and the least

eostly way to produce it.

All of these aetivities involve an investment eost to the firm. The

amount that it will pay the firm to invest in them depends positively on the

volume of sales, since larger sales mean that the chosen investment eost can

be spread over alarger volume. For example, information about productian

techniques, goods or faetor markets can, onee it has been obtained, be made

available at no or little additional eost to all manufaeturing plants and

sales divisions of the firm. Similarly, an advertising eampaign benefits

directly all the produets being advertised and sometimes indireetly the

firm's other produets through goodwill. established for the firmls brand

name. The building up of a distribution network also involves a large fixed

cost. Although unlike information it does not have the eharacteristics of a

public good within the firm (the marginal cost of additional use is not zero),

it involves eomparatively low operating eosts. 1 Together these constitute

economies of larger firm size.

Since the effeet of allowing foreign produetion (ef. Figure 4:1), is to

make not only foreign sales but total sales of the firm larger than they

otherwise would have been, foreign production enables the firm to take ad-

vantage of economies of firm size. Compared to a situation where the firm is

constrained to domestic growth, e.g., through produet diversification, the

firm can grow larger in what it knows best how to produce and market. It then

pays the firm to invest more in advertising, R&D, a speeialized and geo-

l The large fixed costs derive, inter alia, from indivisibilities in the
construction and maintenance of warehouses, automated handling of goods,
etc. (Horst [1974a]).
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graphically dispersed distribution network, etc., all of which benefits not

only the manufacturing subsidiaries abroad but to varying degrees benefits

also the firmls domestic sales and exports as well. Of course, the effect

on exports of foreign production through enhanced competitive power, though

potentially important, is more indirect than the other effects discussed'

above.

7.2 The lI alternative position" and problems of estimation

The controversy regarding the effects of foreign production on exports has re

volved around the question of what would happen "in the alternative position ll
,

i.e., what would happen if foreign production by home country firms did

not occur. An extreme position was taken by Reddaway [1967, 1968] in his

pilot study of the effects of U.K. foreign investment. Reddaway disposed

of the potentially negative effect of foreign production on exports by

simply assuming that the alternative to production abroad by U.K. firms

would have been broadly the same output by non-U.K. firms, in which

case U.K. exports would have fallen off in any case. Hufbauer and Adler

[1968] in their study of the effects of U.S. direct investment used three

alternative assumptions regarding what would happen in the abs~nce of

foreign production by U.S. firms and showed how sensitive the estimated

effects on exports were to a change in assumptions.

Here we will use the model presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix A

to estimate the effects on exports of allowing foreign production by

regression analysiso Our regression equations capture the different kinds

of Il effects ll discussed in this chapter, except those arising via economies

of firm size o An explicit analysis of such indirect effects requires an

enlarged simultaneous-equation model, where variables affecting competitive
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power are themselves partly determined within the model.

We have already (in Chapter 5) estimated the determinants of the re-

lative volume of exports and of foreign production by reduced-form equa-

tians. What we will now do is to estimate the "quas i-redueed form" with

foreign production as a further explanatory variable. In this analysis,

where the foreign production coefficient will show the partial effect of

exogenous ehanges in foreign production on exports, the lI alternative posi-

tion" is represented by firms which produce relatively less abroad or by

countries in which firms produce relatively less, holding constant all

other determinants of inter-firm and inter-eountry differences in exports.

In estimating the effect of changes in hypothetical foreign produc-

tion controls it is essential that foreign produetion can be treated as an

exogenous variable. 2SLS-estimation allows us to do so. By using the esti-

mated value of foreign production instead of the actual value, foreign pro-

duetion becomes an exogenous variable in the exports equation and the am-

biguous causal relationship that would otherwise exist is eliminated.

Earlier econometric work on this topic has used OlS to estimate the

effeets of foreign production on exports. 1 We will, therefore, present the

results of both OlS- and 2SlS-estimation for comparison purposes and to

see what may be learned thereby. Although estimation by 2SlS is, in theory,

superior to OlS in estimating simultaneous-equation systems, at least in

relatively large samples, it is possible that the choice of estimation

technique is not essential given the crudeness of data and the incomplete

ness of our model. However, to the extent that the results of the two

methods differ, we will interpret the 2SLS estimates as showing the partial

effect on exports of exogenous changes in foreign production. We will

l See the work by Horst [1974] and Lipsey and Weiss [1976], which will be
referred to further belowo
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interpret the OlS estimates as incorporating the influence of omitted

variables and of two-way causation.

7~3 Empirical results

The simple relationship between exports and foreign production by Swedish

firms

As a backdrop to our analysis of the effect of foreign production controls

on exports, let us look at the simple relationship between exports and foreign

production by Swedish firms. Often inferences regarding the effects on exports

of allowing foreign production are made on the basis of such a simple rela

tionship. This is fundamental ly misleading, as we have stressed above,

since the observed association may solely reflect the influenee of third

factors which jointly affect exports and foreign production. Furthermore, it

leaves open the line of causation.

In Table 7:1 we ean diseern a negative relationship between the rate of

growth of total Swedish exports and of foreign production by Swedish firms in

different countries. Export growth has been relatively modest to eountries in

whieh the rate of growth of foreign production has been relatively high, e.g.,

in the EEC, in Europe outside the trading blocks (especially Spain), and in

Latin America. The negative relationship between export growth and foreign pro

duetion growth is strongest in the 1965-70 period, where the Spearman rank

correlation is -.65 and significant (at the 5 %level). In the later period

other factors apparent ly interfere. The relationship, though still negative,

is weak (Spearman rank correlation -.20) and no longer signifieant. We can

interpret this negative relationship as showing the influence of locational

factors affecting exports and foreign production in opposite directions.
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Table 7:1 Net sales by foreign manufacturing affiliates relative to

Swedish exports by region 1970 and change 1965-70, 1970-74

Plffi l i ate
net sales (%) Percentage change
Total foreign Affiliate net
sales sales Swedish exports

1970 1965-70 1970-74 1965-70 1970-74

Industria1 countries 29 83 93 66 96
- - - - -

EEC 42 103 96 52 87

EFTA 15 92 78 79 97

of which--------
Nordic countries 12 120 94 79 93

Other Europe 11 327 368 39 175

North America 37 16 94 76 83

of which--------

U.S. 36 9 89 70 79

Other industrial
countries a 42 104 74 40 124

Less Developed
countrles 31 76 78 92 140

Africa 5 10 224 128 74
Asia 22 7 26 94 162

Latin America 49 131 90 69 121

World 29 82 91 69 101

Affiliate net sales are total sales by manufacturing affiliates less
imports from Swedish parent firms. Total foreign sales comprise affiliate
net sales plus total Swedish exports. Swedish exports exclude exports to the
Eastern European countries.

a Australia, New Zealand, South Africa.

Source: TablesC:5 and C:6 in Appendix C and Utrikeshandel, Del 2.
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By contrast, the simple corre1ation between the relative volume of

exports and foreign production by ~ifferent firms in 1974, in log form as be

before, is strong1y positive (.41). In a comparison across firms, factors

making for a positive re1ationship between exports and foreign production,

e.g., differences among firms in competitive power, evident1y dominate.

The partia1 effect of foreign production on exports

MUltiple regression analysis al10ws us to estab1ish the partia1 effect of

(exogenous) changes in foreign production on exports when other explanatory

variables are held constant. Table 7:2 presents such regressions for cross-

sections over firms. Both OlS and 2SlS estimates of the exports effects of

foreign production are shown. The estimated value of foreign production
,1'\

(SQ/SH)' used in the 2SlS exports equation,comes from the estimates presented

in Chapter 5. The only difference between the quasi-reduced form of the ex

ports equation in Table 7:2 and the ear1ier reduced form is that the foreign

production variable has replaced the YR variable. YR is our instrumental

variable, i.e., the variable which makes the foreign production equation

separately identifiable from the exports equation and allows the use of 2SLS

estimation. 1

The estimated "effect" of foreign production on exports is seen to be

highly dependent on the method of estimation. According to the OlS estimate

the partial effect is positive and significant and indicates that a 1 % in-

crease in the foreign production ratio is associated with a .2 % increase in

the exports ratio. (The coefficients in the log equations are elasticities.)

But according to the 2SLS estimate changes in foreign production have no

l .
Cf. Append~x A.



Table 7:2 The effect of foreign production on exports overall (Cross-firm regressions)

Est. Oep. Independent variables

method var. Const. R&O lS Kl NR SC SQ/SH OF R2 F

OlS SX/SH -1.82 5.46 NI NI .90* .15 .23*** 89 .25 8.83***
(l .63) (1 .83) (1 . 50) (3.49)

2SlS SX/SH -2.69 7.03 NI NI .85 .22* .17 88 .20 6.69***
(l . 58) (l .54) (l . 92) (l .32)
-

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l.

The nurnbers in_~arentheses are t-va1ues. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level
respective1y. R is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

Definitions of variables are given in Table 5:6 on p. 122.

N
o
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significant effect on exports.

The same results are obtained in pooled firm and country regressions,

as shown in Table 7:3. OlS estimation yields significant and positive coeffi

cients, between .2 and .3, while 2SlS yields insignificant coefficients.

Comparing the OlS and 2SlS regressions we find, moreover, that the

insignificant effect of foreign production is the only major difference

between the estimates. The influence of the other variables in the re

gre~sions is about the same. The coefficients retain both their values and

their significance in the 2SlS estimates. The higher explanatory power of

the DlS regressions, therefore, is mainly due to the contribution of the

foreign production variable.

What can we make of these results? I interpret the 2SlS estimates as

showing that we have been unable to establish that foreign production has

any effect on exports once we have eliminated the influence of two-way cau

sation, i.e., the influence which runs from exports to foreign production,

and of omitted variables. The DlS estimate, on the other hand, can hardly be

given a causal interpretation. All we can say is that the foreign production

coefficient in the OlS estimate shows influences which are not captured by

the other explanatory variables in the regressions. It is, of course, pos

sible that these influences include indirect effects of foreign production

which are not captured by our regression model, e.g., effects via economies

of firm size. But we cannot tell.

Since the expected effect on aggregate exports is the net effect of the

opposing influences on complementary and substitute exports, it is possible

that the insignificant results (in 2SlS) are due to these effects cancelling.

Dur next task, therefore, is to see whether we can establish a differential

impact of foreign production on exports of substitute and complementary prod-



Table 7:3 The effect of foreign production on exports to different countries. All firms and firms with more than

5 manufacturing affiliates abroad 1974 (Pooled firm and country regressions.)

Est. Dep.
method var.

Independent variables
Const. R&D LS Kl NR SC GOP GDP/cap. TU w,/WHJ

SQ/SH OF R2
F

All fi rms

OlS
C"..)x
SH

-17.77 NI l .18**
(2.10)

-.27
(1.79)

1.15***
(3.24)

.32***
(3.48)

.32***
(4.62)

.54***
(3.59)

1.75***
(5.85)

NI .29
(6.03)

267 .33 18.16***

2SlS
SH

~
-19.13 NI l .35**

(2.03)
-.32**

(1.98)
1.22***

(3.17)
.30***

(2.87)
.33***

(4.25)
.53***

(3.35)
1.75***

(5.52)
NI .21

(l .62)
271 .25 12.66***

.38 12.53***

.41 13.86***

161

160

.10
(0.85)

.19***
(2.97)

2.10*** .79***
(5.56) (4.33)

2.05*** .62**
(5. l O) (2.09)

NI

.15
(0.55)

.32***
(3.67)

.27***
(3.00)

.59***
(4.39)

.61***
(4.67)

l .80***
(3.47)

1.73***
(3.49)

-1.56***
(4.42)

-1.54***
(4.83)

4.24***
(4.26)

-20.99 NI

-28.27 -2.56 5.09***
(1.03) (4.07)

OlS

Firms with more than 5 affi1iates

Sx
SH

Sx

~
2SlS

Definitions of variables are given in Tables 5:6 on p. 122 and 5:8 on p. 134.

NI = Not inc1uded in the regressions shown because t < 1.

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 1eve1 respectively.
-2
R is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

N
o
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ucts and whether these effects, in fact, tend to cancel.

The effect on exports of substitutes and complements

There are two alternatives apen to us in defining goods which are substitutes

for and complementary to foreign production. One is to define parent exports

of goods for further processing by the foreign affiliate as complementary

exports and all other exports as net substitutes. The other is to define

total parent exports to manufacturing affiliates, whether for processing or

resale, as complementary and the remainder, i.e., exports to sales affili-

ates and to independent buyers, as net substitutes.

The first definition, clearly, is a very narrow definition of comple

mentary productso Go~ds for further processing by the affiliate are in

disputably complementary to the affiliateJs outputo Goods for resale by the

manufacturing affiliate can also be complementary but need not be. In practi

ce, they often areo Manufacturing affiliates of Swedish engineering firms,

for example, often have sizeable imports from their parents of final goods,

which are installed along with the products produced abroad in larger

systemso l Prominent examples are dairy plants and industrial air con

ditioning systemso In general, it is unlikely that exports which are closely

substitutable for the products produced abroad should be channeled through

the manufacturing affiliate. (ef. p. 195.) We therefore choose the wider

definition of complementary exports, i.e., as all exports to manufacturing

affiliates whether for further processing or resale. Remaining exports are

defined as net substitutes,or non-complementary, since they may mainly con-

1 Installation is not included in foreign manufacturing, as defined in this
study. Installation, service and repair are activities which have to be
supplied locally and which do not presume local manufacturing. They are
carried out by both manufacturing and sales affiliates.
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sist of goods which are independent in use ..

Complementary exports according to the wider definition was only 14 %

of total parent exports in 1974. However, they make up alarger fraction in

countries where each parent has a manufacturing affiliate, both because in-

termediate goods are exported to the affiliate and because final goods are

channelled through the affiliate, especially when the parent does not have

sales affiliates in the same country as well. l

Tables 7:4 and 7:5 show what happens to the effect estimates when

exports are disaggregated into substitute and complementary products in re-

gressions across firms and in pooled firm and country regressions. Again,

both 2SLS and OlS estimates are showno We see that foreign production indeed

exerts a differential impact on the two kinds of exportso In the firm cross

sections only the positive effect on complementary exports is significant in

2SLSo In the pooled firm and country cross-sections the differential impact

is much more evident.

Interestingly, in Table 7:5, 2SLS estimation yields significant coef

ficients for foreign production with the expected si·gn. Although the coef

ficient is only just significant (at the la % level) in the regression on

l . ..
Complementary exports wlll tend to be overestlmated relatlve to non-com-

plementary exports when the parent does not have sales affiliates in the
same country, since alarger fraction of parent exports will tend to be
channelled through the affiliate in such cases. (Alternatively, the latter
is underestimated relative to the former when the parent does.) This will
be true of relatively small exporting firms and of relatively small markets
for the large exporting firms. The implied bias will, if anything, serve to
weaken the expected positive relationship between foreign production and
complementary exports. Tt wouId, if small exporting firms have a low propen
sity to produce abroad and if all firms have a low propens ity to produce in
small markets and if these differences are not captured by our other explan
atory variables, since the hypothesis that we are testing is that the larger
the relative volume of foreign production is, the larger is the relative
volume of complementary exports.



Table 7:4 The effect of foreign production on exports of "substitute" and "complementary" products

overall. (Cross-firm regressions)

Est. Oep. Independent variables

method var. Const. R&O lS KL NR SC SQ/SH OF R2 F

OlS
SXS

-1.84 3.70 NI NI .80 . 14 .21*** 88 .18 6.03***-S-
H (l .04) (l .53) (1 .31 ) (3.01 )

2SlS
Sxs

-2.81 5.07 NI NI .74 .21* . 15 87 .14 4.72***
SH (1.09) (l .28) (l .80) (l .08)

OlS
Sxe

-1.94 14.39*** NI -.33 1.64** NI .38*** 80 .28 9.31***
SH (2.82) (1 .34) (2.20) (3.61 )

2SLS
SXC

-.13 13.86** NI NI l .86** -.28 .49** 77 .24 7.30***
SH (2.15 ) (2.29) (1 .66) (2.57)

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l.

The numbers in_~arentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level
respectively. R is corrected for degrees of freedom (DF).

"Complements": Sxe = exports to manufacturing affiliates for resale or further processing.

"Substitutes": sXS = Sx - SXS' i.e., non-complementary exports.

Definitions of other variables are given in Table 5:6 on p. 122.

N
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Table 7:5 The effect of foreign production on exports of "su bstitute" and "complementary" products to different

countries. (Pooled firm and country regressions.)

Est. Oep. Independent variables
method var. Const. R&D lS Kl NR SC GOP GOP/Cap. TU wj/WH SQ/SH OF R2 F

OlS
Sxs

-14.31 5.21* NI NI l .92** NI .59*** .34* 2.45*** NI NI 217 .33 18.89***s;- (.177 ) (5.41 ) (7.00) (1.83) (6.63)

2SlS
Sxs

-18.61 5.49* 1.34 NI 1.93*** NI .67*** .12 2.54*** .25 .28* 216 .33 14.66***-s;- (1.69) (1.37) (5.46) (6.95) (6.73) (1 .07) (1 .83)

OlS
Sxc

-8.75 5.68** NI -.50** l .29*** .25** ru .63*** .88*** NI .72*** 254 .39 24.77***SH- (2.43) (2.47) (2.67) (2.03) (3.39) (2.63) (11 .37)

2SlS
Sxc

-10.43 5.18* NI -.68*** 1.41** .26* NI .61*** .93** NI .67*** 256 .13 6.70***s;- (l .77) (2.82) (2.41 ) (l .70) (2.76) (2.18) (4.08)

NI = Not included in the regressions shown because t < l

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. *, **, *** indicate significance at the .10, .05 and .01 level
respectively.

"Complements": Sxe = exports to manufacturing affiliates for resale or further processing.

"Substitutes": Sx = Sx - SXS' i.e., non-complementary exports.

Definitions of the other variables are given in Tables 5:6 on p. 122 and 5:8 on p. 133.

N
o
1...0
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SXS/SH' it shows that production abroad has a negative impact on exports of

"su bstitutes", such that a l % increase in the relative size of foreign manu-

facturing causes a .3 %reduction in the relative size of exports of substi

tutes. The corresponding effects on exports of complements is larger, posi-

tive,and much more significant. It shows that a l % increase in foreign

production leads to a .7 %increase in complementary exports.

Given the very wide definition of net substitutes, it is hardly sur-

prising that the estimated substitution effect is quite weak. It is, never-

theless, noteworthy that the 2SlS estimate indicates that there is a sub

stitution effect at all.

The strong positive effect on complementary exports both in the 2SlS and

in the alS estimates is also remarkable. It even turns out that the highly

significant and positive relationship between foreign production and exports

in the earlier OlS estimates of the overall effect is wholly the result of

the positive relationship between foreign manufacturing and complementary

exports. Exports to non-affiliated customers and to sales affiliates are un-

affected by the presence of manufacturing affiliates in a country according

to the OlS estimates in Table 7:5. 1

The stronger differential impact on complementary and non-complementary

exports in the cross-country regressions is probably due to the fact that

foreign production (mainly) affects exports to the country of production

and not to other countries. In an analysis of the firmJs overall exports

this effect becomes diluted and, especially in the case of the smaller in-

l Regressions were also run using the more narrow definition of comple
mentaryexports. They also showed a differential effect. But the difference
was less marked and the explanatory value of the regressions as a whole
were lower suggesting that the wider definition is the more appropriate
one in our case.
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vestors, possibly swamped by other inf1uences.

In Figures 7:1 and 7:2, which show plots of complementary and non-com-

plementary exports respectively against foreign production in different

countries, we can see that the differential effect that we have estimated

in the multiple regressions corresponds to distinct differences in the sim--

ple relationships between these variables. Zero export values are also

plotted, even though they are not included in the regressions, and

appear as a band along the foreign production axis at a very low value

of the exports ratioo l The simple correlation coefficients are 056 for

II complements" and .03 for "substitutes ll (excluding zero values)o The

corresponding plots against the estimated value of foreign production,

not presented, show much less variation in foreign production and much

l At this point we should mention a technical fact which affects the
estimates and also illustrates the sensitivity of the results to
the range of data points included in the analysis. A number of observa
tions (approximately 50 in each have been excluded from the cross-country
regressions because the dependent variable was zero, which, of course, be
comes an infinitely large negative number in log form. On a priori grounds,
zero exports should be included as weIl as near zero exports (relative to
home sales). However, regardless of which way one attempts to deal with
these observations here, an element of arbitrariness enters the analysis
and the results are changed. (Adding a constant to the exports and foreign
productian ratios, e.g., (SX/SH)+l, alters the relationship between the
non-zero values. Setting zero values of the exports ratio equal to a low
positive number gives these observations a very heavy weight, which strong
ly affects the estimated relationships. The extent to which they affect
the estimates in the latter case, of course, depends on which value one
assigns these observations.) We have chosen to omit them and, in so doing,
assume that zero values can be represented by near-zero values of the ex
ports ratio. (We have made an analoguous choice in not including Swedish
firms which do not have foreign production and in not including countries
in which firrns do not produ~e.)

Although this seems the preferable method for the purpose of ascertaining
the partiaI relationship between producing in and exporting to a country, it
does change the influence of some of the other variables in the equations.
The positive influence of R&D intensity and the reduced influence of skill in
tensity in Table 7:5 compared to in Table 7:3 can to same extent be traced to
the eharacteristics of the excluded observations. Quite of ten, particularly in
the non-complementary exports equations, the excluded firms are relatively
small firms with a low propensity to export in general and characterized by
a low R&D and skill intensity. Yet, the influence of the other variables is
changed less with the method chosen than one where the zero observations are
given the weight illustrated in Figures 7:1 and 7:2 0
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less of a relationship between the plotted variableso The simple correla

tion is also 50 %lower o

Returning to Table 7:5,we may also note that while demand character

istics such as foreign market size (GDP) and EFTA membership (TU) are impor-

tant determinants of differences in non-complementary exports, they have

no influence on complementary exports. In the equations for the latter, the

relative volume of foreign production appears to be the relevant demand

factor instead. 1 The estimated value of foreign production in the 2SlS

regression is much less significant in this role than the actual value in

the OlS regression, which accounts for the much lower explanatory power of

the former. A possible reason is that the foreign production variable has

been poorly estimated. Another reason may be that the OlS estimates actually

capture certain "effects" of foreign production,which our 2SlS equations

do not.

As noted earlier, the foreign production variable in the OlS regressions

probably, in part, reflects the influence of omitted variables. It can be

argued that some of these omitted variables are ones that are relevant to

an assessment of the effect of constraints on foreign production. Examples

are host country trade policy creating "complementarity" between exports and

foreign production or effects on foreign demand of a 10cal presence, neither

of which are captured by our estimating equations. Before dismissing the

highly significant OlS estimates, we therefore need to compare the results

obtained by the different methods furthero As we have seen, it is not a

matter of indifference whether one accepts the OlS or 2SlS estimates of the

effects of foreign production on exports, a finding which calls into question

the results obtained in ear1ier single-equation studies.

l Recall that foreign production is defined net of imports from parents, so
there is no definitionaI relationship between the two variables.



Figure 7:1 Scatter diagram of the propensity to export non-complementary products against

the propensity to produce in different countries (logarithmic values)
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Figure 7:2 Scatter diagram of the propensity to export complementary products against
the propensity to produce in different countries (logarithmic values)
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Comparisons of the different estimates

Table 7:6 summarizes the results in this chapter and also presents

the estimated effects in terms of absolute values, a form which is in-

tuitive1y easier to graspe Thus, along with the estimated e1asticities of

the exports ratio with respect to the foreign production ratio we show the

change in the different kinds of exports which follows from a unit change in

the volume of foreign productiono It allows us to compare the effect of

a l dollar increase in foreign production on total exports with the effect

on complementary and non-complementary exports.

Absolute values are obtained by multiplying the export elasticity

by the size of the export ratio relative to the size of the foreign produc
Sx SQ l

tion ratio, ieee, by -s-= / ~ e Since the export effects are not linear
H H

functions of the volume of foreign production, the calculated effects only

hold for the particular value for which they have been calculated. Table

7:6 shows how large these effects are when the export and foreign production

ratios are equal to their mean values.

80th OlS and 2SLS estimates are showne Thus, we can again compare the

rather large positive effects obtained in th.e OlS estimates with the relati-

vely modest ones from the 2SlS estimates. According to the latter, a l dollar

increase in foreign production leads to an increase in complementary exports

overall of 10 cents. Although there is no offsetting negative effect on non-

complementary exports, this effect does not show up in total exportso Evident

ly, it is not strong enough to do so, given that complementary exports are

such a small fraction of total exports.

The effect on complementary exports to countries in which the firm

actually has manufacturing is somewhat larger, 15 cents. It is partly off-

1 . al dy dx y dy
. From the funct:on y = aOx .we have al = --/-- and al x = dx. The conversior
~n our case requ~res that SH ~s constant. y x
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Table 7:6 The estimated effects of a l dollar increase in foreign production
on the average firmls own exports overall and to individual
countries

Elasticitya Derivativeb

Mean
Variable value OlS 2SLS OlS 2SlS

Overall:

SQ/SH 02187

SX/SH 06065 023 n. s. 064 n. s.

SXS/SH u4966 021 n.s. u48 n. s.

Sxe/SH 00429 038 049 ,,08 o10

To individual

countries:

SQ/SH 00523

SX/SH 00373 029 n. s. u20 n.s.

SXS/SH 00172 n.s. -,,28 n.s. -u09

Sxe/SH .0113 072 067 o16 •15

a Equals the regression coefficients in Tables 7:4 and 7:5. Only significant
coefficients are shown.

b Estimated at mean value.

n.s. = not significant.
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set by a negative effect on non-complementary exports of 9 cents. Although

the net effect of these opposing influences is positive on average, it is

not very large and the estimated effect on total exports shows that it is

not significantly different from zero.

By contrast, the OlS estimates of the overall effect on exports of

foreign production, seem unreasonable. They show that the positive effect on

total exports comes mainly from increased non-complementary exports. It also

shows that this effect is stronger on aggregate exports than on exports .to

countries in which there is manufacturing. This result, clearly, runs counter

to ~ priori considerations, which suggest that the positive effect on total

exports should appear mainly in the form of increased complementary exports

and should, furthermore, be most visible in exports to countries in which the

firm actually produces.

To conclude, our empirical analysis shows that the choice of

estimating technique does affect the estimates. Tt confirms our ~ priori

expectation that 2SlS estimation is preferable to OlS for an analysis of the

effects of allowing foreign production on exports, even though the former, in

our case, probably does not capture all effects of foreign production. The re

sults show also that changes in foreign production have a significant effect

on exports. The positive effect on complementary exports exceeds the negative

effect on non-complementary exports, suggesting that the net effect of an in

crease in foreign production on the firmls total exports is positive on average.

In addition to the effects indicated by the foregoing analysis account

should be taken of the indirect effects of foreign production on the firmJs

competitive power due to economies of firm size. Such effects, which are not

captured by our estimates, may be quite important in practice, perhaps

especially to firms operating from a small home base,as Swedish firms doo

Multinational operations have meant that many Swedish firms have been able to
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grow considerably larger than t~ey would have if they had been confined to

domestic production,and there is no doubt that advantages of firm size con-

tribute to the current export prowess of many of them. However, these

effects are likely to be more important in a longer time perspective. For

marginal changes in foreign production they are probably not very large

relative to the ones we have esti~ated, alt~ough they should enhance some-

what the positive effect that we have found on the firm's exports.

7.6 Related studies on the exports effects of U.S. direct investment

There have been a host of empirical studies dealing with the exports effects

of foreign manufacturing. 1 Here we will focus only on the following econo

metric studies, namely, one by Horst [1974] and two by Lipsey and Weiss [1976],

because they are similar to the present one and the results, therefore,

readily comparable with one another. They are among the very few studies which

attempt to determine the partial effect of foreign production, while holding

constant other factors (firm, industry and country characteristics) simulta

neously affecting both. 2

A number of other studies, e.g., Business International [1970] and the

U.S. Tariff Commission [1973] have drawn conc1usions about the effect of

foreign production on exports merely by comparing the superior export

performance of multinational firms relative to that of non-multinatio-

nal firms, without regard to other determinants of such differences - what

Horst [ibid] terms the post-hoc-ergo-propter hoc fallacy. Others, e.g.,

Reddaway [ibid] and Stobaugh and Associates [1972], calcu1ate the effects of

l For an excellent survey and appraisal of the earlier literature, see Horst
[1974].

2 Another study, which deserves mention for the same reason, is the one by
Tell [1976]. Tell uses a variant of the constant market share method and
ana1yzes the change in U.S. shares in foreign markets which are due to changes
in foreign production by U.S. firms. Tell's effect estimates are not as readily
comparable with our own, but they suggest, as do ours, that the exports effect
has been positive.
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foreign production on the basis of what they consider likely, but which are

nevertheless untested, assumptions regarding what the alternative to foreign

investment by U.K. or U.S. firms is. This accounts for the wide1y different

estimates of exports effects produced by these studies. For example, Stobaugh

et al. estimate that foreign production by U.S. multinationals have created

600,000 new jobs in the U.S., whi1e the Tariff Commission estimates that it

has meant a loss of 1.3 million job opportunities.

Horst [ibid] proceeds in a way very similar to our owno In cross-sections

over industries and countries he first investigates the determinants of UoSo

exports and of foreign production, each normalized for the volume of domestic

sales. He finds that both may be explained by the same set.of factors.

~he explanatory value in both regressions is around .40.) Then he moves

the foreign production ratio to the right hand side of the regression for

the exports ratio and states that this will show whether the partial

relationship between American exports and subsidiary net sales is posi

tive or negative. If the former, it would be evidence of net complemen

tarity between exports and foreign production by U.S. firms. If the lat

ter, it would show that the net effect is one of substitution. Horst finds

a highly significant positive relationship between the two, which tapers off

and becomes negative for very large volumes of foreign production relative to

domestic sales. Only 4 out of 184 observations were in the range where foreign

production had a negative effect on exports, however~

Lipsey and Weiss [1976], in a far more ambitious and detailed statistical

study, analyze the relationship between exports and foreign production

by U.S. firms in cross-sections over countries as we11 as over companies. In

dustry exports to a cross-section of 44 countries are related to country
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characteristics (GDP, EEC membership and a proxy for transportation costs)

and to the level of UoSo owned manufacturing affiliates· activity in the

countryo The most important missing variable which affects both exports

and foreign production, they suspect, is host country trade policyo This

omission should bias their results toward showing substitution between exports

and foreign productiono

Vet, they, too, find a significant positive relationship between exports

and ,foreign production in country-cross-sections for 14 industries and in

company cross-sections for 8 regions. The consistency of the results, the

separate significance of the country characteristics,as well as the fact that

foreign production by UoSo firms had a negative effect on exports by a group

of other industrial countries led them to conclude that this positive relation

ship represented the effect of foreign production by UoSo firms on UoSo

exports rather than a disguised inf1uence of country characteristics on both

of theseo Broadly the same results were obtained in a separate study of

the pharmaceutical industry [1976]u

There is very little indication of a substitutional relationship between

exports and foreign production in the Lipsey and Weiss studies. In the pharma

ceutical industry study the results show that foreign production has alarger

positive effect on exports of intermediate products (bulk pharmaceuticals)

than on exports of final products (packaged pharmaceutica1s). A1though there

is some substitution between the two kinds of exports, both effects are

positive.

The size of the estimated effects in the studies of both Horst and Lip

sey and Weiss are in the same range as those obtained for Swedish firms in

the poo l ed data o Li"psey and vlei ss fi nd tha t the effect of a l doll ar i nerease i n

forei gn producti on on parent exports to an area ranges between 1-15 cents, depending
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on the industry, except in the non-electrical machinery industry where it is

as high as 25 cents. Horstls estimates indicate that the average effect for

all industries is 3-10 cents (in the range where there is a positive relation

ship and where most firms are found). These numbers are generally lower than

the ones obtained by OlS on the Swedish data but higher than the ones ob-

tained by 2SLS.

80th Horst and lipsey and Weiss use only OlS to estimate the partial

effect of foreign productionu Whether the positive effects obtained in their

studies would have been lower or a substitutional relationship more in evi-

dence, if 2SlS estimation had been used, is an open question. The Swedish

analysis suggests that it wouldo

Otherwise, the results of the U.S. and Swedish studies are rather

similar. They all suggest that an increase in foreign production has a

relatively modest, positive effect on overall exports from the investing

country.

The net complementarity between foreign production and exporting, Horst

observes, has important implications for economic theory. In his words:

".... it suggests that the conventional general equilibrium theory
with its assumptions of free flows of information, exogenously given
demand for homogeneous products and anonymous, atomistic firms is
fundamental ly misleadingo Whether complementarities are based on the
parent and subsidiary sharing common information about new markets,
joint distributional, credit or service facilities, or a single brand
name and company reputation, the common asset is a firm-specific re
sourceo It belongs to the firm alone and is not typically shared with
competitors, American or foreigno Multinational firms are something more
than an anonymous agent combining homogeneous labor and capital to produce
homogeneous products, and their heterogeneity has a real, measurable im
pact on American export and investment patterns." (ibid. p. 84).

This conclusion is correct in the following sense. If markets were per-

fectly compatitive, so that all firms faced a perfectly elastic demand for

their products, there would be no effect of foreign productian on the in-
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vesting firm's exports, since foreign production would have no effect on

price. Indeed, the theory in Chapter 2 suggests that, under these conditions,

there would be no foreign productian by multinational companies.

On the other hand, the failure to establish a clear substitution effect

in the Lipsey and Weiss studies can also support the opposite conclusion. If

their results (as well as our own) are interpreted to show that the substitu

tion effect of foreign production is, in fact, negligible, and not the result

of inadequate analytical methods, it would be confirmation of the much debated

assumptions originally made by Reddaway [ibid] regarding the "alternative po

sition". It would, in other words, suggest that the alternative to foreign pro

duction by U.S. (U.K. or Swedish) firms would be much the same production by

non-U.S. (non-U.K. or non-Swedish) firms and, hence, the substitution of

foreign production for exports would have occurred in any case. The conclu

sion for economic theory of this finding is that foreign investors operate

in a highly competitive environment, where the final output of one firm is

highly substitutable for that of another firm, and where failure by one

firm to establish production in another country will immediately cause

another firm to produce the same output, in the same quantity as the first

firm would have.

It is not an easy issue to settle. However, I believe, and our own re

sults suggest it, that the conclusion implied by the absence of a substitu

tion effect is exaggerated. It is more likely that the substitutional

effects have been underestimated, and the positive net effect overestimated,

in the studies discussed here.
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7.7 Summary and conclusions

The question of whether foreign production by national firms implies in

creased or decreased exports from the investing country is one which has a

long history of public debateo Horst [ibidJ reminds us that it was an issue

in the public policy debate in the UoSo already in the 1920 l s o Then, as well

as in the contemporary debate, organized labor has charged, and the business

community vehemently denied, that foreign production replaces exports, or

increases imports, and threatens production and job opportunities at homev

Academic economists have found themselves in the middle of the barrage,

pointtng out that there are "effects" in both directions and that the

issue cannot be settled on ~ priori grounds.

The foregoing analysis has tried to settle the issue on empirical

grounds using data for Swedish firms. The regression results, which should

be interpreted as showing the effect of allowing firms to produce abroad

or of relaxing controls on foreign production, show that there is indeed

a highly significant and positive effect on exports of goods which are

complementary to foreign manufacturing by Swedish firms. Our estimates

show that there is also a negative effect on exports which are non

complementary to foreign manufacturing, but this effect is not as large,

nor as significant, as the positive effect. One reason that the substitu

tion effect is less unambiguous than the complementarity effect is prob

ably that our definition of substitutes is so wide.

The net effect of these opposing influences is a very small positive

effect on the firm's exports to countries where they have manufacturing

affiliates. For the average firm, this effect is probably not larger than 6

cents for every l dollar increase in foreign production and it may be closer

to zeroo
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To the above effects should be added the potentially positive effect

on the firm's general competitiveness due to economies of larger firm size.

Although we have not been able to quantify such indirect benefits of foreign

expansion, it seems likely that they exist and, in a longer time perspective,

are quite importanto

But what, one might wonder, was all the political controversy about when

the effects are so small? Much of it was due to uncertainty regardin~ the

alternative to foreign production and the extent to which foreign markets

could have been served through exportso Our results indicate that they could

not have been so served, that without foreign production these markets would,

largely, have been lost to the firma By producing abroad firms not only gain

in foreign market shares but actually succeed in exporting somewhat more than

they would have if they had not located abroado

The contribution of the present study to a literature that has been

growing rapidly over the last decade is that it supports conclusions regard

ing the exports effect of allowing foreign production with careful empirical

evidence. It is one of only a few studies which presents evidence on the

partial effect of foreign production on the exports of the investing firms,

i.e., the effect which is due to foreign production and not to a host of

other factors which also affect exports.

Increased exports is not, of course, a goal in itselfo Effects on the

level and the distribution of income in the höme country are the ultimate,

though not the only, standards by which to judge the welfare effects of the

multinational operations of national firmso A positive net effect on the in

vesting firmls exports contributes, however, to improved employment oppor

tunities and incomes of individuals in those firms. Enhanced competitiveness
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via benefits of firm size may increase future growth and, hence, yield

further benefits over time.

Dur results, in sum, remove at least some of the stated reasons for

broad interference with the free movement of direct investment capital pro

vided for under the current Swedish foreign exchange regulations. In the

next section we shall see that these conclusions are not altered when we

take account of the repercussions in the rest of the economy.

7.8 Macroeconomic implications

The relationship between the partial effects on exports of foreign

production controls estimated in this chapter and the effects of inter

national investment discussed in Chapter 2 in the general equilibrium

framework of the pure theory of international trade needs to be clarified.

At the same time we will state what macroeconomic implications can be drawn

from the findings in this chapter.

In the pure theory of international trade and investment interna

tional investment is seen as a flow of real capital, i.e., physical

capital equipment. In real ity, international investment is, of course, a

flow of financial capital, i.e., a monetary transfer.

The monetary transfer will, under certain circumstances, be matched

by an outflow of real resources, however, in which case the effects on

the investing and recipient countries will be those predicted by trade

theory. For this to happen it is necessary that the automatic adjustments

to a monetary outfloware allowed to work themselves out. Depreciation of

the investing countryls currency or deflation of its price level will

then lead to an increase in exports and a decrease in imports. The export

surplus constitutes the real resource transfer between the investing and
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recipient country, which, if it is matched by a change in capital forma

tion in these countries, corresponds to the real capital export in trade

theory.

The relocation of real capital ensures, given the assumptions of

the model, that real income in both countries will be raised, that the

return to capital in the investing country will rise and the return to

labor (and other cooperating factors) will fall and that the opposite

changes in relative factor returns will take place in the recipient

country. (Cf. Chapter 2.)

In practice, countries can and do avoid adjusting to a balance of

payments deficit due to a net outflow of investment capital, e.g., by

reducing their international reserves or by foreign borrowing. Sooner or

later reserves have to be restored (if the original level was optimal)

and foreign debts repaid. But by then the original capital outflow may

have generated an offsetting inflow of repatriated earnings - thereby

obviating any need for adjustment. Without adjustment and the consequent

export surplus and change in capital formation international investment

has - according to neoclassical trade theory - no effect on either the

investing or the recipient country.

However, as we have shown (empirically) in Chapter 7 and (theore

tically) in Appendix A, international production can have an effect

on the exports of the investing firm. These effects are independent of

any aggregate adjustment to the investment outflow and depend on the

presence of certain market imperfections: a negatively sloped demand

curve for the firm in foreign markets, government intervention or costs

preventing the free flow of information. Each of these violates the assump

tions on which the predictions - and welfare implications - of the pure

theory of international trade is based.
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If the net effect on the investing firmls exports is not completely

offset by opposite changes elsewhere in the investing country, it will

affect the balance of payments gap caused by the investment outflow. Thus,

the pressure to depreciate will, ceteris paribus, be less if the net effect

is positive and it will be greater if this effect is negative.

Dur results indicate that there is a small positive effect on the

exports of investing firms from allowing foreign production. But what can

we say about the effects in the aggregate? Is this positive effect on ex-

ports accompanied by offsetting changes elsewhere? More importantly, what

can we say about changes in resource allocation and relative factor demands?

There are two kinds of changes to consider. First, there are those

that arise because there may be a substitute or complementary relationship

between foreign production and the exports of non-foreign investors. With

differentiated products and vertically integrated firms, such effects are

likely to be quite small relative to the ones we have estimated. Although

the net impact is uncertain ~ priori, one could argue, in the case of

Swedish firms, that the complementarity effect probably outweighs the

substitution effect. The number of domestic producers of close substitutes

is very small in most industries, due to the smallness of the Swedish market,

while the reliance on independent suppliers (same of whom are domestic) of

intermediate products can be extensive. 1

Second, given full employment in the investing country, the domestic

•output growth of foreign investors with increased demand for exports affects

the output of non-investing firms via factor markets. Investors will bid

resources away from non-investors, forcing the latter to contract. The non-

1 I f' .n ormat~on on foreIgn affiliates' imports from non-affiliated firms in
Sweden in 1970 indicates that such imports are negligible compared to im
ports from the parent groups, however.
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investors likely to be most affected as factor prices are bid up are marg

ina" producers in import competing industries (or in the nön-traded goods

sector). Hence, foreign production should imply some reduction of output

in these industries and an increased demand for imports. The net effect

on the balance of trade of increased exports by foreign investors, on the

one hand, and decreased output in the import competing industries, on the

other, is, again, uncertain ~ priori. Nor is this question of fundamental

import, as noted earlier, since a trade surplus is not an objectiye in it

self.

Increased exports - possibly accompanied by increased i'mports - im

plies increased specialization between countries in accordance with the

comparative,advantage of each. This implies an increase in national in

come. It also implies an increased demand for factors of production used

relatiyely intensively in the export industries and a decreased demand

for factors used relatively intensively in the import competing industries.

Relative factor returns should be altered accordingly. This should be the

direction of change. The actual impact on resource allocation and factor

returns may be negligible, at least in the short rune

In sum, direct investment - or, more accurately, foreign production

by home firms - can have an impact on resource allocation and, hence,

on aggregate income and the distribution of income in the investing

country even when the capital outflow itself does not lead to an inter

national transfer of real resources. The reason is found in the interrela

tionship between foreign and domestic production by national firms.

Furthermore, we can say something about the likely direction - if not

the size - of these changes in the aggregate:
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Factors of production used relatively intensively in the export in

dustries will gain relative to those used relatively intensively in the

import competing industries. The result should be an increase in national

income. The predicted effects on welfare of allowing foreign production,

therefore, are completely analogous to those that would follow from allow

ing freer trade.



Appendix A

Supplement to Chapter 4 and
Chapter 7

A.l The model in reduced form

The theoretical model presented in Chapter 4 leads up to three equations,

which together determine the optimal volume of home production (Q ), ex-
H

ports (Sx) and foreign production (QA) for a profit-maximizing, single-

product firm. Here we will show explieitly how the model can be solved to

yield the kind of estimating equations used in the empirieal analysis in

subsequent ehapters.

To faeilitate solving the model presented in Chapter 4 we assume

the following linear price and quadratic eost funetions. l

(A: l )

(A: 2)

(A:3)

(A:4)

where QH - Sx= home sa les

QA + Sx:= total foreign sales.
l

This model can be thought of as a linearized version of the one in
Chapter 4, which is linear in logarithmic form.
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The profit function is then

TI = p (Q -5 ) + p (Q +5 ) - C - C
H H X A A X' H A

so profit maximization implies

Equations (A:6)-(A:8), which correspond to equations (4:7)-(4:9) in

(A:5)

(A:6)

(A:7)

(A:8)

Chapter 4, define a model of the determinants of QH' QA and SXo These

equations contain endogenous variables and structural parameters, the

latter being the intercept and slope of the demand and marginal eost

functions at home and abroad, but no exogenou? variables. As noted in

Chapter 4, exogenous variables affect these parameters and we now bring

them explieitly into the model in order to solve the model with respect

to these variableso

We assume that exogenous variables affect the intercepts (aH' aA, YH,

'YA) but not the slopes (SH' SA' oH' 0A) of the demand and marginal eost

functions. We also make the further simplifying assumption that the inter-

cepts are linear funetions of the exogenous variables, thereby keeping the

whole model linearo

Let us rewrite (A:6)-(A:8) in matrix notation as follows



Denoting the matrix of structural coefficients by A, the vector

of endogenous variables by Y and the two vectors of intercepts on the

right by Xl and X2 respectively, we rewrite (A:9) more compactly

(A: 9I)

Then, by our above assumption

(A: l O)

(A: 11 )

where Z ;s the vector of exogenous variables discussed in Chapter 4

(R&D, LS, KL, etc) and Bl an, ~re the matrices of their coefficients.

Equations (A:9) - (A:11) define the whole model in structural form.

We can now solve it so that each endogenous variable is a function of the

exogenous variables on1y. First, we substitute (A:10) and (A:11) into A:9 1
)

(A: 12)

Then, using Cramerls rule, we premultiply both sides in (A:12) by the

inverse matrix A-l
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(A: 13)

which is the reduced form. A-1(B1+Bz) is the matrix of reduced-form

coefficients, which we estimate in our regression equations as

y ez (A: 13 I)

where c.. in C are the regression coefficients.
~J

From the estimated coefficients in the C-matrix it might be possib1e

to identify all the structural coefficients in the A, Bl and 82 matrices, in

which case we could indirectly estimate these coefficients from the re

gression equations. Identification requires that the structura1 equations

are exactly identified with respect to the reduced-form coefficients. This,

in turn, requires a number of ~ priori restrictions on the structural model,

e.g., that some of the coefficients in the structural model are set equal

to zero.

Since, in this study, we are not trying to determine the values of

the structural parameters in the underlying model (the revenue and cost

functions), the question of theoretical and empirical identification of

these parameters will not be investigated here. Only in the next section

will it be raised in the specific context of estimating the effect of

foreign production controls on exports by "quasi-reduced-form" equations.

A.2 Theoretical ;ssues relating to the effect of contrals on foreign

production

The problem addressed in Chapter 7, i.eo, the determination of the partial

effect on exports of controls on foreign production, raises two questions:
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(l) can the coefficient for foreign production in an equation where exports

is the dependent variable be interpreted as showing the effect on

exports of controlling foreign production~ and

(2) are the structural equations for the endogenous variables, exports and

foreign production, identifiable in terms of the exogenous variables?

II The eff ect of a cha nge i n an endogenous var i abl e II

An endogenous variable only changes when one of the exogenous variables in

the system changes. The changes in the other endogenous variables accompany

ing this change will differ depending on which exogenous variable caused

the endogenous variables to change. It follows that one cannot speak of

"the effect of a change in an endogenous variable ll
•

However, when, as in our case, variation in the level of foreign pro-

duction is viewed as a policy parameter, foreign production ceases to be

an endogenous variable. Controls on foreign production mean that QA cannot

be adjusted, so equation (A:7), which states that foreign production should

be such that MRA = MCA, becomes irrelevant and we are left with only two

equi1ibrium conditions, namely, that domestic production and exports should

adjust so that MRH = MeR and MRH = MRA.

How do we determine the effect of exogenous changes in QA? Dur model

is now

(A:14)

which can be rewritten in reduced form as
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(A: 15)

where det = 6HSA - 0H(SH+6A) is the determinant of (A:14)o

Differentiation yields

(A: 16)

(A:17)

Thus, the partial effect on QH and Sx of relaxing controls on foreign

production is given by the coefficient of ÖA in the respective reduced-form

equations - or "quasi-reduced-form" equations, since ÖA is left as an

explanatory variable in both. 1

According to (A:16) and (A:17) both effects are negative, since

det> O (2nd order condition) and -SABH < O and -BACBH-oH) < O (BH,BA < O

being the slope of the average revenue curve and oH > O being the slope

of the marginal cost curve). The negative effect on exports is larger than

the negative effect on home production and exceeds the latter by the term

In this model, therefore, the partial effect of exogenous changes in

ÖA is seen to depend only on the slope of the home and foreign average

revenue functions (SH,SA) and on the slope of the home marginal eost

l The total derivatives - (A:16) and (A:17) - can be contrasted with the
"apparent derivatives" in each structural equation [e.g.." CdSX)/CdQA) in
~quation (A:20) below which is CSA)/(SH+SA)]'" The difference ~s that the
QA coefficients in the reduced-form equat~ons take account of the feedback
between the endogenous variables in the simultaneous-equations system,
which the "apparent derivatives" in the structural equations do not"
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function (oH)o In the expanded model to be presented in the next section,

additional factors are involved and the net effect of dQA is indeterminate

~ priorio

Clearly, if we had been interested in the values of the structural

parameters per ~, and had estimated them separately, we could have in

ferred the effect of relaxing controls on QA from these parameter values.

However, we have not done SOo Instead, we have, in Chapter 7, estimated

t he ,coef f i cient on QA i n t he quas i - reduced form di rect lYo The resul t

should be the same o

Identification and estimation

In Chapter 7 we address the hypothetical question of what would be the

effect of foreign production controls. In real ity, what we observe in

the data are endogenous adjustments of the level of foreign production.

In order to estimate the effect on exports (or home production) of

hypothetical foreign productian controls it is essential that the foreign

production variable enters the estimating equations as an exogenous variab

leo This is where estimatian by two-stage-least-squares (2SLS) comes ino

The estimated value of an endogenous variable, which is used instead of

the actual value in the second step of 2SLS-estimation, becomes an exogenous

variable in the modelo It is purged of feed-back effects between the endo

genous variables and its coefficient can be interpreted as showing the

partial effect of changes in this variableo

The use of 2SLS requires that the structural equation for 0A contains

exogenous variables whose coefficients may be set equal to zero in the OH

and Sx equationso This is sufficient to ensure that the coefficients in

the equation on 0A' which is estimated in the first step, identify the
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. 't Q l'n the Q and S equations, whieh are estimated ineoefflelen on A H x

the seeond step.

To see this we go back to our original equations (A:6)-(A:8) and

rewrite them as struetural equations:

(A: 18)

(A: 19)

(A:20)

Rewriting these equations to express QH and Sx as funetions of QA

only yie1ds the quasi-redueed-form equations used for estimation:

(A: 18' )

(A:20' )

We want to use the seeond struetural equation - (A:19) - to identify

the eoeffieients on QA in (A:18') and (A:20 ' )o The system is seen to be

identified and estimable by 2SLSo Only (A:19) eontains parameters from the

forei gn eo~t· funet i on (YA). Therefore, faetors un i quely affeet ing forei gn

eosts identify the eoeffieient on QA in (A:1B') and (A:20 ' )o

In Chapter 4 we argue that the age of the firm's foreign operations,

YR, is a variable whieh will affeet QA by, inter alia, redueing foreign

eosts o The reason is that learning-by-doing inereases the produetivity of

foreign faetors of produetion over timeo

YR is used as an instrumental variable in the empirieal analysis,
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because it affects costs abroad and not costs at home nor demand, iueu,

YA but not aH' YH and aA in equations (A:18 1
) and (A:20 ' )o (Of course,

foreign demand might be affected by the length of time the firm has been

selling in foreign markets, but this is normally related to how long the

firm has been exporting rather than to how long it has been producing

abroadu) The YR variable, then, allows us to say that in estimating the

effect of foreign production controls in Chapter 7 we estimate, in principle,

equation (A:20 ' ) aboveo The "in principle", of course, is to safeguard

against the fact that there is a very crude correspondence between the

theoretical variables in the structural equation and the empirical variables

in the estimating equationso

Ao3 A model of foreign production and exports with complementarity and

substitution effects

The empirical analysis of the interrelationship between exports and foreign

production in Chapter 7 is based on a theoretical model, which allows for

both complementarity and substitution between exports and foreign productionu

The model presented here captures some of the main featureso

We introduce the following new notation:

QH home production of final product

S exports of home produced final product

y exports of intermediate product

QA production of final product abroad

We assume that the firm produces both intermediate and final pro

ducts at home but sells only the final product in the home marketo Both

intermediate and final products are exported, the former to foreign manu

facturing affiliates for further processing abroad, the latter to outside
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buyerso When intermediate products go into home sales or exports of final

product, they are part of ORo When they are exported, we call them Y. In

creased production of intermediate goods for exports leads to increased

costs at home but lower costs abroad, because less intermediate goods need

be produced abroad per unit of finaloutputo The resulting revenue and

east functions are:

(A: 21 )

(A:22)

(A:23)

(A:24)

The firm1s profit function is now

and profit maximization means

s deR
uTI = R'(Q -S) (Q Y) o
~ H H - ao; H'

(A:25)

(A:26)

(A:27)

(A:28)
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o (A:29)

Equation (A:26) states that home produetion should be such that mar

ginal revenue from home sales equals the marginal eost of home produetion.

Equation (A:27) says that exports of final goods should be such that

marginal revenue from home sales equals marginal revenue from foreign

sales of finaloutputo "Equation (A:28) says that exports of intermediate

goods should be such that the marginal cost of home production of interme-

diate goods equals the marginal gain from intermediate goods in foreign

production. Equation (A:29), finally, states that foreign production should

be carried to the point where marginal revenue from foreign sales equals

the marginal cost of foreign productiono

t~hat is the effect of foreign production controls in such a model?
dQ

We assume that QA = QA,violating~ = O, and we want to find ~,
A dOA

dS and ~ o To do so we totally differentiate the first three equations:
dOA dOA

-Rlf
H

Rit + R"
H A

o

o dS

dy

o

(A:30)

Let det denote the determinants of the above matrix o We know that

det < O (second-order condition)o
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We rewrite the system as

all a12 al31 rdQH O l
l

:3J
I

bzdQAa1Z
aZ2 idS (A: 31 )

I

lal3

j

b3
dQAO ldY

and apply Cramer1s rule:

(A:32)

(A:33)

(A:34)

Can we determine the sign of these total derivatives? We know that

(l) all' a2Z ' a33 < O (2nd-order eondition)

(2) a1Z > O (deereasing marginal revenue)

(3) a13 f O (if marginal east of QH inereases with increased produetion

of Y, a
13

< O, if it deereases a13 > O; if marginal east of OH

is unaffeeted by Y~ a13 = O)

(4) bz > O (analoguous to alZ)

(5) b3 ~ O (analoguous to a
13

)o
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From this follows that

< O

< O

(A:35)

(A:36)

(A:37')

Thus, the easing of foreign production controls will, in this model,

lead to a decrease in domestic production and a decrease in the exports of

substitute final productso The effeet on eomplementary goods exports is in-

determinate, depending on whether the marginal cost .of home production in

creases with, falls with, or is unaffected by increased production of Y. It

is elear that the marginal eost of home produetion is not independent of

the marginal cost of y, since intermediate products enter into the produc

tion of final output. But it can fall with,or be unaffeeted by increased pro

duetion of Y, if marginal eost of Y-produetion is constant. Then, a
13

~.o and

d~ > O. The positive effect on complementary exports will not be offset by
dOA
inereased costs of home production.
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T e
a

rvey Data on Swedi h
facturing Investment Abroad

The rur surveys of the foreign operations of the Swedish mining and manu-

facturing industry in 1965, 1970 and 1974 are unique in that there exists

no comparab1e information - official or otherwise - in Sweden. A similar

survey, covering, in addition, foreign operations by other industries, for

1960-65 was undertaken by Lund [1967] on behalf of the Swedish Employers'

Confederation and the Federation of Swedish Industries. A benchmark survey

of emp10yment in foreign affi1iates of Swedish firms in all industries in

1974 was undertaken by the Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB) and coordinated

with our own survey for that year.

The 1960 data on foreign investment has been made avai1ab1e to us and is

presented in away which permits comparison with the lUr data for later years

in Swedenborg [1973 and 1976]. Some data tab1es describing the size and growth

of the foreign operations of Swedish mining and manufacturing firms are a1so

presented in Appendix C.

Since the rur data have not been presented to non-Swedish readers before,

a brief description of the scope and methodology of these surveys is given

be1ow. The present author was main1y responsib1e for the design and the

execution of the surveys on both occasions. In the 1965-70 survey this

responsibility was shared with Eva Thie1. In the 1974 survey

it was shared with Bo Lindörn and Rolf Rundfelt, who were, however,
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primarily responsible for the collection and analysis of data on the financial

flows between the Swedish and foreign corporate groups.

Scope of the surveys

The purpose of the surveys has been to obtain information regarding,

especially, the foreign manufacturing activities of Swedish industry and the

Swedish parents, which would permit analysis of the determinants of multi

national operations and their effects on the Swedish economy.

Data has been co1lected in two survey operations, in 1971 and 1975

respectively. On both occasions, the surveys were designed to cover all

Swedish mining and manufacturing firms,which had affiliates abroad or minority

interests in foreign manufacturing firms in any of the survey years 1965,

1970 or 1974. The 1965-70 survey covered all foreign manufacturing and sales

affiliates of the Swedish parent and foreign manufacturing firms, in which the

investing firm had a minority interest. The 1974 survey covered, in addition,

affiliates and minority interests in other sectors than manufacturing and

trade.

Both surveys requested detailed information on foreign manufaturing

affiliates but only limited information on other affiliates and on minority

interests. Analoguously, they requested more detailed information on Swedish

parents which had manufacturing affi1iates abroad than on those which had

only sales affiliates or minority interests abroad.

Despite the limitation to the foreign operations of the manufacturing

sector, benchmark surveys (Lund,[ibid], and SCB,[ibidD show that some 90 %

of all foreign affiliates and minority interests of Swedish firms are covered

by the rur surveys.

Swedish manufacturing firms in the surveys are defined as firms in Sweden,
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which are not affiliates of foreign firms and which are mainly in mining or

manufacturing. r1anufacturing firms with less than 50 employees in Sweden and

forei gn i nyes tment undertaken by pri vate i nd i v; dua l s, e. g., owners O'i':' fam; ly

businesses, are excluded.

In principle, the whole corporation is regarded as the unit of analysis

and the consolidated group of Swedish firms - parent company and subsidiaries

i n Sweden - as the i nves t i ng fi rm or II the Swed i sh parent II. The SVJedi sh

corporate parent was asked to supply information regarding its overall

operations, both in Sweden and abroad.

The reason for treating the~whole corporation as one entity is that the

corporate parent is the ultimate decision making unit and decisions are reached

with regard to their iMplications for the entire operations. Hence, an analysis

of the motives for, and effects of, foreign investment must be based on informa

tion regarding the whole firm.

However, we have made exceptions from the general rule of including

only manufacturing firms and of treating the whole corporation as the unit

of analysis. Large manufacturing firms, which are subsidiaries of Swedish

firms in other sectors (shipping and retail trade), have been treated as

parent companies and independent of the non-manufacturing part of the corporate

group. We preferred this to excluding them. In addition, manufacturing firms

which are subsidiaries of holding and investment companies but which, in

practice, are quite independent of other companies within the group have also

been treated as separate corporations.

Foreign affiliates or subsidiaries (and sub-subsidiaries) are defined in

accordance with Swedish corporate law as firms in which the corporate parent

directly or indirectly holds more than 50 %of the share capital . These firms

are included in the consolidated accounts of the corporate parent.
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Minority interests are defined as firms in which the Swedish firm

directly or indirectly ho1ds at least 10 %and no more than 50 %

of the share capital. These firms are not included in the corporate accounts,

and the investing firm can generally supply only limited information

regarding them.

Foreign manufacturing affiliates are affiliates which have any manu

facturing activity (including assembly) abroad,even if this is not its main

activity by va1ue.

Foreign sales affiliates are affiliates which sell, install and service

the products of other firms and have no manufacturing.

Other foreign affiliates are affiliates in sectors other than manufacturing

and trade.

The reason for the wide definition of manufacturing affiliates is that we

wanted to cover all foreign manufacturing by Swedish firms. It means, however,

that a number of affiliates are classified as manufacturing even though they

are, in fact, mainly sales affiliates. In 1970, firms for which the sales value

of output was more than 50 %of total sales made up 78 %of the total number

of "manufacturing affiliates" and accounted for around 85 %of employment and

total assets in all II manufacturing affiliates".

Collecting the data and response rate

Information on Swedish foreign investors was col1ected by means of questionnaires

sent to the Swedish corporate parent. The population of such firms meeting the cri

teria of the survey was not known but had,on both occasions,to be determined by us

All Swedish firms which want to invest abroad must app1y for permission to

do so from the Central Bank. We were allowed the use of the Central Bank's

confidential register of all firms which had been granted permission to in-
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vest abroad since 1955. This register contained over 1 500 names of firms,

but on the basis of external information regarding these firms 1 a large

number could be eliminated because they did not meet the criteria of the

surveys.

Most firms were eliminated because they were not manufacturing firms

with more than 50 employees or because they could not be identified and 10-

cated. Some 100 firms were eliminated because they were foreign owned and

approximately the same number because they were subsidiaries of a corporation

already included. Of the little more than 350 firms in Sweden,to which the

questionnaires were sen~ approximately an additionallOO firms were dropped

because they, too, were found not to meet the criteria for our sample, e.g.,

because their foreign activities had been discontinued or because their

permission to invest abroad had not yet been used in the survey year.

Some 260-270 firms responded on both survey occasions, implying a response

rate of 97-99 %of the total. Most of the firms which did not supply any in-

formation were small, so the response rate is not 10wer if it is weighted

by the size of firms. The data should, therefore, represent a nearly complete

coverage of the foreign operations of Swedish mining and manufacturing industry

However, a further reservation is in order: the coverage of,especially,smaller

investors may be incomplete also because the Central Bank register may not

include all firms with foreign interests and because we have erroneously

stricken firms from that list.

Failure to respond completely was relatively more common than failure to

give any information at all. The information obtained from most firms is

l For example the following sources: Svenska Aktiebolag (listing all corpora
tians with share capital in excess of l million kr), Svensk Industrikalender
(The Federation of Swedish Industries' calendar of Swedish firms), SAF:s Ma
trikel (The Ernployers' Federation's register of Swedish firms) and "Vem äger
vad i svenskt näringsliv?" ("\fuo owns what in Swedish industry?")
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sufficient to make for nearly complete coverage in the tables in Appendix C.

But missing values on one or a few variables have led to many observations

being omitted from the country regressions presented in the main text.

Although 90 %of all firms had responded within 3 months of having

received the questionnaires, col1ecting, checking, supplementing, and

correcting the questionnaire data stretched over a l year period on the

first survey occasion (up to September 1972) and over an 8 month period on

the second occasion (up to December 1975). (The result of a "1 earn ing effect"

both on the part of investigators and investigated1) Follow-up contacts was

by te1ephone with the responsible individuals in the finance and accounting

departments of the participating firms.

Considerable effort has been spent by the participating firms in

supplying the information requested. The work required was proportionate to

the number of foreign manufacturing affiliates of the firm as well as to the

number of affiliated Swedish firms for which the parent had to consolidate

data. (The conso1idation over the Swedish group is not one which the firm

does for its own records.) In the 1965-70 survey,the 15 largest foreign in

vestors reported that they devoted 4-8 man weeks in answering the questionnaires.

In the 1974 survey (counting on1y time spent on Forms A and B on which the

present study is based, cf below) this time was considerab1y shortened. The

difference is due to less information being asked on the foreign manufacturing

affiliates and to the fact that much of the information requested on the

foreign activities has, in the interim, become part of the reporting routine

in the larger finns. Undoubtedly, the time devoted by finns has made for a

high quality of the data, on average. Deficiencies will, however, always

remain in this kind of data.
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The questionnaire forms

In large part there is an exact correspondence between the information re

quested in the 1965-70 and in the 1974 survey respectively. In both surveys

there was a Form A for information on the Swedish parent group and on the

consolidated firm and a Form B for each manufacturing affiliate abroad. The

main difference is that the earli~r survey requested relatively detailed in

formation from the balance sheet and the income statement of foreign manu

facturing affiliates. Much of this was eliminated in the 1974 survey, which

instead requested much more detailed information on the financial flows

between the Swedish and the foreign groups. This was reported on a separate

form, Form C.

The present study is based on information contained in Forms A and B,

supplemented with the following items from the financial data on Form C:

total assets, book value and fire insurance value of property, plant and

equipment, and gross operating profits for the Swedish parent group and

for the consolidated Swedish and foreign groups.

Forms A and B, accompanying IIInstructions and definitions" and the

letter sent to the firm from lUl in the 1974 survey are reproduced below

pro forma, since no translation is supplied. The corresponding material for

the 1965-70 survey is contained in Swedenborg [1973].
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ndust iens Utredningsinstitut
(THE INDUSTRIAL INSTI1C'I-E FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RESEARCH)

Storgatan 19 - Box 5037 - 10241 Stockholm 5 - Telefon 08-63 5020 - Bankgiro 446-9995

Postgiro 191592·5

Stockholm den 16 april 1975

Svenska industriföretags direkta investeringar i utlandet

Industriens Utredningsinstitut genomförde 1971 en omfattande enkätundersökning
av svenska industriföretags direkta investeringar i utlandet under åren 1965 och
1970. Resultaten från denna undersökning redovisades i boken "Den svenska in
dustrins investeringar i utlandet" (Swedenborg, B., 1973, IUI). Där visades bl a
att industrins utlandsverksarnhet vuxit mycket starkt under 1960-talet och upp
nått en sådan storlek att den är av väsentlig betydelse för den svenska ekonomin.
Under 1970-talet har denna utveckling fortsatt och krav har ånyo ställts från
olika håll på aktuell. information om den utländska verksa~beten. Institutets sty
relse har därför uppdragit åt institutet att göra en uppföljning av den tidigare
enkätundersökningen i förhoppning om att företagen kommer att medverka i samma
stora utsträckning som i den tidigare undersökningen. Information om företagens
utlandsverksamhet är värdefull inte bara för den ekonomisk-politiska debatten
utan har även visat sig vara av direkt intresse för näringslivet.

Syftet med 1975 års enkät, liksom med den tidigare, är att kartlägga omfattningen
av svenska industriföretags utlandsverksamhet samt därmed sammanhängande betal
ningsflöden mellan Sverige och utlandet. Det sistnämnda innebär en kartläggning
av varuströmrnarnas omfattning och riktning, flödet av tjänster (royalties, licenser
och patent etc.), räntor och utdelningar samt kapital mellan Sverige och utlandet.

Enkätformulärens utformning har diskuterats med en rådgivande kommitte bestående
av direktör Bengt Andersson, Atlas Copco AB, i egenskap av näringslivets förtroende
man i frågor rörande statistikiämnande samt av representanter för Svenska Arbets
givareföreningen (SAF) oGh Sveriges Industriförbund (SI).

Statistiska centralbyrån har planerat att genomföra en egen insamling av statistik
om de utlandsinvesterande företagens utländska verksaniliet. I diskussioner med
SCB har förutsättningen för en närmare samverkan undersökts, eftersom den av SCB
önskade informationen i huvudsak inryms i IUI:s enkät. Med hänsyn till att någon
officiell uppgiftsskyldighet i detta fall inte föreligger och till att utlämnandet
av ifrågavarande information av många företag har ansetts mycket känsligt har det
lämpligaste förfaringssättet bedömts vara att SCB själv svarar för sin informa
tionsinsamling.

Undersökningen omfattar samtliga svenska industriföretag som hade tillgångar i'ut
landet 1974 till följd aven direkt investering. Företagen ombeds ta del av "Upp
lysningar och anvisningar anglende enkäten~' samt fylla i blankett A och i tillämp
liga fall blanketterna B och C. vi skulle vara tacksamma för att få de ifyllda
blanketterna tillbaka före den 30 maj 1975.

De lämnade uppgifterna kommer givetvis att behandlas konfidentiellt och kommer
inte att publiceras på sådant sätt att enskilda företag kan identifieras. Ytter~

ligare frågor beträffande denna utredning och ifyllandet av blanketterna besvaras
gärna av de på blanketterna namngivna personerna inom institutet.

Med utmärkt högaktni~g och med tack för vänlig medverkan

~~\A~~
Lars Wohlin
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INDUSTRIENS UTREDNINGSINSTITUT

BOX 5037

102 41 STOCKHOLM 5
TEL. oa/63 50 20

REF. ROLF RUNDFELT, BO L1NDÖPN 0CH BIRGITIA SWEDENBORG

BLANKETIERNA INSÄNDS FÖRE DE:N 30 MAJ 1975

Upplysningar och anvisningar angå'ende enkäten om svenska
industriföretags direkta investeringar i utlandet

I. UNDERSÖKNINGENS OMFATTNING

Institutets undersökning omfattar samtliga svenska industriföretag som hade tillgångar i utländska dotter
och dotterdotterföretag och/eller minoritetsintressen i utländska företag 1974. Intresset koncentreras till
producerande dotterföretag i utlandet. Rent försäljande och övriga rörelsedrivande dotterföretag, liksom
minoritetsägda företag omfattas i mer begränsad utsträckning.

Enkäten sänds till svenska industriföretag som erhållit tillstånd från riksbanken att företa direkta
investeringar i utlandet. Företag som erhåller enkäten trots att de ej omfattas av undersökningens ur
valskriterier ombeds i sitt svar ange om tillståndet avsåg utländska intressen av annat slag än sådana
som berörs av undersökningen, om ett tidigare utlandsintresse avvecklats före 1974 eller om investerings
tillståndet ännu ej utnyttjats detta år.

II. DEFINITIONER

Direkta investeringar utgörs enligt Internationella Valutafondens definition av investeringar i dotter- och
dotterdotterföretag i utlandet eller 'förvärv av minoritetspost i ett utländskt företag med vilket investe
raren har en väsentlig intressegemenskap. Begreppet innefattar således ej s k portfölj investeringar, dvs
investeringar i företag där investeraren ej har intresse av eller möjlighet att utöva kontroll över veder
börande företags löpande förvaltning.

Som svenskt industriföretag betraktas företag som är registrerat i Sverige och som inte är dotterföretag
till ett utländskt företag samt är verksamt huvudsakligen inom industrin.

Till producerande företag räknas här alla företag som utför någon form av varuproduktion, såsom
utvinning, tillverkning eller sammansättning av varor. Även företag som huvudsakligen bedriver annan
verksamhet, t ex försäljning, men därutöver utför någon produktion räknas i denna undersökning som
producerande företag.

Till försäljningsföretag räknas här företag som endast ägnar sig åt försäljning, eventuellt kombinerat
med installations- och serviceverksamhet. Försäljningen skall i inte obetydlig utsträckning utgöras av kon·
cernens produkter. I de fall då sammansättning eller montering av varor är en så enkel process att den
även kan utföras av kunden och av företaget inte betraktas som industriell tillverkning kan detta pro
duktionsled innefattas i försäljningsföretagets verksamhet.

Övriga röre/sedrivande företag är företag som är verksamma inom andra näringsgrenar än industri
och handel.

Dotterföretag och dotterdotterföretag eller koncernföretag utgörs av företag i vilIQa aktiekapitalet ägs
till mer än 50 % av ett eller flera koncernföretag} Sådana företag omfattas enligt § 221 i aktiebolags-
lagen av koncernredovisningen. .

Svenska koncernföretag eller den svenska koncernde/en utgörs av moderföretaget och övriga i Sverige
belägna koncernföretag.

Utländska koncernföretag eller den utländska koncerndelen utgörs av koncernföretag belägna i utlandet.
Utländska minoritetsintressen definieras som företag i utlandet i vilka minst 10 % och högst 50 % av

aktiekapitalet ägs av ett' eller flera koncernföretdg.

III. UNDERSöKNINGENS SYFTE

Denna enkät utgör en uppföljning av den enkätundersökning angående svenska industriföretags direkta
investeringar i utlandet som institutet företog 1971. Syftet med föreliggande enkät, liksom med den tidi·
gare, är att kartlägga omfattningen av svenska industriföretags utlandsverksamhet samt därmed sam·
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manhängande betalningsflöden mellan Sverige och utlandet. Det sistnämnda innebär en kartläggning av
varuströmmamas omfattning och riktning, flödet av tjänster (royalties, licenser och patent, etc), räntor och
utdelningar samt kapital mellan Sverige och utlandet.

I huvudsak är 1975 års enkät upplagd på samma sätt som 1971 års, vilket möjliggör detaljerade jäm
förelser mellan enkätåren 1965, 1970 och 1974. Den viktigaste skillnaden rör uppgifter om företagens
utländska tillgångar och skulder och förändringen i dessa~· I stället för att som i 1971 års undersökning
begära uppgifter från varje enskilt producerande dotterföretags balans- och resultaträkning (på blankett
B i den föregående undersökningen), efterfrågas dessa uppgifter för hela koncernen samt med uppdelning
på den svenska och utländska koncerndelen (på blankett C i 1975 års undersökning).

IV. ENKÄTENS UTFORMNING

Det fö~etag som ombeds besvara enkäten är moderföretaget i koncernen. Detta innebär att koncernens
moderföretag ombeds rapportera även direkta investeripgar i utlandet som företagits av dotter- eller
dotterdotterföretag i Sverige. Om det väsentligen skulle underlätta besvarandet av enkäten kan emel
lertid annat svenskt koncernföretag än moderföretaget besvara enkäten beträffande sina utländska inves
teringar. I dessa fall bör separata frågeformulär ifyllas i tillämpliga delar såväl av koncernens moder
företag som av ifrågavarande dotterföretag, eftersom det ä~ av vikt att vi erhåller uppgifter rörande
hela koncernen.

Enkäten består av tre formulär. Blankett A insänds i ett exemplar och avser uppgifter om företaget/
koncernen i Sverige samt vissa uppgifter om dess intressen i utlandet. Företag som äger producerande
dotterföretag i utlandet ombeds dessutom besvara blanketterna B och C. Blankett B ifylls därvid i ett
exemplar för vart och ett av de producerande utländska dotterföretagen. Blankett C insänds i ett exem
plar och avser uppgifter om koncernens tillgångar och skulder i Sverige och utlandet 1974 samt föränd
ringen i dessa 1971-1974.

Blankett B kan erhållas i engelsk översättning för de fall vissa uppgifter behöver lämnas direkt av de
utländska koncernföretagen. Dessutom bifogas kopior av samtliga blanketter att behållas av företagen
själva. Ytterligare exemplar av blanketterna kan erhållas från institutet.

V. VALUTAOMRÄKNING

Alla belopp bör uttryckas i svenska kronor efter omräkning till den valutakurs som rådde vid utgången
av 1974 (och 1971-74 i Avd. II och III på blankett C). Om annan växelkurs används i koncernbok
slutet kan denna kurs användas. I sådana fall bör detta särskilt anges under punkten "Kompletterande
uppgifter" i respektive avdelning.

VI. RÄKENSKAPSAR

Uppgifterna skall avse kalenderåret 1974 samt åren 1971-1973 när det gäller blankett e, avdelningarna
II och III. I regel torde räkenskapsåret sammanfalla med kalenderåret, varför uppgifter direkt kan häm
tas ur företagens redovisningshandlingar. Företag med brutet räkenskapsår kan dock i stället lämna upp
gifter för det räkenskapsår som nänriast sammanfaller med kalenderåret. Vid räkenskapsår l juli-3D
juni anges uppgifter för räkenskapsåret 1973/74 osv. Om räkenskapsåret ej omfattar 12 månader skall
detta anges.

VII. EXAKTHET I UPPGIFTSLÄMNANDET

En hel del av de begärda uppgifterna finns förhoppningsvis relativt lätt tillgängliga för de flesta före
tag. När så inte är fallet efterfrågas emellertid inte redovisningsmässig exakthet i svaren utan rimliga
uppskattningar. Det är viktigt att sådana uppskattni ngar i möjligaste mån görs jämförbara mellan olika
dotterföretag och länder. Om speciellt stor osäkerhet vidlåder en viss uppgift var god ange detta under
punkten "Kompletterande uppgifter" i respektive avdelning.

VIII. SÄRSKILDA ANVISNINGAR TILL FRAGORNA

Nedanstående nummer återfinns i anslutning till den fråga på blanketterna som förklaringen avser.

1. I blanketterna skall anges företagets/koncernens huvudsakliga branschtillhärighet enligt nedanstående
kodförteckning. Om företagets/koncernens verksamhet förd~lar sig på mer än en bransch anges således
den bransch inom vilken den övervägande delen av verksamheten faJler.

Bransch-
kod

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Bransch

Jord- och stenvaruindustri
Järn·, stål· och metallverk
Meta lIvaruindustri
Maskinindustri
Elektroindustri
Transportmedelsindustri
Varvsindustri
Industri för instrument, foto- och optikvaror, ur
Annan tillverkningsindustri

Bransch Bransch-
kod

Gruvindustri 01
Livsmedelsindustri 02
Dryckesvaru- och tobaksindustri 03
Textil- och beklädnadsindustri 04
Läder- och lädervaruindustri 05
Trävaruindustri 06
Massa- och pappersindustri 07
Grafisk och pappersvaruindustri 08
Kemisk och plast- och gummivaruindustri 09
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2. För de utländska dotterföretag och minoritetsägda företag som inte är i huvudsak producerande skall
verksamhetstypen anges enligt nedanstående kodförteckning:

I. Handel
2. Jord- och skogsbruk
3. Byggnadsindustri
4. Kraftverk

5. Forskningsverksamhet
6. Koncernledning
7. Transport
8. Övriga tjänster

3. Moderföretagets (i koncernen) direkta och indirekta andel av det utländska företagets aktiekapital
beräknas på följande sätt: Antag att 80 % av aktie- eller andelskapitalet i ett utländskt koncernföretar
ägs av ett annat utländskt företag som j sin tur till 60 % ägs av det svenska moderföretaget. Mod\·~(·

företagets direkta och indirekta ägande i dotterdotterföretaget blir då 60 % X 80 % = 48 %. De sve:.ska
koncernföretagens direkta ägande i dotterdotterföretaget blir noll. Att dotterdotterföretaget klassificeras
som koncernföretag bestäms av att det till mer än 50 % - här 60 % - ägs av ett annat koncernföretag.

4. Antalet anställda i minoritetsägda företag i utlandet kan vara en svårtillgänglig uppgift. Ä ven en grov
uppskattning på denna punkt vore emellertid värdefull.

5. Exporten bör om möjligt värderas fob, dvs till det pris som erhålls när varorna lämnar landet. Om
-någon annan värderingsprincip använts för beräkning av de begärda exportsiffrorna. var god ange hur
denna förhåller sig till fob-priserna.

6. Antal anställda avser antalet anställda i medeltal under året. Finns denna uppgift ej tillgänglig, upp
ges i stället det aritmetiska medelvärdet av antal anställda i början respektive slutet av året.

7. Definitionen av arbetare och tjänstemän skiljer sig ofta mellan olika länder. Om någon enhetlig defi·
nition inte tillämpas inom hela koncernen, kan därför de lämnade uppgifterna baseras på den indelning
som respektive utländskt dotterföretag gör eller kan göra.

8. Om uppgift om lönebikostnader i de utländska dotterbolagen saknas ombeds företaget göra ett pro
centuellt påslag på lönesumman.

9. Statistiska centralbyråns definition av forskning och utvecklingsarbete inom industrin omfattar grund
forskning, tillämpad forskning och utvecklingsarbete inom naturvetenskap. teknologi, medicin, lantbruks
vetenskap ffi m, men ej inom samhällsvetenskaplig och humanistisk forskning (innefattande marknads
forskning, företagsekonomisk forskning etc). Vidare sägs att i allt arbete som hänförs till FoU skall finnas
ett nyhetselement. Ett normalt konstruktionsarbete som helt följer utstakade banor och etablerade ru·
tiner skall ej räknas till FoU. Kostnader för FoU omfattar driftskostnader och periodicerade kapital
kostnader för av företaget med egen personal bedrivet FoU-arbete samt utbetalda medel för FoU som
på företagens uppdrag utförts av annan. Licensbetalningar bör däremot ej inkluderas som utgift för FoU.

10. De flesta företag gör en uppdelning av sin tillverkning och försäljning på divisioner, sektorer, hu
vudsakliga produktgrupper eller pr.odukter. Grunden för denna indelning kan vara produkternas använd
ningsområden, dvs försäljningsinriktad, eller, vilket är vanligare, produktionsmetoder, dvs produktions
tekniskt bestämd. Här vore det önskvärt att denna indelning kunde ske på grundval av produktionsme·
toder eller av i produktionen använda material, dvs motsvara de klassificeringsprinciper som används
i svensk industri- och handelsstatistik (SNI resp. SITC). Vidare är det önskvärt att så långt möjligt sam
ma indelningsgrunder används vid en produktuppdelning av de svenska koncernföretagens produktion
och export som vid en produktuppdelning av de utländska dotterföretagens produktion, även om den
sistnämnda görs mer finfördelad. Rimliga uppskattningar kan mycket väl godtas, om uppgifterna är
svåra att beräkna på grundval av tillgänglig information inom företaget.

tl. Ett exempel kan förtydliga anvisningen för företag med utländska producerande dotterföretag i färre
än 6 länder. Antag att ett företag har 3 prcducerande dotterföretag i utlandet 1974. Ett av, dessa ligger
i Västtyskiand, ett i Storbritannien och ett i Colombia. De två förstnämnda länderna är särskilda i län
derförteckningen i fråga 19 och företaget ombeds ange koncernens omsättning i och export till dessa
länder. Colombia är däremot inte särskiljt och någon uppgift behöver därför inte lämnas, vare sig för
detta land eller för Latinamerika, i vilket det ingår.

12. Skillnaden mellan totalomsättning och värdet av varor tillverkade eller sammansatta vid dotterföre
taget utgörs av varor som endast återförsäljs utan vidare förädling vid företaget. Ate;rörsäljningen kan
utgöras av varor som tillverkats vid andra koncernföretag eller av varor som inköpts från utomstående
företag. . .

13. Dotterbolagens import värderas fob, dvs till de priser som erhålls när varorna lämnar Sverige. I de
fall då de svenska koncernföretagens totala export till landet ifråga går via detta dotterföretag blir upp
gifterna under 11) lika med de uppgifter som lämnats för ifrågavarande land under fråga 19.) på blan
kettA.

t4. Kortfristiga skulder avser skulder vars ursprungliga löptid är h<;igst 1 ir. Övriga skulder är långfris
tiga. Samma avgränsning gäller fordringar. Arets amortering bör således redovisas son\ långfri~tig

skuld. I det fall den här angivna avgränsningen är svår att följa för företaget, kan företaget här i stäl
let använda de klassificeringsprinciper som brukas i företaget. Ange i så fall vilka principer som följs.
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I enkäten görs undantag från denna regel för leverantörsskulder (kundfordringar) och banklån. De förra
redovisas helt som kortfristiga och de senare som långfristiga. I kundfordringar respektive leverantörs
skulder inkluderas även växlar och förskott.

15. Lim från stat och kommun (landsting) omfattar långfristiga lån från stat och kommun. såsom t ex
lokaliseringslån. Den svenska koncerndelen redovisar lån från stat och kommun (landsting) i Sverige och
den utländska koncerndelen lån från motsvarande offentliga myndigheter i utlandet.

16. Exempel" på övriga poster är förändring i andra skulder än sådana som förmedlas via den orga·
niserade kreditmarknaden. nyemissioner respektive nyteckning av aktier. insättning respektive uttag av
medel på spärrade banktillgodohavanden mm.
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BLANKETT A
KONFIDENTIELLT

SVENSKA INDUSTRIFÖRETAGS DIREKTA INVESTERINGAR I Ull NDE

INDUSTRIENS UTREDNINGSINSTITUT

BOX 5037

102 41 STOCKHOLM 5

TELEFON 08/63 50 20

REF. ROLF RUNDFELT, BO LINDÖRN OCH BIRGITTA SWEDENBORG.

BLANKETTEN INSÄNDS FÖRE DEN 30 MAJ 1975 TILL INDUSTRIENS UTREDNINGSINSTITUT.

Blankett A: Uppgifter om företaget/koncernen i Sverige och dess intressen utlandet.

Före ifyllandet av frågeformulären var god se upplysningar och anvisningar angående enkäten. En utförligare förklarin~

av enskilda frågor ges i anvisningen vars nummer anges i anslutning till frågan.

AVD. I.

lur:s kod

1. Företagets/moderföretagets namn och adress:

2. Kontaktperson:

Tel. ___ 1 ankn.

---'
3. Företagets/de svenska koncernföretagens huvudsakliga branschtillhörighet. I

Ange I svarskolumnen branschens siffra enligt branschkoden lanvlsningrana, VIII:1 !
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4. Var god ange nedan vilka i Sverige belägna rörelsedrivande dotterföretag och viktigare dotterdotterföretag som
omfattas av koncernens redovisning för år 1974.

Med viktigare dotterdotterföretag i Sverige avses här framför allt större industriföretag samt företag D
med aktier i utländska företag.

Medverkade

För de företag som 1971 medverkade i institutets undersökning av utlandsinvesteringarna räcker det D
här att ange vilka större företag som tillkommit i eller utgått ur koncernen efter 1970. Om företaget Medverkade
medverkade eller ej framgår av kryssmarkeringen i vidstående ruta. ej

Företagets namn:



5. Antal producerande dotterföretag i utlandet 1974.
Se anvisningarna, II.
För varje producerande dotterföretag insänds en blankett B.

257

Antal

6. Uppgifter angående försäljande dotterföretag i utlandet 1974.
Se anvisningarna. II.
Var god ange de svenska koncernföretagens direkta ägande i försäljande dotterföretag enligt följande kod:
0-10 % = 1, 11-20 % = 2,21-30 010 = 3,31-40 % = 4,41-50 % = 5,51-100 010 = 6.
Om det finns mer än ett försäljande dotterföretag i ett land och de svenska koncernföretagens ägande behöver anges med
olika kod, ombeds företaget lämna uppgifter om dessa företag på olika rader. I annat fall kan uppgifter om dotterföretag i
samma land slås ihop.

Andel av aktie-

IUI:s Antal Antal
kapitalet som ägs

Land kod företag anställda
direkt av de svenska

koncernföretagen
enligt kod ovan
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7. Uppgifter angående övriga rörelsedrivande dotterföretag i utlandet 1974.

Se anvisningarna, II samt VIII:2 och 3.

I I Andel av aktie-
VeFksam- kapitalet som ägs

IUI:s hetstyp ..Antal Bokfört värde på
direkt och direkt av de(enligt) eget kapital

kod koden i
anställda 1000 kr indirekt av svenska kon-

VIII:2) moderföre- cernföretagen
land taget, OJa 0J0

I

8. Uppgifter angående minoritetsägda företag i utlandet 1974.
Med minoritetsägda företag menas här att minst 10 och högst 50 % av _företagets aktiekapital ägs av ett eller flera koncern-
företag.

För utländska produktionsföretag anges branschtillhörigheten nedan enligt branschkoden i anvisningarna VIII :1.

För utländska försäljningsföretag och övriga rörelsedrivande företag anges verksamhetstyp enligt koden i VI II :2.

Se även anvisningarna, II samt VIII:3 och 4.

Andel av aktie-

Bransch-
kapitalet som Ags

IUI:s tillhörighet;
Bokfört vårde på

direkt och direkt av de
kod verksam- Antai eget kapital

Indirekt av svenska kon-anställda 1000 kr
hetstyp moderföre- cernför etagen

land taget, 0/0 °/0
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I

1000 kr

9. Hela koncernens externa fakturerade omsättning 1974.
Koncernomsättning anges netto, dvs. efter a\ldrag för omsättningsskatter, rabatter och returer.
All försäljning inom koncernen skall vara eliminerad.

10. Företagets/de svenska koncernföretagens externa omsättning 1974.

IExklusive försäljning inom koncernens svenska delar men inklusive försäljning till utländska
dotterföretag.

11. (a) Totar fakturerad export från företaget/de svenska koncernföretagen 1974.
Se anvisningarna, VIII :5.

varav
(b) försäljning till utländska dotterföretag.

Inklusive försäljning till både försäljningstöretag och producerande företag.

12. Kompletterande uppgifter:
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AVD. II.

NEDANSTAENDE FRAGOR BESVARAS ENDAST AV FÖRETAG/KONCERNER MED PRODUCERANDE DOTIERFöRETAG I UTLANDET.

Antal anställda I
Koncernen

I
därav

totalt Sverige

13. (a) Antal anställda 1974. lSe anvisningarna, VIII :6.

varav

I
(b) arbetare (kollektivanställda)

Se anvisningarna, VIII :7.

1000 kr

Koncernen

I
därav

totalt Sverige

14. (a) Summa lönekostnader 1974.

IHärmed avses utbetalade löner och lönebikostnader.
Se anvisningarna, VIII :8.

I

varav
(b) för arbetare (kollektivanställda)

1000 kr

15. (a) De svenska koncernföretagens totala intäkter från licenser, patent, royalties, "know-
how" och "management fees" 1974.

Exklusive betalningar mellan svenska koncernföretag

varav
(b) intäkter från utländska koncernföretag

(c) intäkter från utländska minoritetsägda företag

(d) intäkter från övriga utländska företag

16. (a) Hela koncernens kostnader för licenser, patent, royalties och "know-how" 1974.

Exklusive betalningar mellan samtliga koncernföretag.

varav
(b) betalningar till andra länder än Sverige.

17. (a) Hela koncernens kostnader för forsknings- och utvecklingsarbete (FoU).

Exklusive betalningar mellan koncernföretag. Med kostnader för FoU avses såväl löpande utgifter
som avskrivningar på kapitalutrustning för FoU enligt Statistiska Centralbyråns definition. Både
FoU som utförts vid det egna företaget och det som utförts av annan på uppdrag av företaget skall
inkluderas.

Se anvisningarna, VIII:9.

varav

(b) för FoU bedrivet i Sverige
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18. De svenska koncernföretagens externa omsättning och export 1974, enligt uppgifterna 10 och 11a ovan, fördelad
på produktgrupper 1974.

Exklusive försäljning inom koncernens svenska delar men inklusive försäljning till utländska dotterföretag.
Se anvisningarna. VIII:10.

Produkter/produktgrupper I
IUI:s

I
Andel av omsått-

I
Andel av

kod ningen (%) exporten (%)

19. Hela koncernens externa omsättning och export från Sverige 1974, enligt uppgifterna 9 och 11a ovan, fördelad
på länder/länderområden.

Omsättningssiffrorna skall avse koncernens totala externa försäljning I respektive land inklusive import till och exklusive
export från landet. All försäljning mellan koncernföretag i landet skall elimineras. Exporten från Sverige avser hela expor
ten, dvs såväl försäljning till koncernföretag som övrig export till landet ifråga.

Företag med producerande dotterföretag j 6 eller flera länder (utom Sverige) ombeds ange omsättning i och export till samt
liga nedan uppräknade länder/länderområden.
Övriga företag ombl3ds lämna dessa uppgifter endast för de av de nedan uppräknade länderna i vilka de har producerande
dotterföretag.

Se anvisningarna. VIII :11.

lånder/ländergrupper

Belgien

Frankrike

Italien

Holland

Västtyskiand

Danmark

Norge

Finland

Schweiz

Storbritannien

Österrike

Portugal

IUI:s
kod I

1000 kr
-----,--1

Omsättning IExport från Sverige

Övriga Västeuropa
varav
Spanien

östeuropa

USA

Kanada

-,", ---1--------1------'"'--1
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I

19. (forts.) I IUI:s

l
1000 kr

länder/tändergrupper
kod Omsättning \ Export från Sverige

Syd- och Mellanamerika I
I

varav
Argentina

Brasilien

Mexico

Afrika

varav
Sydafrika

Asien

varav
Indien

Japan

Australien

Nya Zeeland

Summa

20. Kompletterande uppgifter:
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KONFIDENTIELLT

SVENSKA INDUSTRIFÖRETAGS DIREKTA INVESTERINGAR I UTLANDET

INDUSTRIENS UTREDNINGSINSTITUT
BOX 5037-

102 41 STOCKHOLM 5
TELEFON: 08/63 50 20

REF. ROLF RUNDFELT, BO LINDORN OCH BIRGITIA SWEDENBORG

BLANKETIEN INSÄNDS FÖRE DEN 30 MAJ 1975 TILL INDUSTRIENS UTREDNINGSINSTITUT

Blankett B: Uppgifter om det producerande dotterföretaget i utlandet

Före ifyllandet av frågeformulären var god se upplysningar och anvisningar angående enkäten. En utförligare förklaring
av enskilda frågor ges i anvisningen vars nummer anges i anslutning till frågan.

IUI:s kod

1. Företagets namn:

Land:

Moderföretaget i koncernen:

2. (a) Sedan när ingår företaget i koncernen som E::tt producerande dotterföretag?
år

(b) Ingick företaget töre ovannämnda år i koncernen som försäljningsföretag? ja D nej D

(c) Bedrev företaget före ovannämnda år produktion i annans ägo? ja D nej D
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1974

1000 kr

3. Totala tillgångar (total balansomslutning)

IHär avses bokfört värde av företagets tillgångar. Se även anvisningarna~ V.

4. Värdet av företagets fasta anläggningstillgångar.
Med fasta anläggningstillgångar avses fastigheter. maskiner och inventarier.

(a) Bokfört värde

(b) Brandförsäkringsvärde (eller motsvarande).

5. Tolalt eget kapital. I
HArmed avses totalt aktiekapital samt övrigt beskattat eget kapital som fonder. reserver och balanserade vinster.

6. Andel av aktiekapitalet som ägs

(a) direkt och indirekt av moderföretaget i koncernen 0/0

(b) direkt av de svenska koncernföretagen
°/.Se anvisningarna VIII:3.

7. Rörelseöverskott.
Härmed avses omsättning minus tillverkningskostnader före avskrivningar.

8. (a) Summa lönekostnader för anställda.
Härmed avses utbetalade löner och lönebikostnader.
Se anvisningarna VIII:8.

varav
(bl för arbetare

Antal
anställda

9. (a) Antal anställda.
se anvisningarna, VIII:6 och 7.

varav
(b) arbetare
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1974

1000 kr

10. (a) Total fakturerad omsättning.
Omsättning skall anges netto, dvs. efter avdrag för omsättningsskatter, rabatter och returer.

varav
(b) varor tillverkade eller sammansatta vid företaget.

Se anvisningarna. VIII:12.

11. (a) Total export av 10 (a).
Export skall inkludera försäljning till koncernföretag.
Se anvisningarna, VIIJ:5.

varav
(b) till Sverige

12. (a) Import av varor från de svenska koncernföretagen.
Se anvisningarna VIlJ:13.

varav
(b) varor för återförsäljning utan bearbetning vid företaget

(c) varor för bearbetning vid företaget

(d) investeringsvaror för användning vid företaget.
Med investeringsvaror avses maskiner och inventarier.

13. Sammansättning av företagets produktion enligt 10 (b) ovan.
Ange de huvudsakliga produkter/produktgrupper som produceras av företaget samt deras respektive andel av
produktionen.
Se anvisningarna, VIIJ:10.

Produkter/produktgrupper I
IUI:5

I
Andel av total

kod produktion (D/o)
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14. Kompletterande uppgifter



Appendix C

orne Basic Data on Foreign
Affiliates of Swedish ManufacturO g
Firms

Table C:1 Foreign affiliates of Swedish manufacturing firms 1965-74

Number of fi rms Employment

1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974

Manufacturing affi1iates 329 428 481 147 807 182 649 219 620
Sales affiliates 583 905 227 24 826 42 702 55 740
Other affi1iates * * 64 * * 15 520

Total 912 333 772 172 633 225 351 290 880

Minority interests a 56 91 119 27 515 59 800 77 060
Minority interests in

anon-manufacturing firms * * 52 * * 4 210

Total 56 91 171 27 515 59 800 81 270

* Not avai1ab1e"

a The co1umns for number of firms and for emp10yment are not comparab1e.
Information on emp10yrnent is avai1ab1e for on1y 77 of the minority owned
firms in 1974, for examp1e.

Affi1iates are firms in which the Swedish parent group direct1y or indirect1y
owns more than 50 % of the share capital.

Minority interests are firms in which the Swedish parent group direct1y or ~n

direct1y owns at 1east 10 % and no more than 50 % of the sharp capital.



Table C:2 Manufacturing affi1iates abroad by industry: emp10yment and total assets in 1960, 1965, 1970, N
m

and 1974
cc

-

Number Employment Total assets, million kr
of

Industry fi rms 1974 1960 1965 1970 1974 1960 1964 1970 1974

Food, drink, tobacco 4 205 568 1 967 1 562 12 28 137 -198

Textiles, appare1, 1eather and
1eather products 22 240 l 084 3 367 5 844 5 21 79 158

Pu1p and paper 11 . O 1 568 3 875 5 797 O 291 1 036 l 698

Paper products, printing and
pub1ishing 33 111 1 508 3 820 6 438 11 88 416 l 093

Chemica1s, rubber, plastic products 75 21 908 24 056 24 832 24 179 534 873 1 287 2 096

Primary and fabricated metals 112 7 133 11 666 19 l 06 25 769 418 935 2 185 3 579

Machinery (except e1ectrica1) 94 49 843 72 113 78 887 73 080 1 925 3 988 6 655 8 797

Electrical machinery 69 20 150 26 202 32 406 52 339 694 l 270 2 411 5 925

Transportation equipment 15 1 117 2 910 4 366 11 267 55 220 545 1 806

Other manufacturing 43 4 804 6 132 10023 13 348 180 319 856 1 845

All industries 478 105 511 147 807 182 649 219 623 3 834 8 033 15 607 27 195
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Table C:3 Manufacturing affiliates abroad by country: emp10yment and total

assets 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1974

Number Emrloyment Total assets, mil1.kr.Region of
and firms a

1960 1965 1970 1974 1960 1965 1970 1974country 1974

Industria1
contries 399 87 608 120 711 145 606 174 256 3 340 6 964 13 322 22 932

EECb 161 48 645 69 309 83 016 1 593 3 822 7 465
Belgium 17 2 579 4 674 6 020 8 242 146 322 832 1 766

France 40 13 666 16 116 21 237 29 371 437 819 617 3 447
Italy 18 3 768 16 256 15 526 17 345 152 977 426 2 366

Netherlands 28 2 096 3 553 7 629 8 380 93 267 810 l 287
Hest Germany 58 26 536 28 710 32 604 33 891 765 438 2 780 4 770

EFTAb 157 22 597 30 204 39 772 748 405 3 211
Denmark b 29 2 459 2 817 7 061 7 736 71 138 639 068
Nor\'/ay 27 l 810 3 909 5 338 3 775 74 220 499 474

Finland 35 2 760 4 462 5 870 8 016 98 218 343 788

Switzer1and 7 368 359 316 582 11 16 44 72

Great Britainb 35 12 047 14 679 13 927 15 583 397 650 990 395

Austria 12 l 974 2 555 3 301 2 873 75 132 266 275

Portugal 12 l 179 l 423 3 959 4 905 22 31 429 481

Other Europeb
21 722 l 094 2 475 15 50 207

Spain 14 659 971 2 326 959 13 41 193 649

Ireland
b

, Ice':~
l andb , Greece, 7 63 123 149 l 198 9 14 58
Turkey )

North America 39 12 368 14 638 12 328 17 024 813 320 804 2 847

Uni t ed State s 26 9 651 12 483 9 807 13 345 662 917 097 l 817

Canada 13 2 717 2 155 2 521 3 679 151 403 706 l 030

Other industria1
countries 21 3 276 5 466 8 015 9 376 172 368 635 189

Austra1ia,New
Zealand 15 563 2 976 5 372 6 939 100 221 394 947

South Africa 6 713 2 490 2 643 l137 72 147 242 242

conto
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conto (Table C:3)

Region
and
country

Number
of Employment
firms a

1974 1960 1965 1970 1974

Total assets, mill.kr.

1960 1965 1970 1974

Less dev.
countries

P,fri eJ

Tunisia,
~11a rocka,
Zambia

17 903

174

174

27 096

574

37 043 45 367

569 612

569 612

494

3

069

87

87

285

72

72

4 263

123

123

570 2 044 l 584

12 957 22 492 29 534

l 377 2 674 2 559

8 065 12 981 19 892

531 l 048 930

899 3 268 4 569

Asia 16

India 7

Pakistan, 1
Ceylon, Thai-
land, Phil-
ipines, Ma- J' :1
laysia,
Singapore,
Lebanon

Latin A11erica 60

Argentina la

Brazi l 24

Colombia 5

Mexico 12

Chile, Peru, l
Uruguay,
Paraguay,
Venezuela, ~9

Equador, l
Jamaica

10 051

7 985

2 066

7 678

l 241

4 764

319

939

360

13 565

11 419

2 146

13 982

12 219

l 763

15 221

11 915

3 306

169

123

46

323

43

201

10

46

19

296

260

37

686

80

414

23

107

34

302

257

45

911

281

082

76

277

130

536

293

243

3 604

288

2 395

104

519

298

War1 d 478 105 511 147 807 182 649 219 623 3 834 8 033 15 607 27 195

a Does not necessarily correspond to number of legal entities, since firms of ten
consolidate over several affiliates in one country.

b EEC and EFTA grouping based on rnernbership 1960-1970. Between 1970 and 1974 the
following changes took place: Great Britain, Denmark and Ireland became mernbers
of an enlarged EEC in 1973. Iceland became a member of EFTA in 1970.



Table C:4 Manufacturing affiliate sales and trade by industry 1965, 1970, and 1974
Million kr

Sales Exports Exports to Sweden Imports from Swedish
parents b

Industry 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974

Food, drink, tobacco 25 170 218 8 12 42 8 8 4 O 15 9
Textiles, appare1,
leather and leather
products 32 104 3UO 13 82 227 9 64 161 3 17 21
Pulp and paper 172 531 l 595 72 197 585 O 15 O 5 45 187
Paper products,
printing and publishing 125 526 l 521 13 62 175 O 9 33 12 59 202
Chemica1s, rubber,
p1astic products l 007 l 397 2 407 63 131 319 7 27 58 37 91 218
Primary and fabricated
metals l 082 2 654 4 624 84 282 734 7 38 213 417 989 l 381
Machinery (except
electrical) 4 096 6 726 10 016 563 l 322 2 913 59 123 298 330 591 929
Electrica1 machinery 1 391 2 131 5 448 53 132 467 23 47 126 192 368 l 168
Transportation
equipment 296 934 3 058 56 369 1 286 O 26 38 123 340 l 186
Other manufacturing 301 866 1 973 88 189 505 5 41 79 9 21 49

All industries C 8 527 16 038 31 161 l 013 2 776 7 252 118 397 l 010 1 179a 2 677 a 5 349

a The total exceeds the sum of all industries because it includes estirnated values (50 and 140 million kr
respectively) for one corporation. It has not been possible to allocate these values by industry.

b Imports from Swedish parents are approximately equal to total imports from Sweden, since affiliates have,
for the most part, negligible imports from other Swedish firms.

c Due to rounding off the sum of all industries does not equal the total. N
-.....,J
--'
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Table C:5 t~anufacturin9 affiliate sales and trade by region in 1965 and 1970.

r··1i 11 i on kr

------------------ -----

Region

Sales

1965 1970

Exports

1965 1970

Exports to
Sweden

1965 1970

Import from
Swedish parent a

1965 1970

8 527 16 038 013 2 776

974 2 691

646 1 798

207 676

216

2

24

190

120

183

356

44

328

74

O

14

60

125

128

114

12

203

055 2 321

476 l 156

239 674

3

6

10

7

l

2

397

138

9

14

387

126

235

o

2

30

2

4

l

l

O

O

118

117

40

71

8

59

85

41

9

35

295

13

196

2

39

36

O

3

31

83

2

117

48

644

885

430

407

368

702

155

850

14 153

8 134

3 370

214

382

022

42

394

586

725

38

520

7 505

3 920

l 645

War1 d c

Industrial
countries

EEC
EFTA

of which

Nordic countries

Other Europe
North America

of which
United States

Other industrial
countries
Less deve10ped
countries

Africa

Asia

Latin America

a The total exdeeds the sum of all regions because it includes estimated values
(50 and 140 million kr respective1y) for one corporation. It has not been
possible to allocate these va1ues by region.

b Imports from Swedish parents are approximate1y equa1 to total imports from
Sweden, since affi1iates have, for the most part, neg1igible. imports from other
Swedish firms.

c Due to rounding off the sum of all countries does not equa1 the total.
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cont. (Table C: 6)

Imports
Region Exports from
and to Swedish
country Sales Exports Sweden parent

Latin America 3 131 87 14 820

of which
Argentina 246 8 3 12

Braz i 1 2 021 70 la 570
Columbia 92 2 O 3
Mexico 505 6 l 142

Warl db 31 163 7 252 Ola 5 349

a EEC and EFTA grouping based on membership 1960-1970. Between 1970 and 1974
the following changes took place: Great Britain, Denmark and Ireland became
members of an enlarged EEC in 1973. Iceland became a member of EFTA in 1970.

b. .
Due to round~ng off the sum of all countr~es does not equal the total.



Table C:7 Book value of Swedish direct investment in manufacturing

affiliates by industry in 1965 and 19700 Million kr

Swedish direct investment

275

Industry

Food, drink, tobacco

Texti les, appa re l, l ea ther and
leather products
Pu1p and paper

Paper products, printing and
publishing

Chemicals, rubber, plastic
products

Primary and fabricated metals

Machinery (except electrica1)
Electrica1 machinery

Transportation equipment

Other manufacturing

All industries

1965

21

5

80

32

470

292

812

399

43

163

3 317

1970

54

17

462

137

605

485

2 811

629

202

333

5 735

Swedish direct investment is the book value of the Swedish parent's
share--rn foreign affiliates' equity plus affiliate long term debts to
Swedish parent (long term = in excess of l year) o
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Table C:8 Book value of Swedish direct investment by region in 1965

and 1970. Million kr

Swedish direct investment
Region 1965 1970

Industrial countries 2 960 4 964
EEC 1 521 2 633
EFTA 594 l 009

of which
The North 174 368

Other Europe 18 69
North America 682 060

of which

United States 567 659
Other industrial countries 145 193
Less developed countries 355 772

-Afri ca 30 26
Asia 97 107
Latin America 228 639

World 3 3l7 a 5 735 a

Swedish direct investment is the book value of the Swedish parent's
share in foreign affiliates equity plus affiliate long term debts to
Swedish parent (long term = in excess of l year).

a. .
Due to roundlng off the sum of all countrles does not equal the total.
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Table (:9 Sales affiliates abroad by industry in 1965, 1970,and 1974

Number of firms b Employme'nt

Industrya 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974

Food, drink, tobacco 8 15 15 112 159 129

Textiles, apparel, 1eather
and leather products 19 24 33 121 83 74

Pulp and paper 27 67 85 163 392 758

Paper products, printing and
publishing 8 7 34 46 35 502

Chemicals, rubber, plastic
products 40 64 113 603 l 030 l 819

Primary and fabricated meta1s 71 137 149 834 2 049 2 641

Machinery (except electrical) 184 246 301 12 556 19 470 25 408

E1ectrical machinery 57 92 103 5 958 11 049 12 950

Transportation equipment 41 65 125 l 701 3 808 6 540

Other manufacturing 28 52 96 254 545 965

Mixed industry 100 136 173 2 478 4 082 3 951

All industries 583 905 227 24 826 42 702 55 737

a lndustry affiliation of sales affiliates is by the main industry of the
Swedish parent. The "mixed industry" category are affiliates of parents
whose sales in any industry do not amount to at least 60 % of total sales.

b Number of firms does not necessarily correspond to number of legal entities,
since firms of ten consolidate over several affiliates in one countryo
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Table C:10 Sales affi1iates abroad by country in 1965, 1970 and 1974

Region and Number of firms a Emp10yment

country 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974

Industria1
countrles 513 803 112 20 899 35 979 47 257
EECb 156 260 7 954 13 357

Belgium 20 34 42 834 1 116 1 281
France 30 55 99 l 498 2 819 3 747
Ita ly 14 26 34 3 248 4 591 6 473
Nether1ands 22 38 52 527 l 054 l 981

West Germany 70 107 152 1 847 3 777 7 351

EFTAb 255 404 9 120 15 058

Denmarkb 54 77 124 l 850 2 714 4 195

Norway 53 90 121 1 472 2 653 3 755

Finland 27 41 65 1 323 1 900 2 730
Switzer1and 28 61 62 693 l 359 1 926
Great Britainb 74 104 140 3 139 5 172 4 003
Austria 11 24 37 305 587 1 124
Portuga1 8 7 8 338 673 728

Other Europe 23 28 32 997 235 457

of which
Spain 11 .12 20 523 717 984

Eastern Europe 3 3 2 75 69 71
North America 61 83 107 520 2 786 3 889

-.... United States 45 63 83 220 2 273 2 873

Canada 16 20 24 300 513 l 016

Other industria1
countries 14 28 37 302 35 657 2 617

Australia,
New Zealand 12 19 20 597 1 742 893
South Africa 2 4 8 592 . l 479 253

Japan 4 5 9 119 322 471

Less deve10ped
countrles 70 102 114 3 927 6 723 8 480

Africa 7 13 13 122 229 269

Asia 17 26 31 877 351 778

of which

India 4 5 4 501 421 900

conto
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cont. (Table C:l0)

Region and Number of firms a Emp10yment
country 1965 1970 1974 1965 1970 1974

Latin America 50 63 70 2 928 5 143 6 433

of which

Argentina 6 9 8 260 452 343
Brazi 1 6 8 16 311 542 981
Chile 4 5 10 187 256 345
Colombia 7 7 4 714 990 988

Mexico 7 8 10 448 193 488
Peru 8 11 8 398 384 428

World 583 905 226 24 826 42 702 55 737

a Does not necessarily correspond to number of legal ent1t1es, since
firms of ten consolidate over several affi1iates in one country.

b EEC and EFTA grouping based on membership 1960-1970. Between 1970
and 1974 the fo11owing changes took place: Great Britain, Denmark and
Ire1and became members of an enlarged EEC in 1973. Ice1and became a
member of EFTA in 1970.
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Table C:ll The 20 largest Swedish multinational manufacturing
fi rms i n 1978 a

Name of
company

Foreign
Total affiliate
emp10yment employment

Age of
oldest
manuf.
affi1iate Main products

Svenska Fläkt 11 510

Alfa Laval 17 760

ASEA 40 600

AGA 15 370

Household app1i
ances, office
machines

Roller bearings,
steel

Te1ephone stations,
exchanges, equ i pment
Steel, stee1 manu
factures
Motor vehic1es,
machinery
Building materials,
packaging, matches

Pneumatic drills,
compressors

Separators, dairy
and fa rm mach i nery

Gas and gas energy
(heating, freezing,
welding)

Electric equipment,
engines, turbines

Office equipment,
printing,
publishing

Air conditioning1934

1965

1916

1912

1913

1943

1960

1897

1922

1911

1921

1910

7 400

9 410

7 060

9 100

10 030

12 040

15 150

10 890

13 680

33 890

44 290

47 690

57 290

28 330

54 470

75 630

66 390

ESSELTE 13 950

Volvo

Atlas Copco 17 660

Electrolux

L MEricsson

SKF

Sandvik

STAB.( Sw .t'1a tch) 23 250

Saab-Scania 39 250 6 600 1958 Motor vehicles

SCA 15 650 5 150 1960 Paper and a11ied
products

Astra 7 060 3 720 -1942 Pharmaceuticals
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Cont. (Table C:ll)

Age of
Foreign oldest

Name of Total affiliate manufo
company employment emp10yment affi1iate Main products

ESAB 5 640 3 460 1933 E1ectrica1 welding
machinery

PLM 8 580 3 190 1969 Packaging (metal ,
glass, paper)

Euroc 10 940 3 050 1960 Cement, machinery

Monark 4 190 3 030 1948 Bicycles

Gränges 15 640 2 520 1957 Stee1, steel con-
structions,
copper and alumi-
num products

a Based on the size of foreign affi1iate employment.

Source: 1978 Company Annua1 Report. Information on the age of foreign
manufacturing comes from the IUI survey.
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